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ABSTRACT
o f the dissertation of
o f Steven Reed Johnson for the Doctor ooff Philosophy in
An abstract of

Urban Studies presented July 2, 2002.

Title: The Transformation of
o f Civic Institutions and Practices in Portland,
Oregon, 1960-1999

In this dissertation I examine how the organizational framework for civic life
in Portland, Oregon, changed between 1960 and 1999 and identify several key aspects
of
o f the transformation.
The most basic change has been in the type ooff organizations involved in civic
issues. In 1960 civic life in Portland was dominated by traditional civic organizations:
wom en’s clubs, voluntary and charitable
fraternal and benevolent organizations, women's

organizations, ethnic cultural groups, and direct social service organizations. By 1999
traditional civic organizations were displaced by advocacy oriented organizations:
identity interest groups, neighborhood associations, citizen interest organizations, and
social service organizations that advocated for causes.
Putnam (2000) and Skocpol ((1999)
1999) contend that traditional civic organizations
provided civic engagement opportunities that also encouraged social capital building
o f citizens. They contrast the virtues ooff traditional
interactions among a cross section of

civic organizations with civic groups of
o f today that they argue are single issue focused,
lack the capacity to engender social capital, and do not involve a cross section of
of
citizens in civic life.
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In this dissertation I argue that traditional civic organizations had minimal

impact on political participation and decision making in the community. Public policy
deliberation was dominated by a narrow cast ooff citizens, a civic elite composed mostly
of
o f white males. The formal mechanisms for citizens to be involved in political
decision making were limited to elite and professionally driven City commissions and
boards, traditional political party organizations, and formal public hearing processes. I
contend that traditional civic organizational structures did not allow the organizations
to respond to new social and political conditions. Their structural resistance to change
forced citizens to seek new organizational forms that would accommodate political
participation. I also argue that the new civic organizations, and civic engagement
processes established by local government citizen participation programs, blend the
democratic virtues of
o f effective participation in democratic institutions with social
capital engendering activities. The new forms of
o f civic organizations are rich and
varied, producing innovative civic actions, drawing a broad cross section of
o f citizens to
the public deliberation table, and instrumental in building solutions to intractable
social and environmental problems.
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SECTION I: BACKGROUND

Chapter 1
Introduction
In this dissertation I examine how the organizational framework for civic life
in Portland, Oregon, changed between 1960 and 1999 and identify several key aspects
of the transformation. The most basic change has been in the type ooff organizations
involved in civic issues. In 1960 civic life in Portland was dominated by traditional
civic organizations: fraternal and benevolent organizations, women’s
women's clubs, voluntary
and charitable organizations, ethnic cultural groups, and direct social service
organizations. The predominant civic actions performed by traditional civic
o f charity and community service. Traditional civic
organizations were acts of

organizations had minimal impact on political participation and decision making in the
community. Public policy deliberation was dominated by a narrow cast of
o f citizens, a
composed mostly of
o f white males. The formal mechanisms for citizens to be
civic elite compose_d

involved in political decision making were limited to elite and professionally driven
City commissions and boards, traditional political party organizations, and formal
public hearing processes.
By 1999 traditional civic organizations were displaced by advocacy oriented
organizations: identity interest groups, neighborhood associations, citizen interest
organizations, and social service organizations that advocated for causes. Participation
in civic life, while still involving acts of
o f charity and community service, incorporated

1
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more political participation. There was also a broader cross section ooff citizens

involved in civic life through the new civic organizations and through direct and
o f civic engagement.
representative forms of

I argue that traditional civic organizations declined and lost their central
importance in community life primarily for several reasons. Traditional civic
associations ceased to be the source of
o f critical civic skills and knowledge. Whereas
traditional civic associations were once a primary vehicle for citizens to learn basic
civic skills and gain knowledge about public affairs, today citizens leam
learn new skill sets
through participation in public processes, and participation in civic life through
advocacy organizations. Since the mid 1960s there has been an enormous extension of
citizen participation rights including freedom of
o f information laws, public meeting
laws, hearing requirements, the establishment ooff advisory boards, longer notice and
comment periods, and mandates for accountability. Traditional civic organizations did
not incorporate the new forms of
o f civic engagement into their repertoire of
o f civic
actions, nor provide citizens with the skills and knowledge needed to be involved in
civic life.
Traditional civic organizational structures were inflexible and lacked the
capacity to adapt to new social and political conditions. Putnam (2000) and Skocpol
(1999) contend that traditional civic organizations provided civic engagement
opportunities that also encouraged social capital building interactions among a cross
section of citizens. They contrast the virtues ooff traditional civic organizations with
o f today that they argue are single issue focused, lack the capacity to
civic groups of

2
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engender social capital, and do not involve a cross section ooff citizens in civic life. I

contend that traditional civic organizational structures did not allow the organizations
to respond to new social and political conditions. The organizations did not facilitate a
broader diversity of
o f citizens to be involved in civic life. Their structural resistance to
change forced citizens to seek new organizational forms that would accommodate
political participation. I also argue that the new civic organizations, and civic
engagement processes established by local government citizen participation programs,
blend the democratic virtues of
o f effective participation in democratic institutions with
social capital engendering activities. The potential undemocratic vices ooff single issue
face-tointerest groups have been tempered with the development of: (1) direct, or face-to

face, democratic venues, such as neighborhood associations, (2) an expanding arena of
of
representative civic bodies, especially citizen advisory committees, (3) many and
varied citizen participation programs, and (4) the creation ooff innovative civic
engagement processes that facilitate both civic engagement opportunities along with
social interactions.
o f civic organizations are rich and varied, producing innovative
The new forms of

civic actions, drawing a broad cross section ooff citizens to the public deliberation table,
and building solutions to intractable social and environmental problems.
The transformation of
o f civic life in the last forty years, including the growth in
o f advocacy groups, and the power of
o f citizens in general through
numbers and power of

new empowering legislation and regulations, has spurred the development ooff what
Siranni and Friedland (1995) call civic innovations:
innovations: public-private partnerships,
3
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collaborations and coalitions, public dialogue processes, and co-production methods to

involve citizens in community problem solving. These new civic innovations are not
just the result of
o f policy gridlock caused by articulation of
o f interests. The innovations

are also taking hold to accommodate an increasing number of
o f intractable social and
environmental problems that demand new organizational forms and civic actions.
Such problems are not solvable by the public, private, or civil sectors working in
isolation, but demand new forms of
o f civic involvement that bridge interest
communities and stakeholders.
Traditional civic organizations did not incorporate the values and social action
repertoire of
o f challenging groups and social movements. The democratization of
Portland’s civic infrastructure owes much to the social movements ooff the 1960s, and
Portland's

the institutionalization of
o f social movements into civic organizations or programs
within or along side of public institutions and formalized civic engagement processes.
There were critical moments in the transformation of
o f civic life in Portland brought on
by innovations in civic participation, realignments with elites and authorities, and
mobilization of citizens into social movements, or single and multiple challenging
groups and coalitions.

The Four Periods of Civic Life between 1960 and 1999

The history of
o f civic life in Portland from 1960 to 1999 falls into four
discernable
discemable periods which are reflected in my data on civic associations and practices.
The first period, traditional civic life, is represented by the year 1960. Civic life in
4
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Portland in 1960 should be what Putnam (2000) defines as the height of
o f post World
“long generation,”
generation," those citizens whose common
War II civic life, dominated by the "long

experience was the Great Depression and World War II, and by traditional civic
associations. The second period I call the civic reconstruction period, from about 1968
to 1974.
I use 1972 as the representative year. It was during this period that the social
1974.1
movement values of
o f the 1960s were institutionalized through new organizations and
practices, and traditional civic life began to unravel. The third period I call the populist
pluralist period, from about 1975 to 1990, when the new institutions and practices

took hold and when the growth of
o f new organizations and civic practices was most
prevalent. I use 1985 as the representative year for this period. During this period civic
life incorporated the broadest cross section ooff citizens in public policy deliberation,
and the most extensive array of
o f new civic actions and into common practice. In the
o f new civic
1990s, the civic innovation period, there was a continued growth of

organizations and civic practices, a withdrawal from some ooff the broadening
democratic principles and actions from the previous period, and the emergence ooff
civic innovations that focused on building consensus across interest communities. The
representative year is 1999.

How the Changes in Civic Life were Documented
In order to document the changes in Portland’s
Portland's civic infrastructure between
1960 and 1999 I created a database of
o f 3,000 civic associations that comprises the civic
associational world of
o f Portland. I inventoried the associations at different points in
5
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born, died, and survived. I conducted
time to determine which associations were bom,
content analysis of
o f newspapers and used additional secondary data to determine how
o f civic actions changed from 1960 to 1999.
1999.1developed
I developed a database of
the repertoire of

City of
o f Portland civic bodies--boards,
bodies—boards, commissions, citizen advisory committees, and
taskforces--in
taskforces—in order to monitor the changes in representative forms ooff civic
engagement. Lastly, I developed three case studies to provide a richer context for
understanding how civic life in Portland was transformed. One case study focuses on
how the civic infrastructure was reconstructed from the ground up, from the 1960s to
the present in the Albina neighborhood in Portland. Another case study focuses on
how the agenda of
o f a group that challenged the status quo was institutionalized into
public policy, by examining the City of
o f Portland's
Portland’s bicycle and alternative
transportation program. The third case study illustrates the evolution ooff civic
infrastructure that came about because of
o f the inadequacy of the existing arrangements
to handle a particularly intractable problem, restoring Johnson Creek, an urban
watershed.

Summary

In this dissertation the health or flexibility ooff the civic infrastructure is viewed
as a matter of
o f the treasury of
o f organizational structure and wealth ooff civic practices. I
use the concepts developed in the study of
o f social movements, repertories ooff contention
and modular forms of
o f social action, to examine the broader health ooff a community
civic infrastructure. I argue that civic engagement may be less dependent on individual
6
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preferences and more dependent on infrastructure: (a) the organizations that provide

opportunity, and (b) the effectiveness of
o f the repertoires ooff civic engagement available
at any time for citizens to employ to be involved in a community’s
community's civic life.
I endeavor to demonstrate that the working consensus of
o f the traditional civic
world was not inclusive, adaptive, or innovative. In particular it did not accommodate
social movement challenges, and did not have the capacity to produce innovative
solutions to critical social and environmental problems. Also, traditional civic
organizations did not supply new forms of
o f civic actions or processes, and no longer
served as the sources of
o f important civic skills and knowledge to effectively participate
in civic life. My research revealed that civic life has not declined since the 1950s. The
civic infrastructure today is a complex one that facilitates civic engagement by a
broader cross section of
o f citizens, utilizing a far richer repertoire of
o f civic actions than
were available in the 1950s.

7
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Chapter 2

Collapse or Transformation?
Alternative Frameworks for the Evolution of Civic Life

Civic Decline Theories
“transformation” to describe the changes in civic
I deliberately use the term "transformation"

life in Portland to challenge the notion that civic life has collapsed, a notion
popularized by Robert Putnam (2000) in Bowling Alone: the Collapse and Revival ooff
Putnam’s thesis that civic life in America has collapsed is
American Community. Putnam's

America's civic
based on a substantial battery of
o f survey data that reflect changes in America’s
infrastructure. In a nutshell, Putnam states that fully one third ooff America’s
America's civic
infrastructure has vanished since the early 1970s. Putnam uses civic life indicators
established by previous studies of
o f the health ooff civic life, including Almond and
Verba's
Verba’s classic The Civic Culture, (1963)that set the standard for assessing individual
attitudes, knowledge, and involvement in civic life: attitudes toward government and
o f obligation or citizen responsibilities, civic competency or efficacy,
politics, sense of

social relations (including trust of
o f fellow citizens), and membership and participation
in organizations.
Putnam's
Putnam’s hypothesis for why civic life has collapsed focuses on differences in
generations. He argues that the long civic generation, those citizens whose common

experience was the Great Depression and World W
War
ar II, were more involved in civic
life than the baby boomers who followed. Putnam applies a wide variety of
o f civic
8
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standards, such as knowledge about public affairs and membership in organizations,

and concludes that the baby boomers are civic slackers: less knowledgeable about
public affairs, less involved in civic life, and less socially connected.
Putnam's generational explanation, but its
This study does not directly tackle Putnam’s
findings dispute a fundamental part of
o f his argument that might alter the debate about
changes in civic behavior. In order to postulate that civic life in America has
collapsed, Putnam assumes a place to fall from, an idealized state where more people
were involved in civic life, through more democratic organizations, and in ways that
exemplified model civic behavior. The two periods he holds up as exemplary are the
o f the twentieth century, and post W
orld War II
Progressive Era, at the beginning of
World

period. His argument for the strength of
o f these periods depends on the supposed
democratic capacity of
o f traditional civic organizations.

Traditional Civic Organizations and Citizen Interest and Advocacy Groups
Putnam is not alone in espousing the virtues of
o f traditional civic organizations.
Skocpol (1999a) likewise sings their praises. For the most part Putnam and Skocpol
are in agreement, although Putnam sticks to a more neo-Durkeheimian perspective,
that the more associations there are the better, regardless of
o f their actual effects on civic
life. In this view, even bowling leagues and glee clubs have civic engagement
consequences. Skocpol's
Skocpol’s perspective is, in her own words, rational choice and
historical-institutionalist. She says that, "rational
“rational choice scholars tend to be more
skeptical than Neo-Durkeheimian scholars, about automatic benefits ooff involvement in
9
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public affairs. They are more likely to assess exactly what the intended or unintended

outcomes are of
o f such involvement (Skocpol 1999c, p. 13)."
13).”
To Skocpol, traditional civic America is represented by national, or federalist,
membership civic associations, many of
o f which had their origins in the Progressive
Era. These associations, she asserts, combined social or ritual activities with
community service, mutual aid, and involvement in national affairs. They were not
single-interest oriented but rather engaged in multiple interests. Skocpol contends that
traditional civic associations also recruited members across class lines. Although poor
people were excluded from the groups, the less privileged mingled with the privileged.
These associations were also the source of
o f democratic and organizational skills. They
held regular local meetings, convened periodic assemblies, or elected leaders and
delegates at the state, regional or national levels. Skocpol ((1999a)
1999a) reminds us that:

People acquired and practiced organizational skills too. Each year a new set of
officers and committee members learned how to run meetings, keep record books,
make speeches, and organize events. People going to the Grange or the weekly
women's
women’s club gathering or the lodge on Wednesday night gained the kinds of
of
organizational skills that, today, ordinary people are likely to gain only in church
groups, if at all (p. 68).

Skocpol also argues that traditional civic organizations were grassroots in
nature. Supporters had to be continuously recruited through social networks and
10
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person-to-person contacts. The federalist organization leadership, in order to influence

national policy, recruited activists and members in every state and as many towns and
cities as possible.
Skocpol admits there were limits to these associations. While they did bridge
class divides, not everyone was a member, or even a potential member. Racial
separation was the rule, and while there were associations for both men and women,
though few had membership of
o f both sexes. Also, these associations often espoused a
Christian and military-oriented patriotism.
Skocpol contrasts the classic civic associations with what she sees at the core
o f civic life today: the advocacy organization or citizen interest group. These
of

organizations, she argues, tend to be relatively centralized, professionally led, and
focused on policy lobbying and public education. The groups tend to be leadership
based, not membership based. More specialized than classic civic associations, they
focus on a constituency, cause, or activity. Also, the new civic associations do not
mingle social or ritual activities with community service, mutual aid, and involvement
in national affairs. Relying on direct mail campaigns to solicit and maintain
membership, they do not rely on or encourage local social networks. In summation,
she says, "Over
“Over the past third of
o f a century, the old civic America has been bypassed
and shoved to the side by a gaggle of
o f professionally dominated advocacy groups and
nonprofit institutions rarely attached to memberships worthy of
o f the name. Ideals of
of
shared citizenship and possibilities for democratic leverage have been compromised in
the process (Skocpol 1999d, p. 505)."
505).”
11
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The professionalization of
o f the civic sector is one ooff Skocpol'
Skocpol’ss primary

criticisms of
Brint's work,
o f the current civic infrastructure. She notes, referencing Brint’s
"When
“When U.S. professionals were a tiny, geographically dispersed stratum, they
....working
working closely with and for
understood themselves as trustees of
o f community
comm unity..
nonprofessional fellow citizens in thousands ooff towns and cities, lawyers, doctors,
ministers, and teachers once found it quite natural to join—
join--and
lead
and eventually to help lead-locally rooted, cross-class voluntary associations (Skocpol 1999d, p. 495).”
495)." This is in
contrast to today's
today’s professionals who are more likely to see themselves as working
with other professionals to tackle complex problems. The 18 million (8% of
o f the
workforce) human service workers, technicians, and staff ooff nonprofits are today’s
today's
equivalent of
o f the volunteers with traditional civic associations (Skocpol 1999d, p.
495).
Skocpol perceives at least two primary problems with the increasing role of
o f the
“cross section"
section” of
o f citizens who had exposure
professional in civic life. One is that the "cross

to working on civic problems has been removed from the picture, displaced by
professionals talking to other professionals, and another is that there is a bias toward
over-representation of
o f the middle and upper class. This premise is further supported by
Schlozman, Verba, and Brady (1999) who argue that large advocacy organizations that
rely on direct mail issue campaigns tend to increase representation and power ooff the
middle and upper classes. By focusing on soliciting money rather than recruiting and
building active membership bases, these groups provide a voice for those who can
hard," Skocpol declares, "to
afford to contribute financial resources. "It
“It is hard,”
“to escape the
12
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conclusion that the wealthiest and best educated Americans are much more privileged

in the new civic world than their (less numerous) counterparts were in the pre-1960s
civic world centered in cross class membership federations (Skocpol 1999d, p. 500)."
500).”
Skocpol's,
Skocpol’s, and by implication, Putnam's,
Putnam’s, assessment of
o f the virtues and deficits
of
o f traditional civic groups, and the deficits of
o f new advocacy or citizen interest groups
is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Skocpol's
Skocpol’s analysis of traditional civic organizations
Democratic virtues of traditional civic groups
groups___________
Combine social/ritual activities with civic activism
Involvement in national affairs from grassroots
Multiple issue, not single issue focus
Cross-class enrollment in civic life
Mingling of privileged with unprivileged
Organizations provided context for learning democratic skills
And gaining public affairs knowledge
knowledge__________________
Deficits of traditional civic groups
groups______________________
Exclusion of poor people
Exclusion of minorities, non-Christians, non-traditional patriots
Exclusion or under-valuation of women's contribution
contribution_______

groups___________
Deficits of advocacy or citizen interest groups
Leadership not membership based
Centralized: national groups don't
don’t involve grassroots
Single issue
Do not mingle social interactions with community service
Lack of ideals of shared citizenship
Only professionals working with other professionals
Not cross section of citizens
Tend to empower the wealthiest and best educated

I contend that in Portland, civic life evolved since 1960 from a fairly limited
o f civic organizations, a narrow cross section of
o f citizens, and limited repertoire
array of
o f civic actions, all operating within an informal and closed political system, and
of

13
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evolved into a system with a more diverse and innovative range ooff civic organizations,

a broader cross section of
o f citizens, and a more structured, open and democratic
political system. Traditional civic organizations declined because they failed to adapt
to an enlarging definition of
o f civic life. While traditional civic life in America was
defined by charity and community service, the new more democratic civic life is
defined by collaborative decision making through more open democratic processes.
Bridging interest representation is not done within organizations so much as it is
between organizations.
I also contend that traditional civic organizations failed to provide a forum for
a broader cross section of
o f citizens. Traditional civic organizations did not incorporate
the new civic players--in
players—in particular, women, minorities, and a new cohort of
o f citizen
activists. In part this was a matter of
o f short-sighted leadership and member resistance to
change, and in part it was because the organizations were not capable of
o f providing the
civic skills and knowledge needed for effective participation in a new era. Citizens
today gain knowledge about community affairs, and learn essential skills for civic
participation through interest groups, neighborhood associations, citizen advisory
groups, and publicly sponsored citizen participation processes.
In summary, this study proposes the following modifications ooff Skocpol's
Skocpol’s
critique of
o f traditional civic life:
•

Multiple issue organizations may have been displaced by more focused single
issue groups, but new processes have been developed to bridge interest

14
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specialization, thus moderating the criticisms that single-issue interest groups

are damaging to democratic deliberation
•

There is at least as broad, if not broader, cross section ooff citizens involved in
civic life today than there was in classic civic America

•

Democratic dialogue is not dominated by professionals working with other
professionals, but includes citizens at large working with professionals

• There
Thereare
aredemocratic
democraticcounter-balances
counter-balancestotothe
thetendency
tendencyoof
citizeninterest
interest
f citizen
groups today to favor the wealthiest and best educated.
• Professionals
Professionalsthemselves
themselves are
are citizens,
citizens, and
and as
asdocumented
documentedin
inthe
thecase
casestudies,
studies,
broker their differences in a more open public decision making process today
along with "citizens
“citizens at large."
large.”

Other democratic theorists have castigated issue interest groups, or as Barry
(1999) calls them, citizen interest groups, as damaging to civic democracy. Some of
of
the critiques have focused on the power of
o f these groups at the national level. Since this
is a local community study, it can not directly address national politics, but citizen
interest groups and what I call advocacy organizations, have played, and continue to
play, a large role in the transformation of
o f civic life in Portland. It is therefore
important to understand how some scholars have critiqued citizen interest group
politics.
Fiorina (1999) contends that because citizen interest groups are more
ideologically based the activists working through the groups are less likely to
15
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compromise. In the past, he argues, because people had multiple memberships, they

were subject to cross-pressures that led them to moderate their stands. He also argues
that today's
today’s activists are motivated largely by policy and ideological commitments,
whereas in the past activists were willing to compromise policies in order to control
offices, jobs, and other tangible benefits. Lastly, he says that citizen interest groups
tend to bring out extreme points of
o f view, so that the center tends to be under
represented.
Fiorina (1999) documents how when a private school in his home town of
Middlesex, Connecticut wanted to expand its playing field, it met opposition from
o f interest groups concerned that the expansion might damage
well organized coalition of

a wetland. The interest groups, according to Fiorina, held a viewpoint that was
o f the local residents and were uncompromising in their opposition.
contrary to that of

Fiorina offers this as an example of
o f how civic engagement, when it includes
empowered and well organized interest groups, can undermine representative
democracy. He contends that civic engagement is a complement to representative
democracy only if all interests are fairly and completely represented.
Likewise, Scholozman, Verba, and Brady (1999)
( 1999) argue that citizen interest
groups allow the wealthier to be represented through monetary contributions instead ooff
voluntary time, which contributes to the problem ooff under-representation of
o f the
disempowered. In a study on civic engagement and equity, the authors conclude that
"in
“in spite of
o f minor fluctuations, there is no clear secular trend between 1974 and 1994;
participatory inequality rose somewhat in the late 1970s, fell during the early 1980s,
16
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and ended the two-decade period almost exactly where it started (Scholozman 1999, p.

457)."
457).”
This study of Portland's
Portland’s civic life does not dispute the potential dangers of
single interest issue groups. When left unchecked, these groups can disturb the balance
of
o f civic democracy. However, this study's
study’s findings document the role such interest
groups have played in the transformation civic life to be more democratically
inclusive, not less. Also, four trends have tempered the undemocratic vices ooff citizen
interest groups: (1) evolution of
o f direct, or face-to-face, democratic venues, such as
o f representative civic bodies,
neighborhood associations, (2) an expanding arena of

especially citizen advisory committees, (3) many and varied citizen participation
programs, and ((4)
4) the creation of
o f innovative collaborations, and civic structure and
practices that allow citizens and government co-produce public policy and public
works.
One ofFiorina's
o f Fiorina’s (1999) suggestions for how to remedy the extremism and
unrepresentativeness of
o f citizen interest politics is to widen the franchise of
o f civic
engagement by having more, not less civic engagement, using of
o f electronic media to
create a kind of
o f electronic plebiscite. This idea may have merit, but my study of
o f civic
life in Portland illustrates that, while populist pluralism, with its many articulate and
empowered groups and empowered citizens, may be cranky and contentious, it is also
rich and varied. It produces innovative civic actions, draws a broad cross section of
of
o f public deliberation, and helps find solutions to intractable social
citizens to the table of

and environmental problems. While technology may play a role in guaranteeing
17
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representativeness, varied direct and representative civic processes, with citizens

equipped with civic skills and knowledge, is probably more essential.

The Role of Social Movements and Challenging Groups
In this study I emphasis the role that challenging groups and social movements
play in shaping civic life in a community. Putnam’s
Putnam's view of
o f social movements and
their role in civil society in America is ambivalent. On the one hand it is typically
o f contentious social movement activity as illustrative of
of
pluralist: He views forms of

what Madison called the "mischiefs
“mischiefs of
o f faction."
faction.” In pluralist thought, social movement
organizations and their demands on the system are a flaw in the system, not an
o f a healthy democracy. On the other hand, Putnam praises the social
essential part of

movements of
o f the 1960s. He glowingly states that "standing
“standing at the close of
o f the century
o f these social movements on the lives
it is virtually impossible to overstate the impact of

of
o f most American communities and most American citizens. In our most private
moments, as in our most public ones, our behavior and our values bear the imprint ooff
those movements (Putnam 2000, p. 152)."
152).” He allows that social movements also
“by fostering new
provide needed social capital that can drive civic engagement, "by

identities and extending social networks."
"social movements
networks.” He goes on to say that “social
with grassroots involvement both embody and produce social capital (Putnam 2000, p.
153)."
153).”
However, what Putnam views as a primary outcome from the social movement
o f the 1960s is the development of
o f national "tertiary"
“tertiary” organizations that are movement
of
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organizations in name only because they do not, as Progressive Era social movement

organizations did before, organize from the grassroots up. These groups have
headquarters, most likely in Washington, DC, without a grassroots body. Putnam
“provide neither connectedness among members nor
argues that these organizations "provide

direct engagement in civic give-and-take, and they certainly do not represent
participatory democracy (Putnam 2000, p. 160)."
160).”
Putnam also dismisses grassroots organizations, which are presumably without
national connection or standing, arguing that civic engagement has not increased
Putnam’s argument here mostly rests on outcomes rather
through grassroots activity. Putnam's

than organizational counts or enrollments. He uses the environmental movement as his
benchmark and hunts for data that would support changes in environmental attitudes
that might be the result of
people's
o f grassroots actions. He cites polls showing that people’s
environmental awareness has not changed substantially and surmises that regardless ooff
the number of
o f grassroots organizations or number of
o f self-appointed environmentalists,
the impact of
o f their work has been minimal. In conclusion he notes, "I
“I know of
o f no
evidence that actual participation in grassroots social movements has grown over the
past few dec.ades
decades to offset the massive declines in more conventional forms ooff social
and political participation (Putnam 2000, p. 166)."
166).” This study emphasizes the
important role played by social movements in a healthy and innovative civic
infrastructure. I also contend that, at least in Portland, grassroots activities have offset
the declines in more conventional forms of
o f political participation.
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Comparable Studies of Community Civic Life
all’s (1999) Vital
The community study most like this one is Peter Dobkin H
Hall's

Signs: Organizational population trends and civic engagement in New Haven,
Connecticut, 1850-1998.
1850—1998. However, Hall's
Hall’s conclusion about civic life in New Haven
is similar to Putnam's
Putnam’s and Skocpol's:
Skocpol’s: that civic associations are no longer facilitating
political structures and civic life has been professionalized, which is a loss for
democracy.
Hall begins his study of
o f civic life in New Haven by contrasting the points ooff
view of
Putnam's
o f Putnam and Peter Drucker about the state ooff civic life in America. Putnam’s
view of
o f collapse, he surmises, rests on the declining membership in traditional
voluntary associations such as bowling leagues, fraternal societies, and 'mainline'
‘mainline’
religious congregations. In contrast Drucker argues that the growth ooff the nonprofit
sector has created "new
“new spheres of
o f effective citizenship in which individuals can
exercise influence, discharge responsibility, and make decisions as indicating a
renewal of
211)."
o f new civic vitality Hall 1999, p. 211).”
One of
o f the focuses of
o f Hall's
Hall’s study is to establish a proper taxonomy for
describing civic organizations. He uses the term nonproprietary entities to describe
"any
“any organization or association not established for the personal financial inurement of
of
principals.” He differentiates these organizations from voluntary organizations, by
its principals."

which he means membership organizations, and uses the term nonprofit organization
o f IRS registration (Hall 1999, p.
to refer to entities that enjoy that status by virtue ofIRS

213).
20
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Hall presents a longitudinal examination ooff changes in New Haven’s
Haven's civic life

by documenting the births and deaths of
o f different types ooff civic organizations. Several
of
1999) discovered in his study are similar to trends in Portland,
o f the trends Hall ((1999)
although his study extends over a greater period ooff time. He found that the number of
of
nonproprietary entities in New Haven grew dramatically from 1850 to 1910. This was
followed by an 80-year period of
o f during which the number ooff organizations hardly
associations--the
the
varied, despite fluctuations in the population ooff the city. National associations—
bulk of
unions
o f which were lodges, chapters of
o f fraternal and sororal entities, and labor unionso f the 676 nonproprietary organizations in New
-which in 1930 had constituted 223 of

Haven (33%) had declined to 66 (11
%) by 1990. Mutual benefit organizations—
organizations-
(11%)
fraternal, ethnic, and membership groups--which
groups—which accounted for more than half the
organizational population in 1930, constituted only 15% by 1990, and,
fraternal/sororal
fratemal/sororal entities, which had made up the bulk ooff the mutual benefit category,
all but disappeared. The number of
o f organizations providing human services grew from
7% in 1930 to 18% in 1990; the number providing health care grew from 2% in 1930
to 10% in 1990. The exceptions Hall notes in passing, were disability-related health
charities, and advocacy organizations, whose numbers increased. The taxonomy Hall
uses--distinctions
uses—distinctions between nonproprietary, voluntary organizations, and his emphasis
on religious congregations--makes
congregations—makes comparisons between his study and this one
difficult. However, Hall's
Hall’s data that social services made up 18% of
o f the total
organization population in New Haven in 1990 is comparable to the 20% found in
Portland in 1999. Similarly, Hall's
Hall’s data on the decline ooff mutual benefit,
21
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fratemal/sororal entities, and national associations is similar to the decline ooff what I

call traditional civic associations in Portland. In Portland, these groups proportion of
of
all civic groups fell from 29% in 1960 to 8% in 1999.
Hall also examines the underlying political-economic conditions that altered
civic life in New Haven. He examines several possible causes for the transformation
of civic life, including shifts in public policy, demographic and economic trends, and
technological changes. He determines that “by
"by 1990 the nonprofit service economy
had all but replaced both the older industrial and commercial economy and the rich
and varied domain of
227)."
o f voluntary nonproprietary organizations (Hall 1999, p. 227).”
In his conclusion, Hall argues that post-World War II charitable tax- exempt
nonprofits had the weakest association with politics and economics. Voluntary
“powerfully” associated "with
“with the
associations of the traditional type had been "powerfully"

efficacy and vitality of
o f a wide range of
o f economic and political institutions. He states
that "together
“together with congregations and the rich extracurricular offering of the public
schools, voluntary associations provided abundant arenas for learning and practicing
civic skills (Hall 1999, p. 240)."
240).” This assumption he bases on an analysis ooff urban
renewal policies in New Haven. He utilizes Galaskiewicz's
Galaskiewicz’s concept of
o f the "urban
“urban
grants economy"
economy” to support this claim; that is, that urban renewal policies facilitated
"a
“a system of
o f reciprocal exchanges of
o f financial, political, and legitimacy resources
influential in government, big businesses, and the major nonprofit
between the influentials

agencies (Hall 1999, p. 243)."
243).” In Portland, while this pathway was evident in the
earliest urban renewal efforts, as is made clear in the Albina case study (see chapter
22
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nine), urban renewal later took a different direction in Portland. In Portland the urban

renewal policies, War on Poverty programs, and the emergent neighborhood
movement promoted a civic infrastructure that reshaped how citizens interacted with
the established power structure.
Hall concludes that, at least in New Haven, civic associations are no longer
facilitating political associations. He contends that Professionalism ooff the nonprofit
and voluntary sector, has privatized civic engagement. What Hall refers to as the
privatization of civic engagement does not seem to have taken hold in Portland. In
fact, civic life there has been democratized and become more inclusive in the last 40
years.
One area of
Hall's,
o f civic life included in this study, not included in H
all’s, is an
analysis of direct and representative democratic forms of
o f civic engagement. In this
study, civic bodies such as municipal boards, commissions, task forces, and citizen
advisory committees, were extensively analyzed as a means of
o f determining how
citizens are involved in public policy deliberations and other actions shaping civic life.
In this study, I did not seek to explain the civic transformation in politicalpolitical
economic terms. I argue that traditional civic organizations central role in Portland’s
Portland's
civic life was diminished because of
o f their limited capacity to facilitate civic
engagement for a broadening range of
o f citizens who demanded a larger role in local
government affairs, and their ineffectiveness in providing the skills and knowledge
needed in an increasingly democratized civic environment.
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Positive Theories of the Evolution of Civic Life

This study underscores the importance ooff social movements and grassroots
challenging groups in maintaining a healthy and innovative local civic life. In
Putnam's
Putnam’s more pluralist perspective, challenging groups and social movement
Putnam's
organizations are not especially effective means to reach democratic goals. Putnam’s
limited view of
o f social movements and grassroots organizing has been critiqued by
o f scholars. Foley and Edwards (1997) fault him for not incorporating
quite a number of

or accommodating political disagreement in his civic world view. They speculate that
Putnam is reluctant to incorporate in his definition ooff a civic healthy infrastructure,
civic associations that advance a cause, pursue policy change as their central vocation,
or provoke conflict. They fault his measurement ooff civic health that is based solely on
the number of
o f organizations and membership records because it does not deal with the
fundamental issue of
o f societal and political problems (Foley and Edwards, 1996).
Minkoff
1997) attacks Putnam's
M inkoff ((1997)
Putnam’s assumption that "tertiary"
“tertiary” social movement
organizations do not create civic or social capital. She argues that the growth ooff a
stable sector of
o f national social movement organizations reflects a significant change in
how collective identities are constructed and collective action is implemented. Social
movement organizations, Minkoff
M inkoff contends, provide the infrastructure for collective
action, especially for their marginalized members.
Boyte points out that there are two views of
o f civic life. One focuses on
collaborative notions of
o f civic engagement that assume for the most part there is a
working consensus. This view contrasts with an activist perspective that assumes
24
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society is constantly being pushed toward a new consensus ooff inclusion that is not

incorporated in the status quo. Boyte (1980) notes that:

Institutions that are formed by citizens that gain power both organizationally and
for individuals when they are partly autonomous from dominant power. It is
through experiences with institutions that are partly autonomous from dominate
power, that have become activated in a new way, and that link up with similar
structures into larger, group-defining networks, that people develop the self
selfconsciousness, skills, knowledge, and confidence to challenge those in control ooff
their destinies (p. 179).

The democratization of
o f Portland's
Portland’s civic infrastructure owes much to the social
movements of
o f the 1960s, and the institutionalization ooff social movements into civic
organizations or programs within or alongside of
o f public institutions and formalized
civic engagement processes. There were critical moments in the transformation ooff
civic life in Portland brought on by innovations in civic participation, realignments
with elites and authorities, and the mobilization of
o f citizens into social movements or
single and multiple challenging groups and coalitions.
For example, the neighborhood system in Portland was the result of
of
challenging groups that formed a loose movement to combat transportation and urban
renewal policies that affected neighborhood livability. The growth of
o f a new civic
structure, documented in the case study on Albina (see chapter 9), to combat
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displacement and relocation through urban renewal, came about in part because

community leadership and federal policies provided the opportunity for citizens to
develop new civic engagement institutions and processes. Political opportunity was
seized by activists, and the result was the displacement ooff older forms of
o f civic
Portland's alternative transportation
engagement with newer ones. The evolution of
o f Portland’s
policy, described in a case study in this research (see chapter 10), was the result of
group’s agenda that was eventually institutionalized through the City of
of
challenging group's

Portland Alternative Transportation Program.
One of
o f the critical elements of
o f the transformation of civic life in Portland that
is documented in this study is the importance ooff repertories ooff civic actions, utilized
by civic organizations in maintaining a strong civic life. Tilly defined the repertoire of
contentions as "the
“the routines of
o f collective action that are known by both potential
challengers and their opponents-and
opponents— and which become habitual aspects of
o f their
interaction (Tarrow 1994, p. 33)."
33).” Tarrow documents how the available stock of
of
collective actions that were for centuries localized and not shared among groups or
across national boundaries too,k
took a large leap forward during the revolutionary periods
of the 18th and 19th centuries. He argues that during this time, repertories of
contention took on the form of
o f "modular"
“modular” collective actions that were shared across
political boundaries and spread throughout Europe and colonial America. Tarrow
defines the modularity of
o f collective actions as "the
“the capacity of
o f collective action to be
utilized by a variety of
o f social actors, against a variety ooff targets, either alone, or in
combination with other forms (Tarrow 1994, p. 33)."
33).” During the 19th-century
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revolutions in Europe and America, actions such as the petition, street barricade,

strikes, and mock trials and funerals were used, perfected, and passed on from one
revolutionary front to another. Tocqueville, during the French revolution ooff 1848,
witnessed with wonder how the citizens on the street erected barricades and that the
barricades were:

skillfully constructed by a small number ooff men who worked industriously -not
— not
like criminals fearful of
o f being caught in flagrante delicto, but like good workmen
who wanted to do their job expeditiously and well. Nowhere did I see the seething
unrest I had witnessed in 1830, when the whole city reminded me of
o f one vast,
boiling cauldron (Tarrow 1994, p. 34)

These modular forms of
o f action, along with more permanent organizations
allowed the spread of
o f social movements. They also facilitated a new dynamic relation
between collective actors and government. "As
“As for nation states,"
states,” Tarrow says, "which
“which
at first reacted to the new forms of
o f collective action with incomprehension and
repression eventually developed strategies ooff social control and accommodation that
turned some of
46)."
o f the new repertoire into conventional politics (Tarrow 1994, p. 46).”
Tarrow (1994) goes on to say that

The strike became an institution of
o f collective bargaining; the demonstration was
covered by a body of
o f law that distinguished it from criminal action; and the sit-in
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and building occupation were eventually treated with greater leniency than

ordinary delinquency. Public assembly, though at first repressed and surrounded
with legal inhibitions came to be regarded as a component of
o f modem politics
protected by constitutional guarantees (p. 47).
4 7).

o f the transformation ooff civic life, the idea of
o f repertories ooff
In this study of
o f social movement actions is extended beyond
contention and modular forms of

movement contention to incorporate the forms of
o f actions and civic processes available
and employed at different times by a variety of
o f civic players. This idea is central to
this study because it explains the decreasing relevance ooff traditional civic
organizations to the vitality of
o f community's
community’s civic life.
This study demonstrates that the traditional civic organizations were not
inclusive, adaptive, or innovative enough. In particular, they did not accommodate
conflict and were not responsive to the social and environmental challenges. Also,
traditional civic organizations did not supply new forms ooff civic actions or processes,
and no longer served as the source of
o f important civic skills and knowledge for
members to participate effectively in civic life.

Direct Democratic Representation:
Portland's
Portland’s Neighborhood Involvement System
o f the transformation ooff civic life in Portland was the
A central feature of

evolution of
o f Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood involvement system. The origins and impact ooff
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this system have been documented by Abbott, and thoroughly analyzed by Barry,

Abbott's
Portney, and Thomson in The Rebirth of
o f Urban Democracy (1993). A
bbott’s
Portland: Planning, Politics and Growth in a Twentieth-Century City (1983) was used

as a primary resource to describe neighborhood and community planning efforts in
Portland in the 1960s and 1970s. Barry et al’s
al's study provided a framework for
Portland’s neighborhood involvement system as an antidote to adversarial
assessing Portland's

politics dominated by interest groups and political parties.
The Rebirth study was an in-depth analysis ooff several cities that had
implemented neighborhood involvement programs in the 1970s and 1980s, including
authors’ goal was to test the efficacy ooff these institutional arrangements
Portland. The authors'

as "strong
Barber's criteria for
“strong democratic"
democratic” institutions. The authors used Benjamin Barber’s
strong democracy. Barber said that "the
“the hallmarks ooff strong democracy are
involvement, commitment, obligation, and service--common
service—common deliberation, common
decision, and common work (Barry 1993, p. 73)."
73).” The researchers operationalized
strong democracy by analyzing the neighborhood involvement systems in terms of
of
breadth and depth. The breadth dimension pertained to the extent to which citizen
involvement opportunities extended to all citizens. The depth dimension pertained to
the extent to which citizens acting through involvement structures were able to affect
policy outcomes. Depth and breadth factors were built into research instruments
including surveys and interviews. The study focused on five cities in America that had
deliberately created neighborhood involvement programs, and one city that had a free
standing neighborhood coalition. The authors ranked Portland’s
Portland's neighborhood system
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second only to St. Paul's
Paul’s in terms of
o f its effectiveness as a strong democratic

institutional arrangement. Portland received high marks for its extensive outreach and
o f the city worked with neighborhoods. Their findings
the manner in which bureaus of

revealed that the formalized neighborhood involvement program did not unfairly
empower privileged neighborhoods or one set ooff interests over another. The
neighborhoods were also revealed as influential in local decision making, at least
when it came to decisions in affected neighborhoods, both in terms ooff setting the
agenda and implementation of
o f policies desired by the neighborhood activists.
More recently Witt
W itt (2000) has disputed some ooff the findings ooff The Rebirth ooff

Urban Democracy. In particular Witt documented substantive changes in Portland’s
Portland's
neighborhood involvement system in the 1990s that undermined its effectiveness as a
democratic institution. One of
o f the key elements on which Barry et al. based their high
ranking of
o f Portland was the balance between administrative support, including
financial aid for staff at neighborhood district offices, and the independent authority of
of
neighborhood associations and district offices to act free ooff political influence. W
Witt
itt
argued that this tenuous balance created conflict that finally erupted in at least two
o f Portland rearranging its administrative structure
incidents that resulted in the City of

so that the district office staff worked directly under the city’s
city's Office of
o f Neighborhood
o f the offices. In addition to this change,
Involvement, thus diminishing the autonomy of

Witt
Portland's
W itt pointed out two other critical changes that adversely affected Portland’s
neighborhood involvement system as an independent direct democratic process: (1)
( 1)
o f the Bureau Advisory Committee (BAC) program, that had allowed
the dissolution of
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neighborhood activists to sit on advisory boards which oversee bureaus, and (2) the

decision to include neighborhood business associations and other interest groups as
officially recognized neighborhood organizations deserving ooff support from the Office
of Neighborhood Involvement.
While those studies provide in-depth analysis ooff a particular democratic
o f changes in
institutional arrangement, this study provides a more sweeping view of

Portland's
Portland’s civic life. I include the direct democratic venues ooff the neighborhood
system, but complement this with ((1)
1) an analysis ooff representative or appointed forms
of citizen involvement though civic bodies and (2) an examination of
o f civic bodies,
neighborhood associations, and a wide range ooff civic association players. The previous
studies of
o f Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood involvement system provide valuable analyses of
the effectiveness of
o f direct democratic institutional arrangements. This study provides
an analysis that is based more on how the entire body ooff the civic infrastructure, and
its repertoires of
o f civic actions, influence the capacity ooff the community to maintain a
strong civic life.

Civic Innovations
Friedland and Siranni's
Siranni’s (1995) framework for understanding the
transformation of
Putnam's and Skocpol's,
o f civic life in America, in contrast to Putnam’s
Skocpol’s,
provides the most powerful explanation of
o f the transformation of
o f civic life in Portland.
Instead of
o f the collapse of
o f civic life since the 1950s, they perceive a healthy expansion
of
o f civic engagement opportunities, and as well as challenges to the empowerment of
of
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citizen interest groups. They argue that the challenge of
o f dominance by specialized and

professionalized citizen interest groups is being met by novel civic innovations.
They argue that there has been a dramatic change in forms ooff political
participation since the 1950s, which fits the model presented in this study. In the first
stage, in the 1960s, there was a decline of
o f hierarchical organizations (political parties,
labor unions, religious organizations) that were the primary mobilizing agents for
political participation. They argue this was caused in part by (1) the rise ooff a
nonpartisan civil service (2) the shift from generalized distributive polices to new
regulative channels, and (3) the explosion ooff social movement, public interest and
consumer groups that had new methods for setting the political agenda independent of
previous elite-directed modes.
In the 1960s and 1970s, there was a rapid expansion of
o f citizen participation
rights, which underlay the shift from the New Deal regulatory regime to the public
lobby regulatory regime. This expansion left citizens with “an
"an enormous array ooff
formal rights to voice, as well as an equally formidable range ooff opportunities to
obstruct decision-making and implementation (Sirianni & Friedland, 1995)."
1995).”
In the 1980s and 1990s, there was a growing awareness among government
players and civic organizations that the capacity ooff top-down regulatory,
redistributive, and professional social welfare techniques for solving social and
environmental problems had decreased. Intractable or "wicked"
“wicked” problems propelled
the civic sector towards innovative forms of
o f partnerships and collaborations and co-
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productive methods of
o f citizen participation in public policy deliberation. Friedland
o f civic innovations, such as:
and Siranni document a wide variety of

• Learning
Leamingcommunities
communitiesbased
based on
oncollaborative
collaborativelearning,
learning,
• Interdisciplinary
Interdisciplinaryteams,
teams, parental
parental involvement,
involvement, and
andorganizationalflexibility
organizational flexibilityinin
school systems;
•

Deliberative health projects in various states to address cost, inclusion,
o f life;
technology, and quality of

• New
New community
community dispute
dispute resolution
resolution processes;
processes;
• Good
Good neighbor
neighbor agreements
agreements to
to deal
deal with
with sticky
stickyissues
issues likecontroversial
like controversial social
service facilities in neighborhoods and persistent crime problems;
•

Complex institutional collaborations, such as watershed councils, that have
advanced a distinctively civic environmentalism.

Friedland and Siranni also express concern about the dangers oofhyper
f hyper
pluralism brought on by the empowerment ooff citizen interest groups, but they perceive
that there is a growing repertoire of
o f civic actions and civic engagement processes that
can counteract the negative outcomes of
o f issue interest politics.
This study documents the emergence ooff the civic innovations, that Friedland
and Sirianni discuss, such as Portland's
Portland’s Johnson Creek Watershed Council (see
). The relationships among civic organizations, and among the civic public,
chapter 11
11).
and private sectors is determined in large part by the stock ooff civic actions, civic
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engagement processes, and organizational structures that are both resilient and flexible

enough to accommodate change.
Throughout the period of
o f this study, the creativity of
o f the civic sector is
apparent. However, the civic innovations do not come from traditional civic
organizations, but from new ones, primarily citizen interest groups, advocacy
organizations, and social movement groups.

Conclusion
This study provides an important complement to other studies ooff civic
associations by simultaneously examining changes in civic structures and practices.
When only associations are used to determine the civic infrastructure ooff a community,
an assumption is made that the number of
o f associations is the sole measure ooff civic
health or strength. This study provides a method for examining how civic associations
contributed to civic life at different points in time through analyzing their civic
actions, or what I call the repertoire of
o f civic actions.
Instead of
o f focusing on individual civic attitudes and behaviors, which lead
Putnam to explain civic behavior in terms ooff generational character, this study focuses
on the civic infrastructure itself as a key variable. Notable differences in levels of
o f civic
action, or even changes in civic attitudes, may not be the cause ooff individual
o f structures, practices, and opportunities that
preferences as much as the availability of

facilitate civic engagement.
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I do not agree with Putnam and Skocpol's
Skocpol’s declaration that civic life has

declined in America. I argue that civic life has changed for the better because it now
involves a broader cross section of
o f citizens and incorporates more open and
democratic processes.
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Chapter 3

Methodology
In this study I examine how the organizational framework for civic life in

Portland, Oregon changed between 1960 and 1999.
1999.1I do this by analyzing data about
civic organizations and civic practices. The analysis is based on a grounded theory that
civic life in Portland evolved through four definable stages: (1) traditional, (2)
reconstruction, (3) populist pluralism, and (4) rebuilding community consensus. For
each period I collected and analyzed data on civic organizations and practices for a
particular year representative of
o f that period: 1960, 1972, 1985, and 1999.

Civic Organizations
In order to develop data on civic organizations in Portland I used city

directories (Polk's)
(Polk’s) that were available in 1960, 1972, and 1985. City directories are
the standard source of
o f data used to inventory civic associations. For example, Gramm
and Putnam ((1999))
1999)) developed a study to determine if associational life in America is
a variable or a constant. To test this hypothesis they gathered data, generally at 10year intervals, from a sample of
o f 26 cities and towns for the period 1840 to 1940. They
drew their data from city directories and organizational directories compiled and
published by associations. In summary, they found that "one
“one association and one
community at a time, this scholarship has quietly undermined the textbook image ooff
associations established by Tocqueville and Schlesinger. Modem research suggests
that associational life is a variable, not a constant. Yet, Tocqueville's claim that
36
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Americans of all ages, all stations in life, and all types ooff disposition are forever

forming associations remains definitive (Gramm and Putnam 1999, p. 4).”
4)."
In this study of
o f Portland's
Portland’s civic life, I also used city directories, supplemented
by several local association directories. Unlike
Gramm and Putnam's
Putnam’s study, however, this study is based on the grounded theory
o f civic life in Portland. Gramm and Putnam’s
Putnam's
about stages in the evolution of

assumption in charting gross numbers of
o f associations in a community was that the
number generally reflects the health of
o f social and civic life in that community. For this
study I did not assume merely that the total number ooff civic organizations reflects the
strength of
o f a community's
community’s civic infrastructure. Instead I looked at specific outcomes ooff
various kinds of
o f groups. I agree with Foley and Edwards who argue that, while there is
a close correlation between individual participation in any association and broader
civic engagement, "nonetheless,
“nonetheless, it seems likely that specifically political associations
(whether social-movement organizations, interest groups, or political parties) are more
conducive to promoting civic engagement than many other sorts ooff association (Foley
and Edwards, p. 52)."
52).”
I found city directories to have several limitations. First, the categories used to
describe civic associations changed over time (see Table 2). There were also a
substantial number of
o f entries that had to be further researched because it was clear that
the directory makers were inconsistent in their treatment of
o f some types ooff
organizations. For example, government programs and centers appeared along with
for-profit and nonprofit ones. Since government agencies and for- profit corporations
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were not a part of
o f this analysis, I conducted additional research to determine which

groups listed were governmental or for-profit.

Table 2: Polk City Directory-Changes
Directory—Changes in Categories of Civic Associations

1960

1972

1985

associations and clubs
clubs
community centers

charitable
health and education
orgs-benevolent and
fraternal

clubs
community centers
fraternity and sorority
houses

fraternity and sorority

orgs-business,
professional,
civic
orgs-labor

halls

halls
homes and asylums
ergs-benevolent
orgs-benevolent and
fraternal
orgs-business,
professional,
civic
orgs--health and
education
orgs-labor
orgs-misc.
orgs-patriotic and
veterans
orgs-political
orgs-religious
orgs-social service
orgs-welfare
orgs-welfare and relief

orgs-patriotic and veterans

orgs-benevolent
orgs-business, civic,
professional
orgs-community social
services
orgs-health

orgs-political
orgs-religious

orgs-labor
orgs-misc.

orgs-senior citizens service
orgs-theatres
orgs-welfare and relief

orgs-patriotic and veterans
orgs-religious
orgs-senior citizens

orgs-misc.

orgs-welfare and relief
orgs-youth

One of
o f the first tasks in compiling the database was to create an organizational
taxonomy that would remain consistent over time, but also reflect changes in how
organizations were formed and maintained. The full taxonomy is shown in Table 3.
Some of
o f the city directory categories were used, others combined or modified. I
created the category of
o f traditional civic associations that includes fraternal and
benevolent organizations, private clubs, ethnic cultural groups, and service clubs,
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based on the fact that the combination of
o f these groups made up the bulk of
o f the civic

association world at the beginning of
o f the study.

Table 3: Taxonomy of civic organizations
Category
Social
Services

Types Included
health organizations
free-standing education
programs

Traditional
Civic

Advocacy

Arts and
culture
Business
Labor

ethnic cultural

Types not Included
advocacy oriented
groups
self-help groups
childcare groups
women's clubs

fraternal groups
private clubs
service clubs
advocacy-oriented social service
environmental groups
Minority rights organizations
identity interest groups
neighborhood associations
art galleries
musuems
professional groups
trade groups
unions

The social services category included any direct health and human services.
Several types of
o f groups were not included. Childcare providers were excluded because
o f the difficulty of differentiating nonprofit from for-profit operations. Most self-help
of

groups, such as Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) were excluded. In the case ooff AA, single
headquarters offices were included, but not individual support groups. Excluding
childcare providers and self-help groups meant that the total number of
o f social service
organizations was low, especially from 1985 on when both these types ooff groups
increased substantially. Advocacy-oriented social service organizations were also
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excluded; instead they were included within the broader category of
o f advocacy. This

was done to demonstrate one of
o f the fundamental shifts in civic organizational structure
in Portland: the displacement of
o f voluntary charity and community service groups by
advocacy groups and City supported advisory groups and neighborhood associations.
In addition to advocacy-oriented social services groups, the advocacy category
includes environmental groups, neighborhood associations, and identity interest and
minority rights organizations.
The reconstruction period also presented unique difficulties. If my grounded
theory was correct there would have been an explosion ooff new civic groups that might
not have appeared in a typical city directory. To solve this potential problem, a
directory was used that specifically catalogued new or alternative services (American
Friends Service Committee, 1972).
The last barrier with city directories was that there was no comparable
directory for Portland for 1999. Fortunately, I was able to use a database ooff civic
1998/1999.
organizations compiled in 1998/
l 999. That database focused on community services,

so I conducted additional research to collect data on private clubs, fraternal
organizations, labor organizations, and trade and professional organizations. This data
was derived from the Multnomah County Library’s
Library's on-line database to community
organizations, and city telephone books.
I decided to include all civic associations with an address within the 1960
boundary of
o f Portland. However, in some cases this was difficult because over time
some organizations with the same name had served different geographic areas and
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populations. In fact, by the end of
o f the study period there were many organizations in

Portland with a global reach. Other organizations within the original boundary at the
start of
o f the study, may by the end no longer have been serving a population within that
boundary. Still, my conclusion was that any group with an address within the city,
regardless of
o f its audience, should be included in the inventory.
I also decided to exclude some groups from the inventory, in some cases
o f time constraints, and in other cases because ooff methodological difficulties.
because of

For example, while I included direct social service programs managed by religious
organizations, religious congregations were excluded from the study, although they
play a vital role in civic life. They presented difficulties in compiling reliable data
o f civic associations,
from city directories. Since I am not just analyzing total counts of

like Hall (1999) or Gramm and Putnam (1999) I do not think this affects the study.
Public and private K-12 schools and colleges and universities were also excluded from
the study, even though schools are a critical element in civic life. However,
freestanding education-oriented organizations were included in the inventory as direct
social services.
One of
o f the most difficult issues in charting civic associations over time was
how to account for women's
women's clubs. According to
women’s organizations, especially women’s
the Oregon Journal (Salute to Women, 1962), in their annual special W
Women's
omen’s Issue,
there were over 600 women's
women’s clubs and auxiliaries in Portland. Since the over all
women's groups would have
count of
o f other civic groups in 1960 was 882, including women’s
nearly doubled the total population. Women's
W omen’s clubs are difficult to follow over time
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because many do not appear in city directories Most do not have permanent addresses

or phone numbers. The current chair or president often serves as the contact and may
change annually or more often. While these ephemeral groups are valuable and
important to the history of
o f civic life in Portland, following them was not possible.
However, women's
women’s groups are included in the civic association database that appeared
in city directories, the specialized directories used for the 1972 inventory, and in the
1999 database. These groups, were categorized in social services, traditional civic, or
advocacy groups depending on their orientation and type ooff services provided.
Smith (2000) faults some studies ooff the voluntary and nonprofit sector for
failing to include a vast number of
o f grassroots organizations that are too small or
ephemeral to show up in standard sources such as the Internal Revenue Service's
Service’s
corporation data or city directories. He refers to these as the "dark
matter" of
“dark matter”
o f nonprofit
organization research. I have already pointed out several of the problematic areas I
faced in this study, especially women's
women’s clubs.
The challenge of
o f identifying civic associations is also illustrated by the
differences I found among associations included in my civic database and associations
that only appeared in the content analysis I did ooff newspapers when gathering data
about civic practices. For example, in 1960 there were 882 civic associations in the
database. The news content for this year revealed 106 organizations that did not show
o f these are missing because churches were not included in
up in that inventory. Ten of

IO would likewise not
there, but were included in the civic news sample. Another 10
appear in the inventory because they are municipal bodies not free standing
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associations. That leaves 84 organizations that appear in the news sample and not in

the inventory, or slightly less than I10%
0% of
o f the total number ooff organizations. The
I 06 in
number of
o f these dark matter groups increased during the study period, from 106
1960 to 193 in 1972, 152 in 1985, and 157 in 1999. The ratio ooff dark matter groups to
those in the inventory is fairly consistently at 10-11
% except in 1972 when it increases
10-11%
to 15%. It is important to keep in mind that the civic news survey was only a sample,
so we may presume that one would find many more dark matter associations with a
more complete survey.
There are groups that show up in the news survey that provide clues about why
there is always a gap between association inventories and inventories from news
sources. The dark matter is in part made up ooff ephemeral groups. For example, in
1960 the National Wildlife Week coordinating group that shows up in the news survey
and not in the inventory was in all likelihood a short-lived group designed to only last
long enough to organize an event. In similar fashion, a student group formed just to
lobby for increased funding for a particular school bond measure, and a temporary
alliance was created between a merchants association and disc jockeys from several
radio stations for a food collection.
Several types of
o f groups were not included in the inventory at all:
hobby/interest and recreation groups, except groups with multiple program goals such
as the YWCA. One of
o f the largest types of
o f groups that might influence changes in civic
life was omitted, or at least under-reported: self-help organizations. According to
Robert Wuthnow (1998), about 75 million men and women, a remarkable 40% of
o f the
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adult population, report taking part in a small group that meets regularly and provides

caring and support for those who participate in it. Wuthnow estimates that there may
be some 3 million such groups, including Bible study groups, 12-step self-help groups,
book discussion clubs, singles groups, hobby groups, and disease support groups.
Some well established self-help groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous do show up in
the social service category, but over-all self-help groups are not included. As with
women's
women’s club this omission is mostly because of
o f the difficulty of
o f tracking informal
groups that may have dramatically fluctuating contact information. There was another
limitation to the study that I never resolved. During the civic reconstruction period, the
institutionalization of
o f social movement values did not always take a voluntary or
nonprofit direction. Food cooperatives, community radio stations, artists cooperatives,
and health food stores, but to name a few, played an important role in the
reconstruction of
o f civic life.

Civic Bodies: Commissions, Boards, Taskforces, and
Citizen Advisory Committees

In order to document the transformation ooff civic engagement in Portland
during the study period, two other databases were created about City ooff Portland civic
bodies: commissions, boards, task forces, and citizen advisory committees. I created
one database of
o f the civic bodies and another ooff the membership roasters of
o f these civic
bodies. The sources of
o f this data were the City of
o f Portland Stanley Parr Archives and
the City Auditor's
Auditor’s office.
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I encountered difficulties in identifying data on civic bodies that would

correspond to the representative years selected for this study. When I reviewed the
data for relevant years in terms of
o f number ooff civic bodies and appointments to them I
found wide variations that might skew my analysis. I decided that collecting these data
for the entire period would provide a more complete portrait ooff the transformation ooff
institutions and practices in Portland. This data is therefore analyzed by decade.
However, I do describe changes in civic engagement venues that correspond to the
representative years when that is appropriate.
The database of
o f appointments to civic bodies is based on Portland City Council
record; therefore, only members who were appointed through a City Council
ordinance are included. This method undercounts the total number ooff citizens involved
in civic bodies. For example, not all citizen advisory committees and task force
appointments are a matter of
Without
o f City Council record. W
ithout City Council approval,
individual bureaus may form advisory groups. All commission and board
appointments are passed by the City Council, so those records are complete. However,
since the records of
o f citizen advisory committees and task forces are incomplete I
estimated the total number of
o f citizens that would probably be involved. I calculated
that the average size of
o f citizen advisory committees and taskforces is 12. This was
based on the average of
o f 52 advisory committees and task forces. This method
probably under counts the total number of
o f citizens that served on the taskforces and
citizen advisory committees because it is based on the authorized number to serve, not
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the actual number who served over time. On the other hand, commission and board

appointment numbers are the total number ooff people who served.
While researching biographical information on all appointments would be a
daunting task, gender information was recorded to show at least one important and
fundamental shift in civic engagement in Portland. However, in about 8% ooff the
appointments on boards and commissions it was not possible to determine gender. The
gender numbers for citizen advisory committees and task forces are based on the ones
I had actual appointment lists, roughly 30%.
It should also be noted that the number of
o f citizens involved in civic life

through appointments to civic bodies is probably undercounted in this study.
Multnomah County, where Portland is located, coordinates 21 citizen advisory
committees and many other civic bodies. Metro, the regional government, has an
additional 13 citizen advisory committees. The neighborhood involvement system in
o f seven district boards with, on average 94 citizens serving at any
Portland consists of
o f 246
one time. There are currently 94 neighborhood associations with an average of

officers. Over time there have also been special citizen involvement processes that
were not documented. For example, from the 1980s to the present, the Bureau ooff
Planning developed neighborhood and district plans, all involving citizen advisory
groups Portland Parks and Recreation has a volunteer "friends"
“friends” program that involves
citizens in the planning and maintenance of
o f park facilities. The Bureau ooff Housing and
Community Development creates citizen advisory committees to guide target area
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planning processes. The Portland Public Schools, and Police Bureau also have citizen

advisory groups whose numbers are not recorded.

Civic Practices
In order to analyze civic practices over time, I conducted content analysis of
of

local newspapers during the representative years, 1960, 1972, 1985, and 1999.
For most of
o f its history, Portland's
Portland’s media have been dominated by two daily
newspapers, the Oregonian and Oregon Journal. The Oregon Journal stopped
publishing in 1982. Nineteen Sixty happened to be a exceptional year for media
because there was a strike, and the Oregonian and Oregon Journal published jointly,
while a strike newspaper, The Portland Reporter was published by the striking union.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, there were several underground or alternative

newspapers published in Portland, which deliberately set themselves apart from the
"straight"
“straight” or mainstream press by publishing social movement news. In 1974, a more
financially well funded, and liberal, rather than radical, newspaper, Willamette Week
began publishing.
Since it was not possible to read all these newspapers for a content analysis I
decided to analyze a sample. I used a mix ooff the Oregonian and Oregon Journal, up
until the Journal's
Journal’s demise. To cover the civic reconstruction period, I extended the
coverage to include a weekly published from 1971 through 1978, the Portland Scribe.
This extended content analysis was included because I believed that the mainstream
press might not adequately cover the emergence of
o f new civic organizations and civic
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actions. Since the Portland Scribe ceased publishing in 1978, for the 1985 and 1999

analysis I continued using the Oregonian, and substituted the Portland Scribe with the

Willamette Week.
For the Oregonian and Oregon Journal coverage for 1960 and 1972,
I used an
1972,1used
equal mix of
o f both newspapers analyzing every Friday and one Sunday a month. Issues
in July and August were skipped, on the assumption that civic organizations would not
be as active then. For the Portland Scribe I analyzed every issue during 1972, and for
the Willamette Week every weekly issue during 1985 and 1999. In total 325
Oregonian!Oregon Journals, 45
newspapers were analyzed for the content: 200 Oregonian/Oregon

Portland Scribes, and 80 Willamette Weeks. For the Oregonian in 1999 I used the on
line version. The analysis was done by scanning all headlines and selecting those that
were about civic organizations and activities. This method might have produced
different results than using hard copy, but in both cases I was scanning, not thoroughly
reading the entire newspaper.
For the content analysis I selected only news items. I did not include gossip
columns, even though they may have presented a different slant on civic news.
However, it seemed to me that gossip columns changed whimsically over time,
depending on the editorial slant of
o f the columnist. Letters to the editor and event
calendars were also excluded.
With each newspaper there were changes in format, editorial direction, and
news coverage that made consistency over time difficult. For example, during 1960
and 1972, the Oregonian and Oregon Journal did not have a calendar of events.
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Coverage of
o f civic activities was through news items, sometimes brief, sometimes

longer. By the mid 1980s the Oregonian had an extensive calendar, presumably a
reflection of the increase in news in general and an increased scope ooff coverage from
local to regional. I did not analyze event calendars, except for the Willamette Week.
Relative to the Oregonian, the Willamette Week had few articles, while a calendar
section entitled "In
“In the Public Interest"
Interest” contained brief news items about civic events-
events—
more than simple calendar listings, slightly less than news articles. I included items
from that calendar.
There were other editorial changes along the way that affected the content
analysis. In 1960, and to a lesser degree in 1972, the Oregonian and Oregon Journal
covered elections of
o f civic organization officers. In the 1980s this coverage was
infrequent. Then, in the 1990s, the Oregonian initiated a section call "Business
“Business
People,"
People,” containing brief notes about people being promoted or moving to new
organizations in for-profit, government, and nonprofit organizations. This section was
not included in the analysis, because it was difficult to distinguish types of
organizations through the brief descriptions. By 1985, the Oregonian was publishing
zoned editions, which contained special sections with local news ooff certain areas ooff
the city and suburban communities. I only analyzed the Portland-focused edition.
The database of
o f civic news for the entire study period has 1300 articles. For
each news item the headline and date were indexed along with a brief synopses of
o f the
content. Any organization mentioned in the article was recorded. After the database
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was completed, the news items were coded according to the type of
o f activity described

in the article. The codes are more fully explained in the chronological chapters.

Case Studies
The analysis of
o f civic organizations and civic practices provide a sweeping
overview of
o f the changes in civic life in Portland, whereas the three cases studies I
developed provide a more detailed documentation ooff the changes. There were also
several underlying themes to the transformation ooff civic life that I wanted to examine
that I could not do through only employing the broader analysis ooff civic organizations
and civic practices. I wanted to document how the civic infrastructure was in effect
almost completely reconstructed from the ground up during the 1960s and 1970s.
Also, I wanted a case study that would emphasize the important role challenging

groups and social movements groups played in transforming civic life, and how
advocacy organization agendas are institutionalized. Lastly, I wanted to document
how social and environmental problems, especially those that are difficult to solve,
demand or engender civic innovations: new organizational structures and new civic
practices. I decided that I would select a case study from three broad issue areas: urban
renewal, transportation policy, and the environment. The three areas were important
urban issues during the study period, and all had considerable citizen activism. I
narrowed down the three broad areas to cases that would illustrate the themes I wanted
to explore. In the end, I selected the Albina Community in northeast Portland to
examine citizen involvement in urban renewal issues; the Bicycle Movement in
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group's agenda is institutionalized
Portland to examine how an outside challenging group’s
into public life; and the creation of
o f the Johnson Creek Watershed Council to examine
how new forms of
o f civic organizations and practices are needed to solve particularly
intractable environmental problems.

Selecting Portland and the Civic Character of Portland
I selected Portland for this study because I wanted a medium sized city, one
o f other
that would make the make the research applicable to a broad cross section of
cities. It seemed also important to select a city that was a regional network city, not a
global one. While today Portland has civic organizations with global reach, for the
most part the nonprofit and voluntary sector serves the metropolitan area or state ooff
Oregon at most. I also deemed it important to assess Portland’s
Portland's social and political
climate to determine if there were particular civic character that might make the study
less generalizable. To determine the civic character of
o f Portland I relied heavily on Carl
Abbott's
A bbott’s work about Portland, in particular his most recent book, Greater Portland.
Abbott notes several qualities about civic and political life in Portland that should be
taken into account when assessing this research project. The following are some of
o f the
characteristics of
o f Portland's
Portland’s social and political life that Abbott (2001) notes:
•

Portland area politics is open to broad participation. Portland has weak
political parties, nonpartisan city and county elections, and an absence of
of
ethnic block voting means that elections are fought on issues and personalities.
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•

Portland ranks high in comparison with other cities in the average level of
citizen involvement. Citizen activists can emerge as successful politicians, and
citizen advisory committees are important sources of ideas for public action.
The activists of
o f progressive Portland characterize government as open honest,
and accessible. Citizens believe that their input counts, and that newcomers are
listened to.

•

o f civic life in Portland is the basis for emphasis on team play.
The openness of

Public life takes place around a big table. Some ooff the seats are reserved for
elected officials and heavy hitters from the business community, but anyone
can sit in who accepts the rules (politeness is important) and knows how to
phrase ideas in the language of
o f middle class policy discussions (the goal is to
“what’s good for the city.")
city.”) Once an organization or interest group is at the
do "what's

table, or on the team, it has an opportunity to shape policy outcomes.
•

Oregon is also a place where strong individualism tempers and challenges
strong communities. In many ways it has been a classically "liberal"
“liberal” society in
which few social institutions have intervened between citizens and self
selfinterest. Portland has low church attendance, and a low generosity index.
Ethnic groups have limited political salience or cultural power, and labor
unions are weak. Therefore the mediating role that these traditional institutions
play in eastern cities has to be filled by consciously created civic groups.

•

Neighborhood livability has been central for drawing many activists into civic
life, but there are broader causes for nearly everyone. There are tree huggers
buggers
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and salmon savers, defenders of
o f right rights and urban wildlife, arts advocates,

peace workers, public transit buffs, advocates for street youth and the
women's health.
homeless, advocates for HIV-AIDS education and for women’s
•

The civic movement is fragile. It is continually under challenge--not
challenge—not from
machine politics as in Boston or Chicago, but from the values ooff privatism.

•

With
W ith all its virtues, the Portland style tends to muffle radically dissenting
voices who are unwilling to work on the "team."
“team.” There is an inability to hear
new ideas until they fit the mold.
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SECTION II: HISTORICAL SURVEY

Chapter 4
Traditional Civic Life in Portland

Introduction
In this chapter I establish the baseline of
o f civic life in Portland for this study, the

traditional civic life stage. First, the civic associational world is defined in terms ooff the
o f civic organizations, categorized in a topology that is used throughout the
population of

study. These categories of
o f civic are further delineated by descriptions ooff the
organizations within them. This baseline is then used in later chapters to determine the
birth, death and survival of
o f the various types ooff organizations, as a way of
o f charting the
transformation of
o f civic life in Portland. The description of
o f civic organizations is
followed by an analysis of
o f civic actions in terms ooff the types of
o f actions and issues civic
of
organizations focused on during this period. The data is derived from the database of

civic organizations, and the civic news content analysis, which were both discussed in
chapter 3. Finally, I examine the activities ooff City ooff Portland civic bodies. This analysis
includes the types of
o f civic bodies that existed during the 1960s, a profile of
o f membership
in different types of
o f civic bodies, and the types of
o f issues these civic bodies worked on.

Civic Organizations in Portland, 1960
In 1960, the civic world in Portland was dominated by traditional civic

41 % of
associations ((41%
o f total): fraternal and benevolent associations, private clubs, and
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). When business organizations (trade and
ethnic cultural groups (see Figure 11).
o f all
professional) and labor organizations are added, the three sectors account for 80% of

civic organizations in Portland. A prevalent venue for civic life in Portland is illustrated
by the abundance of
o f clubs, lodges, and temples. In fact 24% ooff all 882 civic associations
were temples, lodges or clubs. Masons, Odd Fellows, Knights ooff Pythians, Job

daughters, Elks, and Loyal Order of
o f Moose were spread across the city. There were at
least 20 Masonic lodges, 22 Independent Order of
o f Odd Fellows lodges.

Figure 1: Types of associations as part of all civic groups in 1960

Advocacy

44%
%
Arts & Culture
tJ T

2%
B usiness
Business

20%
Traditional Civic

41%
41%

Labor

19%
19%

Social services

14%
14%

There were about 40 ethnic cultural organizations representing many cultural
groups, including: Chinese, Japanese, Polish, Cambrian, Norwegian, Scottish, Swedish,
o f the Urban League ooff Portland and the National
Danish, and Irish. With the exception of
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Association of
o f Colored People, these cultural ethnic groups were not identity rights

organizations.
In 1960, the three sectors that grew the most between 1960 and 1999-advocacy,
1999—advocacy,

social service, and arts and culture only make up 20% ooff the total number ooff civic
organizations. There are a sizable number of
( 124), but both
o f social service organizations (124),
advocacy (31) and arts and culture (19) organizations are so scarce it might be said the
these sectors are in a start-up phase (see Table 4).

Table 4: Total number of civic organizations in 1960
Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
TOTAL

31
31
19
174
164
124
370

882

The advocacy category contains several subcategories ooff groups that barely
existed in 1960 but became increasingly important over time—
time-advocacy
advocacy social service
organizations, environmental groups, neighborhood associations, and identity interest
organizations. In 1960, there were only 19 groups in these subcategories. There were
only three environmental groups with a public interest agenda. Keep Oregon Green was
an environmental education group whose main civic action was conducting antilitter
campaigns. The Audubon Society was in existence, but its primary civic actions were
organizing birding expeditions, with an occasional foray into lobbying to protect bird
populations. Probably the most politically active environmental organization was the
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Izaak Walton
W alton League, one of
o f the few environmental groups with a national membership

base. Like the environmental groups, arts and cultural groups were also scarce.
Out of
(almost one third) were
o f the 31 groups classified as advocacy, eight (almost
political parties or political party organizations such as the Republican W
Women's
omen’s
o f Oregon. There were three organizations advocating for civil rights: The
Federation of

Anti-defamation League ofB'nai
o f B ’nai Brith, The National Association for Advancement ooff
Colored People, and the Urban League. Also, by 1960 Portland had a branch ooff the
American Civil Liberties Union and one ooff the National Conference ooff Christians and
Jews. There were a few organizations that had a global outlook: the United Nations
W orld Federalists, Global Aid, Inc., and the World Affairs Council.
Association, United World

One of
o f the most dominant forms of
o f civic associations not accounted for in the
civic database inventory was women's
wom en’s clubs. The Oregon Journal (Salute, 1962),
estimated that in 1962 there were 600 women's
women’s clubs and auxiliaries. While most ooff the
organizations were social clubs, about I100
00 provided opportunities for women to
contribute to civic life. Membership in these community-service-oriented wom
women's
en’s
o f the clubs and
organizations, in 1962, was at least 18,000. The most common activities of

auxiliaries were supporting specific social institutions or causes and raising money for
wom en’s organizations involved in the political
scholarships. There were a few other women's

Women
side of
o f civic life, but their number was small. For example, in 1960 the W
omen oofB'nai
f B ’nai
B'rith
Women's
B ’rith sponsored anti-bigotry forums. The Portland W
omen’s Research Club sponsored
a forum on Racial Problems in the North. The American Association ooff University
W omen’s agenda for the year included strengthening United Nations legislation, federal
Women's
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aid for schools, and an end to wage discrimination because of
o f sex. However, for the
most part women's
women’s role in civic life was focused on voluntary charity work, not political
or issue advocacy.

News of Civic Organizations in 1960
o f the civic news was about traditional civic
In 1960, almost half ((48%)
48%) of
organizations (see Table 5). That is not surprising, since traditional civic associations
also made up 43% of
o f the total. In general, the proportion of civic news coverage is very
o f civic groups, with the exception of
o f social services. However,
similar to the proportion of
it is interesting to note that much of
o f the news about traditional civic groups was about
their charitable and community service work which would raise the proportion of
of
coverage of
o f social service activities. An important indication of
o f the state of
o f the civic
world at this point in time is that only 5% of
o f the civic news was about advocacy
organizations. If civic bodies are added to the advocacy news, then the total is 8%.

Table 5: Comparison of civic groups to civic news in 1960'
1960!

Civic Actions in News
Advocacy
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
Arts & Culture
Civic Bodies
Religious Organizations

All Civic Groups
4%
20%
19%
14%
41%
2%
—

-

News Coverage
5%
15%
18%
3%
48%
—

3%
8%

Within the category of
o f advocacy are several sub-categories of
o f organizations that
become more importance later in the study. At this time, there was no news about
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neighborhood groups, and only a few mentions ooff social service advocacy organizations

(5), environmental organizations (2), minority and identity interest groups (2), and other
advocacy organizations (9).

Repertoire of Civic Actions in 1960
To understand the repertoire of
o f civic actions at this point in Portland, I grouped
actions as traditional and nontraditional (see Figure 2). The traditional civic actions
include fundraising, benefits, honors and awards, and election ooff officers. In fact, the
single largest reported activity was the election ooff officers, accounting for 25% ooff all the
civic news. Fundraising efforts were the next more frequently reported civic activity,
accounting for another 22% of
o f the total news. Many ooff the news items were simple
announcements of
o f annual fundraising drives, benefits, and requests for donations, or
they documented the outcome of
o f fundraising efforts. Groups were noted for their
donations of
o f cars, toys, food for the needy, volunteer hours, clothes, or visits to shut-ins
o f the most common actions ooff civic organizations was
or institutional residents. One of

fundraising for scholarships (29%
).
(29%).
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Figure 2: Civic action repertoires in 1960
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Closely linked to this was the announcement ooff honors and awards, or profiles ooff
people who won honors and awards (6%). accounting for 6% of
o f the news. Other
activities reported in this category included: anniversaries, blood donations, dances and
musicals, parades, and queen coronations for festivals.
Nontraditional civic actions is a composite category ooff civic actions that take on
more importance later in the civic life of
o f Portland. These include: advocacy actions,
neighborhood based actions, actions of
o f civic bodies, and issuing or responding to public
policy studies and plans or public hearings. The formation ooff new groups is also
included in nontraditional actions because it is a way to map the number and importance
of
o f new civic enterprises.
In 1960, there were relatively few actions that can be classified as advocacy, 7%.

Only 14 separate groups show up in the news as conducting advocacy actions. There
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was an election in 1960 so several groups were lobbying the state or city for school bond
city’s first urban
measures and tax reform. One group had been created to oppose the city's

renewal area in the south part of
o f downtown. The American Association ooff University
Women was pushing the state to enact stronger billboard restrictions on highways. The
Oregon Chapter of
o f the National Association ooff Social Workers and the League ooff
Women Voters were both advocating for the rights ooff the handicapped. Two
neighborhood-specific actions show up. The Moreland Commercial Club organized
resistance to the siting of
o f a Fred Meyer department store in southeast Portland and an
unnamed group of
o f citizens resisted the siting of
o f a Little League baseball field in their
southeast neighborhood. A group of
o f students from several universities had also
organized to lobby the state for more higher education funding. The League ooff Women
Voters showed up, as they did fairly consistently throughout the study period, with
several strong advocacy roles. One in particular stands out, a controversial stand in
opposition to the loyalty oath rule for students applying for National Defense Education
loans.
Only two groups showed up that used studies or reports to advocate positions:
the City Club and League of Women Voters. The League issued a report on the need for
the Columbia Basin Agency Committee to have more responsibility in allocating water
resources in the Northwest, and the City Club published a study backing a tax plan for
the city of
o f Portland in the May election. A consortium ooff Protestant and orthodox
denominations issued a study on key problems in nation’s
nation's economic life that called for
local church involvement, and the Portland Council ooff Churches announced a plan to
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establish a church planning commission to work with the City of
o f Portland on pressing

matters in urban areas. There was only one hearing that involved a civic organization,
o f Moose applied for a liquor license. The formation ooff new
when the Loyal Order of

groups likewise gained little attention, with only one noted: the establishment of
o f the
Collis Johnson Family Foundation.
Educational forums take up 33% ooff all the civic news in 1960. In some ways the
preponderance of
o f educational forums as a civic action ooff choice is also a character ooff
traditional civic life. However, since public education is a consistent type ooff civic action,
and provides another vantage point to understand civic transformation it is analyzed
separately.

Civic Organizations Issue Orientation
In order to understand the issue orientation of
o f traditional civic organizations in
this period I grouped issues into several broad categories: social services, education,
government affairs, and international affairs. I also grouped issues that grew in
“outside domain”
importance during the study period into an "outside
domain" category, meaning outside

the domain or of
o f less importance to groups in 1960. This category includes:
environment, crime and safety, planning and urban design, minority issues,
neighborhood-based actions, and transportation issues (see Figure 3).
3).22
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Figure 3: Civic association issues in 1960
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In 1960, Civic organizations worked on a variety of health and social issues. The
American Legion produced place mats for the Veterans Hospital. Delta Zeta sorority put
Am~rican

on a fashion tea to raise money for hearing aids for the deaf. The American Business
Women's
W omen’s Association provided scholarships for nurses in training. The Friends ooff the
Aged sponsored a dinner and bazaar at the Odd Fellows Hall. The Fairlawn Hospital
Guild hosted a "Hats
“Hats and Fashions"
Fashions” tea to benefit Fairlawn Hospital. The Boy Scouts
held their annual clothing drive to assist Goodwill Industries. One high school girls
group sold "seal"
“seal” lilies to benefit the Oregon Society for Crippled Children. Another
high school group, Teens Against Polio, collected dimes in the annual March of
o f Dimes.
Lion’s Club in the Hollywood neighborhood collected the largest amount ooff blood
The Lion's
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in the region for the American Red Cross. The Order of
o f the Amaranth reported that its

members had contributed 5,768 hours volunteering at hospitals. The Kiwanis raised
money for retarded citizens. The Girl scouts helped to build a trail and camp. The
Oregon Federation of
o f Women's
W omen’s Clubs had selected its family ooff the year, while the
Portland Women's
W omen’s Club had set its agenda for the year to focus on patient welfare. The
Oregon Nurses Association was lobbying the State ooff Oregon for better health programs
in schools. The Oregon State Emblem Clubs presented a station wagon to the crippled
Children and Adult Association. The Daughters ooff the Nile were sewing clothes for the
Shriner's
Shriner’s Hospital.
of
In the education realm, the largest single activity was sponsorship of

scholarships. Excluding election of
o f officers, news about scholarships was 19% ooff the
o f educational issues ooff interest to civic associations. The
total. There were other types of

local chapter of the National Education Association held a forum about academic choice
over textbook selection in schools. The American Association ooff University Women
held a talk about bridging the high school and college education curricula. On a similar
note, the Oregon Newspaper Boy Association sponsored a day at Portland State College
for youth to learn about college life. An ad hoc student group waged a crusade to get a
measure passed to support higher education. The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) was
active sponsoring Cub Scouts at different schools, Campfire and 4-H activities.
Civic association interest in international issues (12%) was about Christian
missionary work, or anti-Communist in orientation. Almost hhalf
alf the international news
items were about religious organization activities. The typical occasion seemed to be
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talks with slides from visiting missionaries or other travelers relating their experiences

overseas. The Central Bible Church sponsored a talk on experiences in a Russian slave
“The Rise of
of
camp. The Wood Village Presbyterian Church sponsored a speaker on "The

Communism and the Economic Challenge ooff A Re-ordered and United Europe.”
Europe." A
speaker at the Stone Open Bible Church spoke about Guinea as a battleground between
communist and Western ideologies. The Christian Crusade Rally featured a
controversial evangelist who came to accuse some churches ooff siding with the
communists.
The most important issue in the civic sector related to better government (7%)
was taxes. Almost half of
o f the news items were about taxes. There was a critical local tax
measure in front of
o f voters that year which explains most ooff this particular focus. The
City Club published a report on the proposed tax plan, and others held forums to discuss
it. Also, since it was an election year, several civic organizations, including the YWCA
and Republican Women's
W omen’s Federation of
o f Clubs sponsored candidate fairs. The American
Legion sponsored a slate of
o f boys to attend a state-wide conference established to
o f government. The American Association ooff University Women
promote understanding of

set its agenda for the year, which included strengthening the United Nations legislation,
federal aid to tax-supported schools, and liberalizing international trade agreements.
One of
o f the areas of
o f civic activity in 1960 that diminished almost completely over
time was the focus on what might be called self-improvement, which in 1960 accounted
for 6% of
o f the educational forums. Civic groups sponsored educational forums about
such things as working on old cars (Boy Scouts), building bridges for friendship
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(Federation of
o f Business and Professional Women), nautical skills (Girl Scouts), how to
o f optimism (Optimist
(Optimist Club), boy-girl relations,
live a long life (Kiwanis), the voice of

selling ideas, and charm (YWCA).
What about the issues outside of
o f the domain ooff civic organization interests?
There were a few environmental actions. A National Wildlife W
Week
eek coordinating group
sponsored a national speaker to talk about the importance ooff water to local wildlife and
citizens' group
fisheries. The Campfire Girls had a tree planting project. An ad hoc citizens’
organized to support a tax measure for Portland Parks. Both the League ooff Women
Voters and Kiwanis Club sponsored talks about Columbia River issues. The American
Waterworks Association held a conference in Portland with a field trip to the Bull Run
Watershed (Portland's
(Portland’s water supply). In the crime and safety category the big issue was
civil defense. The Seventh Day Adventists and the Banfield Business and Professional
Women's
W omen’s Club both sponsored presentations about civil defense preparedness. Urban
renewal was showing up as an urban planning and design issue. The Rotary Club
sponsored a talk on the subject, as did the Eastside Commercial Club.
Civic groups only advocated for a few issues. The Faith Lutheran Church
conducted a 5-month study on how congregations should be conducting special outreach
to bring other races to their church. The Portland W
Women's
omen’s Research Club sponsored a
lecture on "Racial
“Racial Problems in the North."
North.” The Urban League, working with the Civil

Rights Division of
o f Oregon, helped organize a conference on intergroup relations, and
o f Portland, organized a week of
o f events on equal opportunity.
working with the City of
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Both the City Club and the local chapter of
o f the National Association ooff Social Workers

advocated for handicapped rights.

Educational Forums
Examining the content of
o f the educational forums was another way ooff examining
the issue orientation of
o f civic organizations. I found a total ooff 86 topics. Domestic health
and social problems topped the list, with subjects such as children and families, mental
health, crime prevention, and juvenile delinquency. Forums on international topics were
dominated by reports about missionary work and the cold war. Urban renewal and
transportation issues were rare. Only four forums focused on the environment, three on
water resources, and one on the dangers of
o f radiation.
Political topics are noteworthy. In addition to candidate forums and some
general ones on citizenship, better government, and taxation issues, three forums on race
Women's
issues were sponsored by the Urban League and Portland W
omen’s Research Club.
While social and political issues were being discussed, self improvement forums topped
the list: At least 22 forums were aimed at helping individuals in their personal lives. The
Girl Scouts hosted a workshop on charm. The Irvington W
Women's
omen’s Club hosted a class
on flower arrangement. The Oregon Newspaper Boy’s
Boy's Association held a class on
college life.
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Civic Bodies in the 1960s

During the 1960s, there were 60 civic bodies (see Figure 4) in the City of
of
Portland: 15 boards, 13 commissions, 5 task forces, and 27 citizen advisory groups.
Citizen advisory groups appear dominate in terms ooff numbers. This measure can be
misleading however, because boards and commissions by their nature are enduring,
while citizen advisory groups and taskforces are transitory.

Figure 4: Types of civic bodies in the 1960s

taskforces
ta s k fo rc e s
8%
8%

Boards
B oards

commissions
com m issions
22%
22%

advisory
citizen advisory

45%
45
%

Appointments to boards are based on professional and trade status and the
o f these boards are limited to regulating specific trades and professions.
activity of

Appointments to commissions are usually based on community stature or constituency
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representation. Citizen advisory committees and taskforces tend to have more

appointments of
o f "citizens
“citizens at large."
large.”
During this period commissions drew mainly upon the civic elite, business and
professional classes. For example, during 1959 and 1960, the City Planning
Commission included two lawyers, two corporate CEOs, an architect, a bank executive,
a Reed College professor, and a public school administrator.
When
W hen Portland established its first urban renewal advisory board in 1950 most
members were leaders from established interest groups and a few social service
agencies. The interests of
o f citizens in the affected areas were represented through public
hearings, not by appointments to civic bodies. Urban renewal itself was suspect in those
days, as a socialist plot. As a city commissioner at the time noted, it was "the
“the very
essence of
o f communism."
communism.” A real estate broker called the whole process "vicious"
“vicious”
(Humphrey, 1955).
The 1955 Portland Redevelopment Advisory Board (see Table 6) reflects the
o f membership, and interest group representation ooff traditional pluralism.
elite stature of

The only group on this board that might be said to have represented the people most
affected by urban renewal efforts, was the Urban League ooff Portland.
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Table 6: Representatives on the Portland Redevelopment Board, 1955
Business and Trade Groups
American Institute of Architects
Building contractor
East Side Commercial
Comm ercial Club
First National Bank
Hoffman Contractor
Institute of Real Estate
KOIN Radio
Northern School Supplies
Portland Chamber
C ham ber of Commerce
Com m erce
Portland Home
Hom e Builders
Portland Housing and Planning Association
Portland Realty Board
Professional Engineers of Oregon
US National Bank

Public Sector
City Health Officer
City Planning Commission
Federal Housing Administration
Tax
T ax Supervising Commission
Traffic Engineer Portland
Civic Groups
American Legion
Council of Churches
Federated Jewish Societies
Junior League of Portland
League of W
Women
om en Voters
Portland School District
Urban League of Portland

Labor
R R Trainmen
Brotherhood of RR
Building and Construction Trades Council
Industrial Union Council

There were neighborhood-based organizations in Portland at this time which
might have been represented. There were at least 15 neighborhood councils, including
tum
one in an area destined for urban renewal. Five years later in 1960, the City would turn
to the Albina Neighborhood Council to initiate its first urban renewal effort in northeast
Portland through the creation of the Neighborhood Improvement Committee. From the
mid 1960s on, the change from traditional interest representation to more direct
democratic involvement of
o f citizens at large would become even more widespread as the
o f the federal W
ar on Poverty
War
City attempted to meet citizen participation requirements of

programs (see chapter 9).
During the 1960s, citizen advisory committees tended to fall into two categories:
o f the former is the
technical advisory groups and civic elite committees. An example of

Air Quality Control Advisory Committee which had seven members appointed by the
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mayor and ratified by the city council. As a description at the time said, "These
“These

members are skilled and experienced in the field ooff air quality control, including
physicians, registered professional engineers, industrialists and commercial building
owners ((City
City of
o f Portland, 1965)."
1965).”
An example of
o f the later is the Forest Park Committee a group that had the widest
cross section of
o f interests represented. This Committee came about because ooff a research
project initiated by the Portland City Club in 1945 which produced a publication,

Municipal Forest Park, (City Club, 1945) recommending acquisition and development
of a vast forested area in the far reaches of
o f Northwest Portland. Since the City Club does
not implement its recommendations, in 194
7, the Western Federation of
1947,
o f Outdoor Clubs
held a series of
o f meetings to initiate the process to establish a city park there. It created
the Forest Park Committee of Fifty. Thoronton T. Munger, retired from the U.S. Forest
Service, was nominated to be its first leader. The Federation then set about to find 50
representatives to serve on this committee. What today would be called a stakeholder
committee, it was made of
o f representatives of
o f outdoor and conservation groups such as
the Oregon Federation of
o f Garden Clubs, Multnomah Anglers and Hunters, Oregon
Audubon Society, Trails Club of
o f Oregon, and the Izaak Walton League. There were also
school and youth groups, such as Catholic Youth Organization, 4-H clubs, Boy Scouts
of
o f America, Campfire Girls, and Girl Scouts. Other representatives came from labor
unions (e.g., Portland Industrial Union Council), business groups (e.g., Portland
Chamber of
o f Commerce), and social service groups (e.g., Portland Council ooff Social
Agencies). The committee worked with the Bureau ooff Parks, but independently ooff the
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City of
o f Portland bureaucracy. It was, in effect, what would later be called a "friends"
“friends”
group—a voluntary organization working in close partnership with the City to develop or
group--a

maintain a public amenity. At
A t this time were also several similar civic bodies, such as
the Japanese Garden Society, and the Arboretum Committee. Some of
o f these committees
were large. For example, the Japanese Garden Society board at times had more than 50
members. The members on these committees were selected because of
o f their interest,
influence, and in the case of
o f the Forest Park Committee, ability to represent other
organizations.
By the late 1960s, the City of
o f Portland was forced to consider involving a
broader cross section of
o f citizens in civic bodies and public policy deliberation because
of
o f federal regulations in the Model Cities Program which governed citizen participation.
The City eventually established citizen based committees in the Model Cities areas of
of
northeast and southeast Portland, and a city wide governing body for Model City
projects, the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee (PMSC). The citizen advisory
committees that ran the programs in northeast and southeast Portland were not
appointed but elected to their positions-an
positions— an unprecedented innovation of
o f direct
democracy for the City (see chapter 9).
A review of
o f the types of
o f issues that the City ooff Portland had created civic bodies
to work on reveals how narrow the relationship was between the City and its citizens
(see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Issue areas of civic bodies in the 1960s
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_______
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Public hearings and direct contact were the expected mode ooff communication.
The only neighborhood involvement was through the Model City Program. In addition
to the Forest Park Committee of
o f Fifty, and the Air quality Advisory Committee, the only
other citizen advisory work around environmental issues was a committee overseeing
the development of
o f Hoyt Arboretum. By the late 1960s, the City did have several citizen
advisory committees working on transportation issues, including a Mass Transit
Advisory Committee and the Downtown Parking Plan Advisory Committee.

In the 1960s, a majority of
o f the citizens appointed to civic bodies were members
of
o f municipal boards and commissions (see Figure 6). Seventy percent ooff the
appointments to civic bodies (770/1154) were municipal board and commission
appointments. This means in all likelihood 30% or less ooff the citizens involved in local
government through these forms of
large."
o f representative democracy were "citizens
“citizens at large.”
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While it would be difficult to exhaustively analyze membership ooff the civic
o f geographical, demographic, or minority representation, it
bodies at this time in terms of

is a safe assumption that there were very few minority representatives. In fact a 1967
City Club (City Club, 1967) report on race in Portland identify only one civic body,
other than the emerging Model Cities Program that had Black representation. This was
the Metropolitan Relations Commission, which the City Club committee accused ooff
being a public relations arm of
o f the Mayor's
M ayor’s office.

Figure 6: Estimated number of citizens appointed to civic bodies, 1960-1969
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Boards
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It is also evident from membership rosters during this period that women were

poorly represented (see Figure 7). Of
O f the 711 members of
o f civic bodies, 591 were men
(71%). Women
W omen made up only 8% of
o f the boards, 10% of
o f the citizen advisory committees,
o f the commissions. While this last figure may seem high for the times, it
and 26% of
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women's
should be noted that women served on commissions that were considered women’s
domain: arts and culture and human services. Of
O f the 90 women on commissions during

this period, 58 served on the Arts Commission, Metropolitan Youth Commission, Zoo
Commission, Pittock Mansion Commission, and Japanese Garden Commission. On the
more powerful City Planning Commission, Portland Development Commission, and
Housing Commission there were only 10 women, compared with 43 men.

Figure 7: Estimated percent of women and men on civic bodies, 1960-1969
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Conclusion

The civic world in Portland in 1960 was dominated by traditional civic
associations(
41 %). Advocacy, social service, and arts and culture only made up 20% of
associations(41%).
of
o f civic organizations. Almost half the civic news ((48%)
the total number of
48%) was about

traditional civic organizations. The repertoire of
o f civic actions was limited to:
fundraising, benefits, honors and awards, and election ooff officers, accounting for 54% ooff
the civic actions. Only 7% of
o f the news reported advocacy actions by civic groups. Over
half (54%) of
o f the types of
o f issues civic groups were working on were either social
services or education. The issues classified as "outside
domain" ooff traditional civic
“outside the domain”
groups are: environment, crime and safety, planning and urban design, minority issues,
of
neighborhood issues, and transportation issues. These issues accounted for only 12% of

the news, but later in the study they took on greater importance.
In 1960, there were a handful of
o f citizen advisory committees and task forces but,

membership on these civic bodies was substantially less than membership on boards and
commissions. On the whole, boards and commissions were dominated by White males,
o f professional or social status in the
and appointments were made on the basis of

community. The notable exception to citizen participation were the citizen advisory
committees established in the mid to late 1960s in the Model Cities areas of
o f northeast
and southeast Portland, which is documented in the Albina case study ((chapter
chapter 9).
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NOTES

1. News about arts and culture groups was not analyzed. Civic bodies are municipal
boards, commissions, citizen advisory committees or task forces. Religious
organizations are not in civic association inventory. Only secular news ooff religious
organizations was documented.
2. The issue areas contained in "outside
domain"--environment,
“outside domain”—
environment, minority issues,
crime and safety, planning and urban design, neighborhood activism, and
transportation—do not represent all the issues the new organizations were focused
transportation--do

on that traditional ones were not. The issues are thought to be representative ooff the
kinds of
o f issues new civic organizations were created to work on.
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Chapter 5

Reconstruction of Civic life

Introduction

In this chapter I examine how civic life in Portland was radically transformed
in a relatively short period from 1960 to 1972. While many traditional civic
associations persisted during this period, their decline is evident. New civic
organizations took hold, the repertoire of
o f civic actions greatly expanded, and civic
o f expanded citizen participation rights.
bodies reflected the institutionalization of

Civic Organizations in Portland, 1972

Traditional civic organizations still made up 30% of the total population ooff
groups (see Figure 8). Combined with labor (15%) and business (17%) these groups
accounted for 62% of
o f all the civic associations in 1972, a drop ooff nearly 20% since
1960. The most dramatic shift is the rise ooff advocacy groups from 4%
4 % of
o f the total in
1960 to 16% in 1972, a four-fold increase.
In 1972 there are 267 more civic associations than there were in 1960 (see
Table 7). Only traditional civic associations lost in terms ooff total number. The total
o f advocacy groups is twice the category with the next largest gain: social
number of

services.
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Figure 8: Types of
o f associations as part of all civic groups in 1972
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Table 7: Total number of civic organizations in 1960 and 1972

Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
TOTAL
TO TA L

1960

1972

31
19
174
164
124
370
882

184
58
195
172
199
341
1149

Total Loss or Gain

153
39
21
8
75
-29
267

The best way to understand the more complex cycle ooff the civic organizations
is to not examine just total numbers, but to analyze each in terms of
o f birth, death, and
survival rates. As Figure 9 shows, in 1972, the advocacy and arts and culture sectors
were made up mostly of new organizations. The rest ooff the sectors were 50% or more
survivors. The birth rate of
o f advocacy was twice that ooff traditional civic organizations.
o f almost equal numbers ooff new groups and survivors.
The other sectors were made up of
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Figure 9: Portion of all groups that are born
bom or survive between 1960 and 1972
1972
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Looking at the civic world in terms ooff deaths ooff organizations it is more
instructive to examine the total number of
o f deaths (see Figure 10). The death rate, that
is the number of
o f deaths relative to the 1960 population, is misleading because ooff the
wide disparity in the baseline population of
o f some sectors, especially advocacy and arts
and culture. In all sectors the death rate was 35% and 45%. However, the total number
of
o f traditional civic associations that died between 1960 and 1972 (167) is nearly equal
196).
to the number of
o f all other deaths combined ((196).
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Figure 10: In 1972, total number of groups that died since 1960
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To determine a rough estimate of
o f the overall strength ooff each sector (see Table
8), I combined the birth rate ((1972
1972 births compared to the 1960 population) and
survival rate (portion of groups surviving since 1960). The exact cutoff point that
distinguishes growing, stable, or declining is somewhat arbitrary, but it does provide
an overview of
o f the sectors.
Table 8: 1972: Overall strength of sectors

Birth rate
Strong and Growing
Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Social Service
Stable
Business
Declining
Labor
Traditional

Survival rate

532%
242%
95%

61%
63%
65%

51%

61%

45%

60%

37%

55%
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It is clear from Table 8 that the advocacy, arts and culture, and social service

sectors changed dramatically between 1960 and 1972, showing both high survival
rates, and, especially for advocacy and arts and culture, high birth rates. In contrast,
traditional civic associations had a low birth rate, at least relative to the other sectors,
although at this point still maintaining a fairly high percentage ooff survivors.
So what are the possible explanations for these changes? Each sector has a
different story. In some cases there were very specific social or political forces at
work, most beyond the scope of
o f this study. For example, in spite of
o f many births and
deaths, the stability of
o f the business sector is probably a reflection of
o f constantly
changing economic conditions.

The Growth of Advocacy Organizations

The largest single contributor to the growth ooff the advocacy sector during this
period was the emergence of
o f neighborhood-based, or place-based organizations. Over
40% (65 out of
o f 157) of
o f the new groups were neighborhood associations. Abbott
((1983)
1983) traces the growth of
o f neighborhood associations in Portland to the progressive
politics of Mayor Neil Goldschmidt, federal OEO and Model Cities Programs, and key
controversial events in the late 1960s and early 1970s, namely proposals to build
freeways in southeast and northwest Portland.
Identity politics also accounted for some of
o f the growth of
o f the advocacy sector.
There were new minority organizations such as the Urban Indian Coalition and
women’s organizations that advocated for women’s
o f more
women's
women's rights, taking the place of
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traditional civic women's
women’s clubs. In 1972, there were at least 14 new identity, and

minority-oriented organizations.
Other responses to social problems account for growth in the sector, including
consumer affairs ((e.g.
e.g. public interest research groups such as the Oregon Student
Public Interest Organization and Common Cause); housing (Citizens for Decent
Housing), and class action law (Legal Aid offices). Issues about war and peace were
also important in the civic sphere as America continued its unpopular war in Southeast
Asia. At least 12 organizations were created to protest the war or support draft
resisters.

Figure 11: Growth of advocacy organizations from 1960 to 1972
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Finally, within the advocacy sector the roots ooff the environmental movement
are evident. Twenty-four of
o f the new groups were environmental. Groups were formed
to promote recycling (Recycling switchboard and Portland Recycling Team) and
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others to pursue environmental lobbying (Northwest Environmental Defense Center

and Oregon Environmental Council).

News of Civic Organizations in 1972
The most notable changes in the news coverage between 1960 and 1972 are an
increase in articles about advocacy organizations, and a complementary decrease in
articles about traditional civic organizations. In 1960 advocacy organizations only
accounted for 4% of
o f the news while traditional civic groups accounted for 48% ooff the
news. In the 1972 it is almost the exact opposite, with advocacy accounting for 50% of
the news, and traditional civic organizations only accounting for 7%. It is important to
note, however, that the drop in news about traditional civic organizations was
41 % to
accompanied by a drop in the population ooff traditional civic groups, from 41%
30%. On the other hand, the number of
o f advocacy groups increases four-fold, while the
news about advocacy organizations increases over 12-fold.

Table 9: Comparison of civic groups to civic news in 1972

Type of Group
Advocacy
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
Arts & Culture
Civic Bodies
Religious

All Civic Groups
16
17
15
17
30
5
—

-

News Coverage
50
9
13
14
7
—

4
3

Advocacy organizations only account for 16% ooff the population ooff the civic
world and yet account for 50% of
o f the news. The increase in coverage ooff advocacy
organizations is even more astounding if news about civic bodies, that also might be
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considered advocacy groups, is added. Using this definition then 54% ooff the civic

news is about advocacy.
The advocacy category has several sub-categories (see Figure 12) that further
illustrate the transformation of
o f civic life: neighborhood groups, social service
advocacy organizations, environmental organizations, and minority and identity
interest groups. News about all types of
o f advocacy organizations dramatically rises
o f civic bodies the increase is related to the
from 1960 to 1972. With the exception of
o f civic organizations that existed in 1960. For the most part, there were no
baseline of

neighborhood groups, environmental organizations, identity interest groups or social
“other advocacy”
service groups with an advocacy orientation. The "other
advocacy" category is high in

1972 because of
o f America's
America’s unpopular war in southeast Asia. Thirty eight out ooff the 91
(42%) news items were about organizations formed to protest the war.

Figure 12: Comparison of advocacy news between 1960 and 1972
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The documentation of
o f civic actions during this period included use ooff an

alternative newspaper, the Portland Scribe. I assumed that during the reconstruction
period, the mainstream press would continue to cover traditional civic news even
though new civic organizations and civic practices were emerging.
In 1960,
I used Portland's
1960,1
Portland’s two daily newspapers, the Oregonian and the
Oregon Journal for content analysis. For the 1972 analysis I added the Portland
Scribe. The Portland Scribe was an alternative newspaper published weekly from
1972 to 1980. While it might be considered, at least compared to mainstream press, a
part of
o f the underground press, the publishers of
o f the Scribe referred to it as a
community or alternative newspaper. The Portland Scribe was created because the
publishers thought the "straight"
“straight” press did not cover the most important news, or did
so with an unfair editorial bias. One of
o f the premises ooff this study is that the
transformation of
o f civic life was not covered by the mainstream press, and the "dark
“dark
matter"
matter” gap increased during this time. Civic organizations were formed to focus on
new issues and carry out civic actions that were not a part ooff the existing repertoire,
and to some degree, outside the scope of
o f mainstream press.
News coverage in alternative press was clearly oriented toward political action
(see Figures 13 & 14). An overwhelming percentage (68%) ooff the news covered by
alternative press was about advocacy-oriented organizations, almost twice the
coverage of
o f the mainstream press (38%). Nevertheless, mainstream press coverage of
advocacy organizations is not that much lower than the overall percentage (38%
compared to 43%). In total 88 advocacy organizations appeared in both newspapers.
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Figure 13: Alternative press coverage of civic news in 1972
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Figure 14: Mainstream press coverage of civic news in 1972
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Thirteen of
o f these groups appeared in both, while 28 appeared only in the standard

press, and nearly twice as many (47) appeared only in the alternative press.

Repertoire of Civic Actions in 1972
o f civic actions in 1972 compared to 1960 is almost a complete
The repertoire of

reversal (see Figure 15). Whereas in 1960, 54% of
o f the actions were what I have called
traditional, in 1972 19% were traditional and 60% were nontraditional.
The nontraditional forms of
o f civic action include many that barely show up in
1960 (see Figure 15). These are not new historically, but tried and true actions ooff
social movements and grassroots organizing. For Portland, however, politically active
o f civic engagement were not a part ooff the repertoire ooff traditional civic
forms of

organizations. Between 1960 and 1972 the vocabulary ooff civic action changed
dramatically. Instead of
o f talk about fashion shows and dance benefits, citizen activists
in 1972 were talking about vigils, teach-ins, sit-ins, marches, strikes, mobilizations,
protests, resistance, rallies, encampments, boycotts, and community action.
The growth of
o f news about civic associations involved in public hearings,
publishing reports and studies, and neighborhood-based actions reflects the changing
repertories of
o f civic actions being used by civic associations (see Figure 16).
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Figure 15: Civic action repertoires in 1972
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Figure 16: Comparison of nontraditional civic actions, 1960 and 1972
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Federal, state, and local laws propelled citizens into a brave new world ooff

citizen participation rights that placed citizens on more equal footing with the
governmental bureaucracy (see Table 10). Many ooff these new rules and regulations
were created in the mid-1960s to mid-1970s. The rules affected who could be involved
(Economic Opportunities and Model City citizen involvement requirements) and how
citizens could be involved (e.g., Environmental Impact Assessments). Federal laws,
many of
o f which trickled down to state and local levels, by the end ooff the 1970s,
required citizen participation in a wide range of
o f federal programs. In Oregon, the
implementation of
o f a state-wide land use system, placed citizen participation as its first
goal. Also, Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood system provided structure to citizen participation
in municipal public policy, and new statewide public meetings laws provided citizens
with the right to be notified and attend public meetings.
Public interest research became a mainstay ooff the new advocacy organizations.
While the City Club of
o f Portland had employed its own version ooff public interest
research for decades as a means to advocate for constructive community change, new
groups like the Oregon Student Public Interest Group (OSPIRG), inspired by "Nader's
“N ader’s
Raiders,"
Raiders,” begin using research to advocate for change. In 1971, after a speech by
Ralph Nader on several Oregon university campuses, OSPIRG secured funding
through the State Board of
o f Higher Education. This allowed student activists to perform
educational and research functions, as long as they were not involved directly in
lobbying activities.
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Table 10: Changing rules governing citizen's
citizen’s right to participate in public policy deliberations
1946 Administrative Procedure Act requirement for review of governmental actions by
affected parties
1954 Federal Urban Renewal act calls upon local advisory groups to be established
1964 Federal Economic Opportunity Act--anti-poverty
Act-anti-poverty boards created with maximum
participation of residents of affected area
1966 Quie amendment: more specific anti-poverty boards at least 1/3 poor people
1966 Model Cities programs--Continues
programs-Continues federal requirement that citizens be involved in
federal programs
1966 Freedom of Information Act
1969 National environmental policy act: Requires citizen involvement in environmental impact
assessments
1972 Clean Water Act: extensive citizen involvement procedures
1972 Oregon public meetings law--outlines
law-outlines rights of citizen to be notified of and be present at
wide range of public meetings
1972 Coastal Zone management act with extensive procedures for citizen involvement
1972 Sierra Club v. Morton, eliminating the so called direct injury requirement, legitimizing
class action suits
1973 Ford Foundation provides grants to establish public interest law firms
1973 Oregon Senate Bill State wide land use system with goal no. 1: citizen involvement
1974 Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood system implemented, providing city-wide rules and structure
for citizen involvement
1974 Housing and Community Development Act, requiring citizen participation for local block
grants
1974 Energy Reorganization act with extensive citizen involvement procedures
1979 Carter's
Carter’s Executive Order 12160calling for extensive participation in many federal
programs

o f OSPIRG summarized the
Steve McCarthy (Wells 1972), the first director of
OSPIRG’s task in terms of how to make citizen participation effective:
OSPIRG's

Citizen participation in government is important but nobody is going to be able to
do so unless they have real information. So our feeling is that the real impediment
to citizen participation is that governments are very good at packaging information
and presenting it in ways that nobody can understand (p.7).

Issue campaigns prospered during this time. Citizens launched campaigns to
o f women to choose abortions, ban cigarette advertising, stop
support the right of

freeways, support childcare programs, and protect wilderness. In addition to
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neighborhood-based actions, public interest research, and participation in hearings, by

1972 civic organizations had greatly expanded their repertoire ooff actions in other
ways. Legal Aid offices were pursuing action in the courts to defend renters and the
o f the Krishna Society to preach in public malls. Peace groups were
rights of

demonstrating, hosting teach-ins and strikes on campuses and creating blockades to
keep radioactive shipments from moving through Oregon. Other protesters
demonstrated against the proposed dredging ooff a bird refugee area on Ross Island in
the Willamette River; a high-rise building in downtown Portland (the KOIN Tower);
the selection of
o f the annual Rose Festival Princess as demeaning to women; and the
appearance of
o f navy ships during the festival as supportive of
o f the war effort in
Southeast Asia Petitions were being circulated to stop nuclear plants from being built,
to secure better apartment building repair agreements for renters, to stop the building
of
o f a freeway in southeast Portland, and to legalize marijuana.

Civic Organizations Issue Orientation

By 1972, the number of issues defined as outside the domain ooff traditional
civic associations interest by 1972 eclipsed all other issues, accounting for almost 45%
of
o f the total (see Figure 16). Environmental issues accounted for the largest number.
Civic groups were working on scenic rivers, alternatives to nuclear power, recycling,
air quality, and billboard removal. In the 1960 inventory, there were only five groups
working on these issues: League of
o f Women Voters, American Civil Liberties Union,
American Association of University Women, Audubon Society ooff Portland, and Forest
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Park Committee of
o f Fifty.

Within the nontraditional civic issues there were several significant increases
(see Figure 17). While traditional ethnic groups decreased from 1960 to 1972,
minority interest groups increased. African American groups built their own
institutions, such as the Portland Black Bookstore. Native American interest groups
aligned themselves with Hispanic groups and staged an encampment at an airforce
base both wanted to turn into a heritage center. While many ooff the actions were carried
out by new civic organizations, some traditional ones also participated in the new
new
activism. The National Conference on Christians and Jews took a strong stand to expel
any group from membership that espoused racist views. The Westminster Presbyterian
Sallye
Church sponsored a forum on freedom and justice with activist Sall
ye Davis as

keynote speaker.

Figure 17: Comparison of civic issues, 1960 and 1972
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The central issue for neighborhood-based activists was the impact ooff freeway

development on neighborhood livability. One neighborhood, Maywood Park, was so
incensed over the building of
o f the I-205
1-205 freeway, that it incorporated as a separate city.
The language used to describe these neighborhood actions was the language ooff protest,
along with a new language of
o f public participation as planners and citizens learned to
work together. None of the groups involved in neighborhood-based civic involvement
existed in 1960.

Figure 18: Comparison of nontraditional civic interests 1960 and 1972
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The dominant issues in planning and community development were housing
and land use. Citizens for Decent Housing pushed to establish stronger tenant rights
laws. The Center for Urban Education, and Governor Tom M
McCall's
cCall’s office sponsored
forums in Portland for citizens to learn how to effectively participate in Oregon's
Oregon’s new
statewide planning laws.
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Another significant trend occurred in the civic associational world between

1960 and 1972: the growth of social service organizations with an activist agenda. In
1960 four organizations could be described in this fashion: American Friends Service
Committee, Tri-County Community Council, Oregon Institute of
o f Social Welfare, and
Oregon Council on Alcohol Problems. By 1972, the number had risen to 43.
There are several core reasons for this explosion ooff civic groups with a mix of
direct service and advocacy. The federal War on Poverty programs facilitated the
creation of
o f direct service organizations with a political agenda. Community action
programs such as EastCAP, Albina Community Action Center, and SnowCap all
provided direct services while advocating for poor and minority populations.
Similarly, the Legal Services Corporation promoted a new type ooff direct legal
service that blurred the line between direct service and advocacy. Also, hotlines and
switchboards were opened that provided direct services and also were involved in
Women's
advocacy actions. Specialized health services, such as the W
omen’s Health Clinic and
Fred Hampton People's
People’s Health Clinic, provided direct service while also advocating
for the health concerns of
o f minority and undeserved populations.

Educational Forums
In 1960, 31% of
o f educational forums (see Figure 19) were focused on
individual self improvement, whereas by 1972, they had dropped by almost half
(16%). In 1972, most educational forums were advocacy or political in nature (43%),

compared to only 18% in 1960. These two categories ooff forums together represent a
significant shift in the purpose of
o f civic-sector education. In 1960, Civic associations
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were focused mainly on what participants could gain personally. In 1972, there were

29 groups that sponsored political/advocacy forums. Out of those 19 (66%) did not
exist in 1960.

Figure 19: Comparison of education forums 1960 and 1972
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What about international affairs, which decreased between 1960 and 1972?
Was Portland becoming more provincial? The biggest change is the drop in the
number of
o f talks by missionaries, sponsored by religious groups and anti-Communist
forums. Eight of
o f the 13 forums in 1960 fell into one ooff these two categories. In 1972,
the 1960 anti-Communist forums had been replaced by antiwar or pro-peace forums,
some of
o f which show up under the social issues category. Finally, the decline in social
issue forums from 1960 to 11972
972 is a reflection ooff the shift from an interest in topics
about charity to more politicized social services. If we add topics from the
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political/advocacy forums dealing with social service topics the interest in social

issues (21) is nearly as great as in 1960.

Civic Bodies in the 1970s
From the 1960s to the 1970s the number ooff citizen advisory committees and
taskforces grew dramatically (see Figure 20). While the number ooff boards and
commissions remained more or less constant, the number of citizen advisory
committees more than doubled from 27 in 1960 to 56 in 1972 and the number ooff task
forces jum
jumped
ped from 5 to 25. As previously mentioned, citizen advisory groups and
task forces are often short lived compared to boards and commissions. Only 8 ooff the
56 citizen advisory groups, and none of
o f the task forces were around in the 1960s. The
growth these groups represents a change in the interests ooff citizens, their desire to be
involved in public policy issues, and the willingness ooff the government to offer room
at the table for a broader range of
o f citizens.
The issues civic bodies worked on in the 1970s reflect these changes (see
Figure 20). Citizens having a say in the administration of
o f the local government is
reflected in the jump from 9 to 22 civic bodies formed to oversee government
functions. The increase in civic bodies working on public administration affairs of
o f the
City in the 1970s was partly the result of
o f the City's
City’s commitment to citizen
participation through the neighborhood system created in the early 1970s. In 1974,
Mayor Neil Goldschmidt initiated a budget advisory committee process. His original

idea was to have a citizen advisory group for each bureau in the city. Initially, there
were only five such committees, but this nonetheless moved the City of
o f Portland in the
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direction of
o f direct citizen participation in City affairs.
Figure 20: Comparison of types of civic bodies, 1960s and 1970s
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Figure 21: Comparison of issues of civic bodies, 1960s and 1970s
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The institutionalization of
o f Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood system in the 1970s

brought an unprecedented number of organizations and individual citizens directly in
contact with the workings of local government. While citizens were not appointed to
neighborhood associations-the
meetings--they
associations— the officers were elected at annual general meetings—
they
did represent their respective neighborhoods in public policy deliberations. The
neighborhood system was a direct, face-to-face, democratic innovation and
supplemented the appointed and representative forms ooff citizen participation that had
been evolving through the citizen advisory committee structure ooff the city. It is
important to understand the debate about representative and direct democratic venues
for citizen participation that was central to the formation ooff the neighborhood system
at this time. As noted earlier, there were more place- or neighborhood-specific civic
bodies forming at the end of
City's work in the Model Cities
o f the 1960s as part of
o f the City’s
o f northeast Portland and similar efforts in southeast Portland. Responding to the
area of

emergence of
o f neighborhood-based organizations, in 1971 the Portland Planning
Commission recommended to the City Council the creation ooff district planning
organizations (DPOs) that might help coordinate citizen participation. In order to

shape this proposal, in 1972, the Council created the Neighborhood Development
Taskforce. The Taskforce had 16 members who mostly came out ooff the fledgling
neighborhood movement, although it was led by a prominent businessman, Ogden
two
Beeman. The plan submitted to City Council at the end ooff 1972 recommended a twotier system where Neighborhood Planning Organizations (NPOs) would handle
matters affecting only one neighborhood and DPOs would when more than one NPO
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was involved (Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations 1994).

The NPO'
N PO ’ss primary domains, as it was understood at the time, would be social
o f NPOs was unclear. In the
services and land use. From the beginning, the authority ofNPOs

original plan it was described this way (Office ooff Neighborhood Associations 1994):

While all plans and proposals subsequently approved by the planning
organizations may not obtain City Council or agency approval, neither will City
Council, Agency plans or proposals be funded and/or approved that do not have
the approval of
involved. (p. 6)
o f the neighborhood or District involved,

The Planning Commission slightly reworked the formula by adding "unless
“unless
o f the
overall city policy, articulated by the City Council and approved by the majority of
o f Neighborhood Associations 1994, p. 7).”
neighborhoods is involved (Office of
7)."

The Taskforce's
Taskforce’s recommendations were accepted by the City Council in 1973. At the
time, Mayor Goldschmidt added an important element to the proposal: funding ooff a
central Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations (ONA) to operate out ooff the City and
coordinate neighborhood organization activity. The proposal was accepted with the
proviso that the new ordinance be created within a year. During 1973 a citizen
advisory committee was formed to hammer out a ordinance that would define the
Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations, the DPOs and NPOs, and their relationship to
the City. There were over 30 meetings and public hearings during the year. One ooff the
critical issues that arose was citizen hostility to the district planning tier. Activists
viewed it as an intermediary level that would take away from the power ooff the more
100
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truly grassroots neighborhood associations. The activist perspective prevailed so that

in 1974 when the Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations was formed, it was designed
to be a direct facilitator between the neighborhood associations and City Hall.
The determination of
o f the structure ooff the neighborhood system was a critical
juncture in the civic history of
o f Portland. If
If the model ooff district planning organizations

had won out, it is more likely that a form ooff appointed or representative democracy
would have prevailed. If neighborhood associations wanted the recognition from the
city, that came from funding and authority, there were minimal requirements—
requirements--such
such as
open meetings, agreed upon boundaries, and annual election ooff officers. Nonetheless,
o f government control. These directly democratic
they operated independently of

meetings were run by whomever showed up. Eventually, District Coalition Offices
with governing boards made up of
o f representatives from groups of
o f contiguous
neighborhood associations were formed to provide a decentralized method for
delivering assistance and services to the associations and for encouraging dialogue,
and brokering of
o f differences, among neighborhoods.
The original ordinance adopted by City Council in 1974 spelled out the rules
and responsibilities of
o f citizens and local government like no other document to date.
Neighborhood associations were given right oofreview
f review for issues regarding "livability"
“livability”
in their neighborhoods and the right to review City budgets related to improvements in
their neighborhoods. The ordinance (Office ooff Neighborhood Associations, 1992) also
opened the way for the City and its citizens to engage in neighborhood based planning.

It spelled out the powers of
o f neighborhood associations in general terms:
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Any neighborhood association shall be eligible to recommend an action, a policy,

or a comprehensive plan to the city and to any city agency on any matter affecting
livability of
o f the neighborhood, including, but not limited to land use, zoning,
housing, community facilities, human resources, social and recreational programs,
traffic and transportation, environmental quality, open space and parks.

In just 2 years, neighborhood associations had gone from unofficial status (at
least outside Model City areas) to semi-official status with a stake in land use and
social services issues, to having a legitimate stake in almost any activity in the
association's
association’s geographic area of
o f town. The number of
o f neighborhood-based
o f the 1970s there were
organizations grew rapidly during the 1970s so that by the end of

over 75 neighborhood associations, and a small army of
o f activists was now armed with
legitimacy and authority. During this time, through the new direct face-to-face
o f neighborhoods, and through establishing more citizen advisory
democratic venue of

committees, the City of
o f Portland created an open door policy that changed the
expectation of
o f citizens'
citizens’ relationship to their local government.
While a new cross section of
o f citizens were whetting their civic engagement
appetites within the neighborhood system, more citizens were also involved in public
affairs through citizen advisory committees and taskforces (see Figure 22). In the
1970s there were more citizens appointed to citizen advisory committees than any
other form of
o f civic body. In fact, when taskforce appointments, which tend to also
attract a wider cross section of
o f citizens, are added to the citizen advisory committee
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appointments, the total of
o f the two is more than the combined appointments on

commissions and boards (972 compared to 810).

Figure 22: Comparison of estimate of number of citizens serving on civic bodies, 1960s and
1970s
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Finally, one other change in civic life can be assessed through examining
membership of civic bodies: the number ooff women appointed to civic bodies (see
Figure 23). In the 1960s, of
o f 711 appointments only 120 were women (17%). Between
1970 and 1979 of 1009 appointments, 279 were women (28%). The least progress
made in closing the gender gap was in appointments to citizen advisory groups. As
Figure 22 shows the most progress made was in board membership, followed by
commissions. In all likelihood the changing board makeup is a reflection ooff increasing
o f women on commissions
women in the workforce, as mentioned before the number of
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increased because several which formed during this time, such as the Commission on

Aging, were in social service areas, where women have always had more prominence.

Figure 23: Percentage of women and men serving on civic bodies in the 1970s
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Conclusion
In 1972, traditional civic organizations still made up 30% of
o f the total
population of civic groups. While there were still many traditional civic organizations,
167 had died since 1960, more than the total deaths in all the other sectors. Advocacy
groups, in 1972, on the other hand, a mere 4% ooff the total in 1960, accounted for 16%
of
o f the total in 1972. The largest contributor to this growth was neighborhood
o f the new advocacy groups. Identity rights and
associations, accounting for 40% of

environmental organizations also began to show up, accounting for another 24% ooff
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new advocacy groups. Another critical element ooff the growth of
o f advocacy
o f social service organizations with advocacy goals.
organizations was the emergence of

In 1960, there were only four organizations that could reasonably be described in this
fashion. By 1972, the number had risen to 43.
In terms of
o f news coverage, while the number ooff advocacy groups increased 4fold, the news about them increased over 12-fold. In 1972, news about advocacy
groups accounted for 50% of this coverage while traditional civic organizations
accounted only for 7%.
The repertoire of civic actions also changed dramatically between 1960 and
1972. Whereas in 1960, 54% of
o f the actions were what I have called traditional, in
1972, 19% were traditional and 60% were nontraditional. Public interest research,
neighborhood actions, issue campaigns, voter initiatives and petitions, demonstrations,
court actions, and activities of civic boards all increased substantially. In 1960 only
eight ((out
out of
o f 167) nontraditional civic actions were carried out by civic organizations
that existed in 1960. By 1972 the issues defined as outside the domain ooff traditional
civic associations eclipsed all other issues, accounting for almost 45%.
A host of
o f new local, state, and federal laws propelled citizens into new forms
o f civic engagement, providing more formality and structure to the informal system ooff
of

civic engagement that existed in 1960.
The issues defined as outside the domain ooff traditional civic associational
interest by 1972 eclipsed all other issues, accounting for almost 45% ooff the issues.
In the 1970s, the City of
o f Portland embarked on a path to incorporate a greater cross
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section of
o f citizens in public policy deliberations. While the number ooff boards and

commissions remained fairly constant, the number of
o f citizen advisory committees
more than doubled, from 27 to 56, and the number ooff task forces jumped from 5 to 25.
In the 1970s, there were more citizens appointed to citizen advisory committees than
to any other form of
o f civic body. In fact, when taskforce appointments, which tend also
to attract a wider cross section of
o f citizens, are added to the citizen advisory committee
appointments, the combined total is more than the combined appointments on
commissions and boards (972 compared to 810). The increase in the number and
o f citizen advisory committees, the increase in the total number ooff citizens
breadth of

involved in these representative forms of
o f democracy, along with the advent of
of
Portland’s experiment in direct democracy through the neighborhood involvement
Portland's

system provided citizens with a richer environment for participation than had existed
in the 1960s. Ordinary citizens, not only the civic elite and high-level professionals,
were asked, to contribute their time to help in more ooff the technical, professional, and
o f the city.
political affairs of
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Chapter 6

Populist Pluralism

Introduction
o f new civic organizations and civic bodies
From 1972 to 1985 the growth of

continued, although at a slower pace than between 1960 and 1972, and traditional
civic organizations were displaced from the center in Portland, as it became politicized
and democratized. It was characterized by populist pluralism, the institutionalization
of
o f civic life based on citizen interest and advocacy organizations and new forms of
of
civic practices.

Civic Organizations in Portland, 1985
In 1985, traditional civic associations accounted for only 23% ooff the civic
associational world, compared with 30% in 1972, and 41%
41 % in 1960 (see
( see Figure
Fi_gure 24).
24). In
1985, labor (10%) and business (19%), accounted for 29% while combined traditional
civic, business, and labor groups accounted for just over half (52%) ooff all civic
associations.
One of
o f the most striking characterizations ooff the civic world between 1972 and
1985 is the relative stability, or at least low overall gain/loss of
o f groups in most of
o f the
sectors: in total there were only 45 more civic organizations in 1985 than 1972. All the
sectors that gained in number between 1960 and 1972 still gained between 1972 and
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1985; likewise, those sectors that were losing population in 1972, were still losing in

1985.

Figure 24: Types of associations as part of all civic groups in 1985
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Table 11: Total number of civic organizations in 1985
Sector
Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
TOTAL

1972
184
58
195
172
199
341
1149

1985
222
86
227
118
263
278
1194

Total Loss or Gain
38
28
32
-54

64
-63
45

The proportion of
o f the combined advocacy and arts and culture sectors that
survived between 1972 and 1985 points to a large change in those sectors (see Figure
108
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25). Both sectors exploded between 1960 and 1972 and then by 1985 had become

more stable. In 1972 more than 80% of
o f these associations were new, whereas in 1985
it was almost the reverse. The total population of
o f traditional civic associations was
o f births and surviving groups. The social service sector had
almost equally made up of

the highest proportion of
o f total population due to births.

Figure 25: Portion of all groups that were born or survived between 1972 and 1985
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In 1972, neither the advocacy nor arts and culture sector had many groups;
therefore the total number of
o f deaths in those sectors was low (see Figure 26). This is
not the case in 1985. The sectors are were made ooff fewer organizations and more
survivors but still showed a high number ooff deaths, as startup organizations struggled
of
to survive. Looking at the business sector we see that in 1972 and 1985 the number of

deaths is about the same. In both periods the death rate is moderate. In general, the
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business sector fell in the middle ground throughout this study. The traditional civic

sector also had a number of
o f deaths in both 1972 and 1985; however, the death rate is
high in both years. In total between 1960 and 1985 over 310 traditional civic
o f all the organizational deaths.
organizations died, comprising 55% of

Figure 26: In 1985, total number of groups that died since 1972, as compared with total
number that died between 1960 and 1972
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o f the overall strength ooff each sector, I combined
To obtain a rough estimate of

the birth rate (a factor of births compared to the 1972 population) and the survival rate
o f the portion of
o f groups surviving since 1972). The exact cutoff point to
((aa factor of

distinguish growing stable and declining is somewhat arbitrary, but it does provide an
overview of
o f the sectors (see Table 12).
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Table 12: Comparison of
o f overall health of sectors in 1972 and 1985

Strong and Growing
Advocacy
Arts &
& Culture
Social Service
Stable
Business
Declining
Labor
Traditional

1972
Birth Rate

1985
Birth Rate

1972
Survival
Rate

1985
Survival
Rate

532%
242%
95%

103%
63%
76%

61%
63%
65%

45%
58%
56%

51%

58%

61%

58%

45%
37%

23%
22%

60%
55%

58%
47%

One of
o f the notable trends revealed by this estimate is that by 1985 there was
some greater stability in the civic association world, at least compared with 1972 when
the advocacy and arts and culture sectors showed birth rates 5 to 15 times higher than
the other sectors. One could also argue that some sectors deserve a higher or lower
ranking than others. For example, in 1985, labor had labor a very low birth rate.

However, overall the strong and growing sectors remained so, and business remained
stable, while labor and traditional civic organizations declined.

The Growth of Advocacy Organizations
Overall the advocacy sector grew between 1972 and 1985, but not as
dramatically as it did between 1960 and 1972 (see Figure 27). Most
M ost types of
o f advocacy
organizations only had slight increases in population, with the exception of
of
neighborhood associations. The number of
o f environmental organizations actually
slightly decreased.
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Figure 27: Growth of advocacy organizations from 1972 to 1985
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News of Civic Organizations in 1985
o f civic life
By 1985, the gap between civic associations and news coverage of

had expanded. While traditional civic associations still made up 23% ooff all civic
groups, the groups in this sector provided only 2% ooff the news. The advocacy sector
accounted for about one third of
o f the news, down from 43% in 1972. If news about
civic bodies is added to advocacy as another form ooff advocacy action, the advocacy
news takes up two thirds ((68%)
68%) of
o f all the news.

Table 13: Comparison of civic groups to civic news in 1985

Type of Group
Advocacy
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
Arts & Culture
Civic Bodies
Religious Organizations

All Civic Groups
19%
19%
10%
22%
23%
7%
—

--

News Coverage
50%
4%
8%
16%
2%
—

18%
2%
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As in 1972, it is useful to further break down the advocacy actions reported in
the news into: neighborhood groups, social service advocacy organizations,

environmental organizations, and minority and identity interest groups (see Figure 28).
The most important change between 1972 and 1985 was the increased coverage ooff
neighborhood organizations and civic bodies. Between 1972 and 1985 there was more

isn't quite this simple, it appears as
than a three-fold increase. Although the dynamic isn’t
institutionalized, through the creation of
o f civic bodies,
though when social actions were institutionalized.through
news from challenging or advocacy groups diminished.

Figure 28: Comparison of advocacy news between 1972 and 1985
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For the analysis of
o f 1972 news coverage, an alternative weekly newspaper, the
Portland Scribe was used to supplement coverage by the mainstream daily

newspapers, the Oregonian and Oregon Journal. By 1985, the media world had also
changed. Both the Portland Scribe and the Oregon Journal had ceased publishing. For
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the 1985 content analysis the Oregonian was used for mainstream news coverage

supplemented by a newer weekly newspaper, Willamette Week. The coverage from
these choices was sure to be different from previous sources, as the Portland Scribe
had been more radical politically and the Oregon Journal had covered more local
news. Nevertheless, the coverage should be adequate for comparisons to previous
periods.
One of
o f the most striking changes in the coverage of civic news in 1985 was
that the mainstream press coverage compared to the alternative press coverage did not
vary as much as it did in 1972. Whereas in 1972 the mainstream press provided only
42% of
o f the news about advocacy organizations and the alternative press provided
58%, in 1985 the mainstream press provided 54% ooff this news. Even more striking is
the coverage of neighborhood activities by the mainstream press, which went from a
mere 36% of
o f the civic news to 96%. While this may have resulted from editorial
decisions, it also demonstrates an increased community-wide interest in
neighborhood-based civic actions.

Repertoire of Civic Actions in 1985
In 1985, nontraditional civic actions might as well be called the new tradition
o f civic actions as they made up 73% of
o f the total (see Figure 29). Traditional civic
of

activities--fundraising,
activities—fundraising, election of
o f officers, and honors and awards--only
awards—only constituted
15% of
o f the news.
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Figure 29: Civic action repertoires in 1985
1985
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While the total proportion of
o f nontraditional civic actions increased from 1972
to 1985, but less than it had from 1960 to 1972. From 1960 to 1972 nontraditional
civic actions increased 47%; while from 1972 to 1985 the civic actions increased 13%.
o f nontraditional civic actions (see Figure 30) since 1960 is
The overall trend of
pertinent to examine at this point because it reveals two trends: (1) the rise of
o f more

contentious activities, in particular demonstrations, and initiatives and petitions and
(2) the rise in 1985 ooff neighborhood actions, citizen participation through hearings

processes, and participation in civic life through appointed civic bodies. In 1985, these
o f the nontraditional civic activities, compared to only 40%
actions accounted for 67% of
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in 1972. Or put the other way, the more contentious forms ooff civic behavior dropped

from 60% in 1972 to only 33% in 1985.

Figure 30: Comparison of nontraditional civic actions, 1972 and 1985
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There is a simple explanation for the drop in demonstrations: the end ooff
America's
America’s war in Southeast Asia. An overwhelming 80% ooff the reported
demonstrations were about this war. In 1972, some ooff the initiative petition actions
were also related to the war, but there were others related to highway funding,
education, and the environment. In general, it seems that the activists who were on the
streets in 1972 demonstrating, protesting, and petitioning, in 1985 were more likely to
be presenting testimony at public hearings, involved in local neighborhood battles, or
deliberating public policy by sitting on citizen advisory committees. This change is
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also reflected in changes in the 1985 news coverage where civic bodies and

neighborhood actions accounted for 28% ooff all the civic news. It would appear that
some portion of
o f the contentious activity of
o f challenging groups had been channeled
into more civil structures and practices.
Finally, issue campaigns increased between 1972 and 1985 in issue campaign
development. While issue campaigns may involve initiatives, petitions, and even
demonstrations and protests, they also reflect a growing number ooff more mature
advocacy organizations capable of
o f building sustained campaigns for particular issues
over time.

Civic Organizations Issue Orientation
The proportion of
o f issues that were outside the domain of
o f traditional civic
organizations did not increase as dramatically between 1972 and 1985 as it did
31).
between 1960 and 1972 ((see
see Figure 31
). Interest in education issues declined slightly,

as did news about social services (only slightly), while the coverage ooff better
government stayed about the same and news about civic groups helping individuals
with self-improvement issues almost disappeared. The decline in interest about
international affairs is mostly accounted for by the end of
o f the war in Southeast Asia
that had spawned new civic organizations and civic actions.
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Figure 31
31:: Comparison of civic issues, 1972 and 1985
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An examination of
o f issues making up the nontraditional issues (see Figure 32)
reveals that two areas have remained fairly constant since 1972: environment,
planning and design. Interest in transportation issues declined slightly as did news
about minority issues. The two largest increases are crime and safety and
neighborhood issues. In Portland in the 1980s there was a sharp rise in criminal
activity, and a demand for better policy. Community policing programs, that more
directly involved citizens in crime prevention, block watch, court watch, and other
preventative programs, emerged during this time. Neighborhood activism was at an
all-time high. Citizen participation through civic bodies was also at an all-time high.
Both, trends indicate Portland's
Portland’s expansion ooff civic involvement processes had peaked.
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Figure 32: Comparison of
o f nontraditional civic interests, 1972 and 1985
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Educational Forums in 1985
In 1985 educational forums were still a popular venue for civic associations,

but changes in newspaper coverage made it more difficult to ascertain exactly how
popular. Whereas in 1960 the mainstream newspapers covered forums in full length
articles, by 1985, they used calendar listings that only briefly described events. To
maintain consistency of
o f news coverage over time I included only forums that appeared
in brief articles at least, and not just calendar listings. However, since the Willamette
Week seldom described these events (presumably because ooff format and limited space)
I did use their calendar section entitled "Public
Notice."
“Public Notice.”
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W hat is most striking about the forums sponsored by civic associations in 1985
is that almost all are political. In 1960, there were quite a number ooff forums on social
m ost did not have political content. A typical forum might be on a health
issues, but most

and human service issue, presented by a provider ooff that service. Action may have
been a desired outcome of
o f this presentation but it was usually in the form ooff a
o f money or volunteer service. In 1985 almost all forums were designed
contribution of

to draw citizens into a social issue and persuade them to take political or advocacy
action. Only 8 out of
o f the 49 forums inventoried could be characterized as aimed at the
participant’s
participant's self-improvement. Even some ooff these could be construed as persuading

to make changes in their life with political implications, such as the workshop
o f Women Voters on the use ooff pesticides in food. A handful
sponsored by the League of

Center's day of
of
might be considered primarily educational, such as the Forestry Center’s
Society’s conference on
forestry education and tree planting or the Oregon Historical Society's
planning in Portland.

In 1985, most forums were designed to enlist people in a variety ooff causes. The
o f women in the 21st Century. Oregon
Soropitimists sponsored a workshop on the role of

Fairshare sponsored a workshop on lobbying techniques and another on stopping a
legislative sales tax proposal. Several groups sponsored workshops on dispute
resolution and mediation, including the American Friends Service Committee and the
Black Cultural Affairs Board at Portland State University. Several groups sponsored
o f global causes, including the Central
forums to make local citizens awareness of

America," and a coalition ooff
Action’s forum on "Labor
“Labor in Central America,”
American Study and Action's
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groups that sponsored a lecture on U.S. Covert Action in Indonesia. At least nine of
of

the forums focused on women's
women’s issues, including "Feminism
“Feminism in the 80s: mid life
Crisis?,"
Crisis?,” sponsored by the Oregon Women's
W omen’s Political Caucus. Even the Legal
o f an issue
Secretaries Association sponsored a workshop on a social issue as part of

campaign on domestic violence.

Civic Bodies in the 1980s
Citizen governance in Portland hit its peak in the 1980s. There were more civic

bodies of
o f all types and greater membership on civic bodies than any other period,
including the 1990s (see Figure 33). In total there were only 10 more boards and
commissions in the 1980s as there were in the 1970s. On the other hand, in the 1960s
there were 32 citizen advisory committees and taskforces, whereas in the 1980s there
were 131.
The slow rise in the number of
o f boards and commissions was evenly paced: as
the population grew, the city became more complex, and a few new boards and
commissions were added. But the growth in citizen advisory committees and task
forces cannot be explained by increases in population growth and social complexity.
Rather it was a result of
o f more citizens wanting to be more directly engaged in civic
life through deliberative democratic processes, not just charity and community service.
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1980s
1970s and 1980s
Figure 33: Comparison of types of civic bodies, 1970s
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The numbers alone tell us only that the number ooff civic bodies had increased.
Did the new bodies embody new issue interests? Many ooff the areas ooff interest in the

city had remained constant since 1960. If the categories ooff civic bodies are shown as a
share ooff the overall civic activities (see Figure 34), the change in most categories is
not dramatic, but more of
o f a waxing and waning.
An exception to this is the pattern ooff civic bodies working on social issues. In
the 1960s Portland had only 15 civic bodies working on social issues, including two
on education, two on health issues, one on decent literature and films, one on animal
care, one on youth, one on human rights, and two on Model Cities programs in
northeast Portland. In the 1970s, 20 new civic bodies were created to work on social
issues. Health (7) and crime and safety (7) accounted for most ooff the additions.
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Figure 34: Comparison of issues of
o f civic bodies, 1970s and 1980s
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In 1985 almost 35% of
o f the civic bodies were working on social issues. While
this percentage reflects a dramatic change from 1972, the total number is even more
dramatic. In the 1980s there were 76 civic bodies (46 news ones) working on social
issues. They represent a wide range of
o f social issues, including: childcare, disaster
response, volunteerism, comparable worth and pay equity, combating the crack
epidemic, emergency needs and homelessness, mentally ill, internal police issues,
refugees, and prostitution. In some cases the civic bodies were created to work on
specific timely issues. For example, rising crime in Portland was a major concern for
o f the city. Almost half ooff the 46 new civic bodies formed
residents in many parts of

during this time (20) dealt with crime and safety issues. The 1980s also saw the
emergence of
o f community policing strategies for combating crime and a variety of
of
committees to review specific crime problems and police policies.
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There were more civic bodies in the 1980s than the 1970s, and more citizens

serving on these civic bodies (see Figure 35). The primary growth in membership was
not on new or expanding commissions or boards. Rather it was citizen advisory
forces— organizations whose members came from a broader
committees and task forces--organizations

cross section of
o f citizens. In the 1980s there were almost twice as many appointments
to citizen advisory committees and taskforces as there were appointments to city

commissions and boards.

Figure 35: Comparison of estimate of number of citizens serving on civic bodies, 1970s and
1980s
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o f the most telling ways that the City ooff Portland opened the policy door
One of

in the 1980s and let citizens in was through the development ooff budget or Bureau
Advisory committees (BA
(BACs).
Cs). At least 25% of the appointments to citizen advisory
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committees during the 1980s were on the BACs. Mayor Neil Goldschmidt initiated the

BAC process in 1974. At that time there were only five budget advisory committees. It
wasn't
wasn’t until 1980 that the city council formally adopted goals and guidelines for the
budget advisory committee. In 1983, another resolution further refined the roles and
Cs which required the budget division of
functions of
o f the BA
BACs
o f the City to analyze and
incorporate BAC reports into the budgeting process, prior to submission to the City
Council. As with other citizen advisory committees, the goal ooff establishing citizen
participation was central to the BAC process. Committee size was set at between 8 and
15. Appointments were to be made that "respected
“respected diversity ooff viewpoints, minority
representation, geographical balance and special bureau-related knowledge. The intent
is to create committees which represent a cross section ooff the city’s
city's populace.”
populace." (Office
of Neighborhood Associations, 1989)
By 1986, there were 23 BACs. Also, in 1986 the name was changed from
Budget Advisory Committee to Bureau Advisory Committee to reflect the groups
wider scope of
o f interest. The Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations (ONA) was given
the task of
o f overseeing appointments, coordinating between BACs and their respective
bureaus. Also, ONA was given the task of
o f orientation and training. While some degree
of
o f orientation and training has always been a part of
o f commissions, boards, and citizen
advisory committees, since these citizens often had less professional expertise in
bureau issues, the training needs were more intense. ONA produced background
packets on City budgeting and held workshops for new members to provide them with
background to help make their input more valuable.
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BA Cs was supplemented by the
The process of
o f involving citizens through the BACs
Neighborhood Needs Report system which was also created during the 1980s. The
system allowed neighborhood associations to submit reports through the ONA which
would submit the prioritized needs for public works projects established by the
neighborhoods. The bureaus were expected to return the needs requests either with
approval of
o f the projects or explanations about why they could not currently be
undertaken or if they might be undertaken in the future.
The BAC was labor intensive and represented the epitome ooff the City's
City’s
investment in citizen democracy during this period. Not all bureaus responded warmly
to this process, and eventually the BAC process was modified, allowing bureaus to
have more control over how citizen advisory processes were established. But, for the
1980s it represented the City's
City’s commitment to representative participation by more
citizens.
o f women was another important element ooff the enlarged cross
The inclusion of
section of
o f citizenry involved in civic democracy (see Figure 36). During the 1980s

34% of
o f all appointees to civic bodies were women compared to 28% during the 1970s.
The move to increase women's
women’s participation through civic bodies did not occur
equally among all types.
In fact female participation on boards dropped dramatically between the 1970s

and 1980s. Participation by females on commissions increased substantially. The most
dramatic change was female appointments to citizen advisory committees. While
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female representation was not yet equal to the population distribution in society, it was

moving closer.

Figure 36: Percentage of women and men serving on civic bodies in the 1980s
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Conclusion
In 1985, traditional civic associations accounted only for 23% o
off the civic

association world, compared with 30% in 1972, and 41% in 1960. The proportion ooff
advocacy groups and arts and cultural groups that survived from 1972 to 1985 points
to a large change in those sectors. In 1972, 80% or more ooff these associations were
new, whereas in 1985 almost the reverse occurred. Both sectors exploded between
1960 and 1972 and then by 1985 had become more stable.
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By 1985, the gap between civic associations and news coverage ooff civic life

had expanded. While
W hile traditional civic associations still made up 23% of
o f the population
o f all civic groups, the groups provided only 2% ooff the news. News about advocacy
of

organizations accounted for one half of
o f the news, the same as 1972. The most
important change in advocacy news between 1972 and 1985 was the increased
o f the actions of
o f neighborhood organizations and civic bodies. From 1972 to
coverage of

1985 there was more than a three-fold increase, from 31 to 108 items. It is interesting
to note that while the growth of
o f advocacy groups slowed, news coverage ooff
neighborhood organizations and civic bodies increased. Although there is no hard data
in this study to support this, it seems likely that the increased activity in civic
engagement processes that were recognized by the City ooff Portland slowed down the
growth of
o f outside advocacy organizations, as activists become more involved in the
formal civic structures. This supposition is supported in the bicycle case study in
chapter 10. From the mid 1970s through the 1980s bicycle activists were involved in
government- sponsored civic bodies such as the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee.
Likewise, neighborhood activists who in the 1970s may have operated on their own
through informal networks by the 1980s had City-sanctioned associations operating
under the umbrella of
o f the City's
City’s Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations.
By 1985, nontraditional civic actions might as well be called the "new
“new
tradition,"
tradition,” making up 73% of
o f the reported civic actions. Traditional civic activities
(fundraising, election of
o f officers, and honors and awards) only constituted 15% of
o f the
news. While the total proportion of
o f nontraditional civic actions had increased 13%
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since 1972 (from 60% to 73%), it did not increase as much as it had from 1960 to

1972 ((47).
4 7). There was also a significant drop in contentious forms ooff civic actions, in
particular demonstrations and voter initiatives and petitions. In part this is explained
o f the fervent demonstrations in the 1970s about America’s
by the end of
America's war in
o f the equation the sanctioned forms ooff civic
Southeast Asia. On the opposite side of

engagement brought more citizens to the civic table. The activists and activist groups
had gained acceptance.
Civic bodies took on a wider array ooff social issues in the 1980s than in any
other period. There were twice as many committees working on social issues in 1980
as there were in the 1970s (75 compared with 33). Membership on all citizen advisory
committees increased. In the 1980s there were almost twice as many appointments to
citizen advisory committees and task forces as there were to city commissions and
boards.
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Chapter 7

Civic Innovations:
Bridging Interest Communities and Rebuilding Consensus

Introduction
The last period of
o f this study is marked by continued growth ooff advocacy and
Portland's
social service organizations, accompanied by a small decline in the City ooff Portland’s
investment in the direct democratic structure of
o f neighborhood involvement and
representative democratic structures of
o f civic bodies. Civic innovations emerge in the
public and nonprofit sectors to respond to the complexity of
o f empowered citizen
groups, and the consequent need to re-establish community consensus about a
common vision for the community.

Civic Organizations in Portland, 1999
By 1999, there were more advocacy organizations than any other type ((see
see
Figure 37). The Traditional civic organization sector in 1999 only made up 10% ooff the
total civic organizations, less than half
h alf what it was in 1985. In 1960 traditional civic
organizations, labor, and business organizations had accounted for almost two thirds
of
o f the population of
o f civic organizations, by 1999 they only comprised 30% of
o f the
total.
Overall there were 111 more civic associations in 1999 than in 1985 (see Table
14). As with each of
o f the previous time periods, advocacy and social service
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organizations showed the largest increase in total number of
o f groups. Between 1985

and 1999 these sectors grew more than in either of
o f the two previous periods.

Figure 37: Types of associations as part of all civic groups in 1999
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Table 14: Total number of civic organizations in 1999
Sector
Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
TOTAL

1985

222
86
227
118

263
278
1194

1999

402
111
248
78
334
132
1305

Total Loss or Gain

180
25
21
-40
71
-146
111

In 1999, more of
o f the total organizational population was made of
o f births, not
surviving organizations (see Figure 38). The exception to this was the labor sector
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which had very few births. The advocacy sector had an extraordinary high birthrate,

while the survival rate substantially dropped between 1985 and 1999.

Figure 38: Portion of all groups that are born or survive between 1985 and 1999
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Between 1985 and 1999 four sectors had more deaths than between 1972 and
1985: arts and culture, business, social services, and traditional civic (see Figure 39).
Traditional civic associations once again experienced the greatest number ooff deaths.
Between 1972 and 1999, 361 traditional civic associations disappeared. The labor
sector had relatively few deaths, an indication that perhaps it had reached a point of
of
stabilization. The social service sector had a substantial increase in the number of
of
organizational deaths.
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Figure 39: In 1999, total number of groups that died since 1985, as compared with 1972 to
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The overall strength or health of
o f the civic sector points to the continuing
strength of Portland's
Portland’s advocacy, arts and culture, and social service organizations (see
Table 15). In the case of
o f advocacy this strength is based partly on this sector's
sector’s higher
survival rate, reflecting stability in the sector.

Table 15: Comparison of overall health of sectors in 1985 and 1999

Sector
Strong and Growing
Advocacy
Arts &
& Culture
Social Service
Stable
Business
Declining
Labor
Traditional

1985

1999

Birth Rate

Birth Rate

1985

1999

Survival Rate Survival Rate

103%
63%
76%

107%
93%
80%

45%
58%
56%

74%
36%
47%

58%

72%

58%

37%

23%
22%

6%
26%

58%
47%

60%
22%
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The Large Increase in Advocacy Groups from 1985 to 1999

The advocacy sector almost doubled in size from 1985 to 1999, from 222
groups to 402 (see Table 14). Offhand
O ffhand this growth would seem comparable or greater
than the gain made from 1960 to 1972. However, there are several characteristics of
of
o f the sector from 1960 to 1972 was
this growth to keep in mind. First off, the growth of

greater relative to the baseline population. In 1960 there were only 31 advocacy
organizations; by 1972 there were 184, almost a six-fold increase. Put another way,
over 80% of
o f the total number of
o f advocacy groups in 1972 were new, whereas in 1999,
238 groups out of
o f 402 were new since 1985, or about 60%. Still, the fact that 60% of
of
advocacy groups were new since 1985 deserves further explanation.
Between 1985 and 1999, most of
o f sub-categories ooff advocacy organizations
reveal a growth pattern similar to two other periods, with the exception ooff
environmental organizations which increased from 28 to 102 (see Figure 40). This
explosive growth pattern is mostly explained by new organizational forms: watershed
councils, and the closely related "friends"
groups--groups
“friends” groups—
groups that were formed to protect
and advocate for watersheds and other special natural places. These groups accounted
for 46% of
o f the new environmental organizations.
Identity interest groups also increased dramatically between 1985 and 1999.
This strong growth pattern is partly explained by the rise of
o f gay rights organizations,
and conservative groups created to contest the perceived civil rights gains of
o f gay
activists. Nine out of
o f 34 of
o f the identity groups new since 1985 were gay rights groups,
and opposition.
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Figure 40: Increase in advocacy organizations from 1985 to 1999
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In 1999, 60% of
o f the news of
o f civic life in Portland was about advocacy
organizations (see Table 16). News about advocacy organizations in 1999 accounted
for 60% of
o f all the news, up 10% since 1985. However, advocacy organizations also
accounted for 30% of
% increase since 1985. On the other
o f all civic associations, an 11
11%
% ooff the news, while still
hand, traditional civic organizations only accounted for 1
1%
representing 10% of
o f all civic organizations.
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Table 16: Comparison of civic groups to civic news in 1999

Sector
Advocacy
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
Arts & Culture
Civic Bodies
Religious

Civic Groups%
Groups % of Total
30%
19%
6%
26%
10%
9%
—
-

News Coverage
60%
5%
9%
16%
1%
—
5%
4%

Since 1985, news about advocacy organizations dramatically changed in
several ways (see Figure 41). The most notable change was the 50% drop in news
about neighborhood groups and civic bodies. This decline in news coverage
corresponds to the change I documented about the City of
o f Portland's
Portland’s diminished
investment in the neighborhood involvement system and citizen advisory structures.

Figure 41: Comparison of advocacy news between 1985 and 1999
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Repertoire of Actions of Civic Organizations in 1999
In 1999, traditional civic actions are hard to find (see Figure 42). There were

no reports of
o f elections of
o f officers, and the reports about fundraising, benefits, honors
and awards that made up over 50% of
o f the news in 1960 was scarce in 1999.
Educational forums dramatically declined in importance, from a high of
o f 33% in 1960
to a low of
o f only 9% in 1999.

Figure 42: Civic action repertoires in 1999
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In 1999, nontraditional civic activities made up 80% of
o f the news (see Figure
43). The dominant nontraditional civic activities were issue campaigns, with more

than double the number of
on a wide
o f items in 1985. Citizen groups were working on
variety ooff campaigns: gun control, endangered species, child care support, right to
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know laws (pesticides), bicycle transportation, education reform, abortion (pro and

con), same-sex marriages, medical marijuana, right-to-die, adoptee issue rights, and
o f global trade, even the right of
o f women to belong to a male-only traditional
impact of

civic group (The Eagles).

Figure 43: Comparison of nontraditional civic actions, 1985 and 1999
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In 1999, the number of
o f demonstrations was down from 1985, and very

dramatically down from 1972. While in 1972 the demonstrations were usually on the
streets of
o f downtown Portland, involving hundreds or thousands ooff people marching, in
1999 the demonstrations most often reported were Ancient Forest protesters on nearby
National Forest Service Land, who typically climbed trees, chained themselves to
logging equipment, or other wise attempted to disrupt logging operations. This type ooff
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demonstration was so common place that one Willamette Week article suggested it as a

vacation option.
Reports of
o f neighborhood activism in 1999 were also down from 1985. Citizens
were active in their neighborhoods, protesting developments that would affect the
quality of
o f life in their neighborhoods through public meetings, hearings, neighborhood
planning processes, demonstrations, lobbying, voluntary action to secure open space
and community facilities, and court actions. Citizens acted as individuals, through
neighborhood associations, citizen interest groups, and ad hoc coalitions. Sometimes
the civic dialogue about neighborhood issues was organized by government, as in the
case of
o f the City of Portland developing a plan for southwest Portland or the creation of
urban renewal districts in southeast and northeast Portland.
Sometimes the process was amicable, sometimes not. The planning process in
Southwest Portland was brought to a grinding halt by activists upset with proposed
density increase, while in Gateway (Northeast Portland) citizens worked in harmony
with regional planning agencies. In other instances, citizens acted on their own, such
as those who protested the siting of
o f jail in a North Portland neighborhood, or the
neighbors in Northeast Portland who took the city to court over the siting of
o f a youth
addiction recovery program in their neighborhood. In examining the news about
neighborhood actions for 1985 and 1999, a rather astounding difference is notable. In
1985, 75% of
o f the news about neighborhood action was positive. Neighborhood
associations were described as saving neighborhoods, hosting block parties, and
involved in positive encounters with government through sanctioned planning
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processes. In the 1999 news, the opposite was true. Two thirds ooff the news about

neighborhood actions was negative. Headlines referred to neighborhoods as battle
zones: "Battle
resolved," "North
“Battle of
o f Boise,"
Boise,” "Long
“Long dispute over firestation resolved,”
“North Portland
Jail,” "Two
“Two of
o f Portland's
Portland’s victories for NIMBY movement,”
“Southeast
opposes Jail,"
movement," "Southeast

neighborhoods unsatisfied with city services."
services.” The neighborhood system, established
to provide the city with intermediary organization, had instead spawned outside
challenging groups.
Identity politics played a big role in civic life, as gays, Blacks, Portland’s
Portland's
growing Hispanic population, and the disabled all had multiple groups looking out for
their interests. These groups used education, lobbying techniques, and court actions to
make progress on their issues. The initiative petition process played a big role in civic
life. Citizens were successful in establishing a new law to allow adoptees to obtain
their birth records to help them find their parents. There was also a new law making it
legal to use marijuana for some medical conditions, and a law called the Right-to-Die
Law allowed terminally ill patients to request that their physicians assist them to die
with dignity.
Citizen groups used the court system liberally to meet their goals. Gays used
the courts to establish their rights in housing rental agreements, while an individual
atheist sued the Boy Scouts for its requirement that members had to believe in God.
Citizens interested in new school options successfully lobbied the state to adopt a
charter school system, allowing parents to form their own schools, and be granted
general funds from the state. Portland was also no longer provincial. Its citizens were
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involved in global issues, even successfully lobbying the City ooff Portland to pass an

ordinance designed to support the demonstration in Seattle organized to draw attention
to the damaging effects of
o f globalizations. Outside the establishment, citizens took on
o f civil disobedience, such as activist
issues through demonstrations, protests, and acts of

groups who staged sit-ins on platforms high up trees in old-growth forests. There were
o f eco-terrorism, which destroyed government and corporate
also violent acts of

property. In one of
o f the most contentious arenas, abortion, the right to life groups
utilized a wide range of actions, including a site on the Internet that, among other
things, listed doctors who provided abortions as a "wanted
list," which the women’s
women's
“wanted list,”
choice advocates interpreted as a "hit
“hit list."
list.” The issue made its way to the court system,
eventually making it all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Conservative groups also showed up in the news more often, using the
repertoires of
o f actions developed mostly by progressive organizations, paralleling
developments that Barry has documented at the national level. Groups such as the
Pacific Legal Foundation, and Cascade Policy Institute used these organizing methods
to protect property rights and limit Oregon's
Oregon’s land use laws. Even corporations took on
the mantle of
o f citizen interest groups, forming their own "grassroots"
“grassroots” organizations, or
“astroturf’ groups, to advocate for corporate interests.
as some have called them, "astroturf'

Finally, it is notable that in 1999, the total number of
o f nontraditional actions
covered was down from 1985. Almost all ooff the downturn is explained by the
decreased reporting on actions of
o f civic bodies. There are 71 fewer reports on
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nontraditional civic actions, and 80% of
o f those are actions regarding civic bodies:

studies and reports, hearings, etc.
The issues civic organizations were engaged in does not change dramatically
44).
). Social services, international affairs, and better
from 1985 to 1999 ((see
see Figure 44

government were slightly down, while self-improvement disappeared, and education
was slightly down. The issues "outside
“outside the domain"
domain” ooff traditional civic organizations
are also slightly up and dominate civic news.

Figure 44: Comparison of civic issues, 1985 and 1999
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Minority and environmental issues show sharp increases (see Figure 45). In
both cases there has been a complementary growth of
Half
o f organizations. H
alf ooff the
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environmental news items in 1999 were about water issues. In part this was concern
of
over several critical water issues, especially the federal listing ooff several species of

salmon in the lower Willamette river basin, including the Portland area. Looking at
civic infrastructure the news also emanated from a new type ooff environmental group.
o f environmental groups reported in the news was in part
The quick rise in the number of

Off the 35 news items about water, 15 were
due to the rise of
o f watershed organizations. O
about "Friends
“Friends of'
o f ’ and Watershed groups.

Figure 45: Comparison of nontraditional civic interests, 1985 and 1999
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Educational Forums
In 1999, news about educational forums sponsored by civic organizations

continued to drop. However, this is partly the result ooff how educational events were
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covered by news media. With
W ith the exception ooflarge
f large or very notable events, coverage

was limited to calendars of
o f activities, which were not included in the analysis. As with
news about forums in 1985 most 1999 forums had political content. While most
educational forums in 1960 were about self-improvement, in 1999 even self
selfimprovement had a political edge. For example, the Portland Housing Center
sponsored workshops for first-time home buyers. The Center was developed with
o f Housing and Community Development and local
assistance from the Bureau of

foundations, as a strategy to advocate for poor people by making home buying easier.
A wellness fair sponsored by the African American Health Coalition offered direct
service but was also part of
o f an issue campaign to draw attention to the special health
needs of
o f African Americans. In one case, Lon Mabon, an outspoken anti-gay activist
was invited to speak at the Bonneville Power Administration headquarters. The news
was about the opposition to his appearance by a bisexual employee group within BPA.
BPA.

Civic Bodies in the 1990s
Overall the growth of
o f civic bodies in Portland was sluggish between the 1980s
and 1990s (see Figure 46). In fact, the total number ooff bodies decreased slightly. The
number of
o f citizen advisory committees and commissions stayed the same, while
o f change in the total number
boards and task forces declined. However, this lack of
o f civic bodies.
masks the fact that there had been substantial change in the make-up of
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Figure 46: Comparison of types of
o f civic bodies, 1980s and 1990s
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Only 23 of the 85 citizen advisory committees in existence in the 1990s had
been formed before the 1990s: 20 in the 1980s and 3 in the 1970s. Thirteen ooff these 23
surviving committees were budget or bureau advisory committees, and most by the
mid-1990s were dissolved or re-organized. In the 1990s the City decided to give

bureaus discretion on how to establish citizen advising processes. Some bureaus
created on-going advisory groups, while others focused more on involving citizens
directly through neighborhood associations, public hearings, or special committees
and task forces.
o f Portland also re-evaluated other aspects of
o f citizen
During the 1990s the City of
involvement. In October 1994, the Task Force on Neighborhood Involvement was
Portland’s 20-year-old neighborhood system. The Task Force
created to re-examine Portland's
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was charged with evaluating the neighborhood involvement system and determining

new ways to support citizen involvement activities. The Task Force of
o f 25 members
o f stakeholders and neighborhoods.
was painstakingly created to be representative of

Fitting all the constituents into a 25-member board was an arduous task. Office ooff
Neighborhoods staff considered representational interests such as average citizen
types, businesses, home owners, renters, schools, human services, nonprofit
specialists, churches, environmental activists, arts, youth, home builders/developers,
men and women, and having fair representation of
o f people ooff color.
The Task Force, unlike commission-level appointments or elite forms of
citizen governance, was to be a cross section ooff citizens. At times this was disputed
during its formation because there were now established, or "professional"
“professional” activists,
and others who were considered, or considered themselves, outsiders. The citizens on
the Task Force were seasoned neighborhood activists. The neighborhood
representatives on average had been involved in the neighborhood system for over six
years. Some of
o f the Task Force members had as many as 12 and 15 years experience.
The Task Force also had representatives from the nonprofit and philanthropic
community, and from the Hispanic, Black, and Asian communities. While this
selection might not have represented all interests in the community, it did so much
more than any civic body from the traditionalist world ooff the 1950s. The Task Force
allowed for dynamic and sometimes even contentious dialogue, as members and
general public participants, argued over basic, direct democratic principles. At stake
was the autonomy of
o f the existing system.
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As originally designed, the neighborhood associations had been independent ooff

government, even though it was a balance filled with conflict, since the associations
and district offices also received funding from the City. The Neighborhood District
Coalition offices, distributed throughout the city were overseen by citizen boards,
whose members were appointed by the neighborhood associations from their
respective areas of
o f town. The board members considered themselves to be charged
with guiding the actions of
o f paid staff members, even though the staffs paychecks
came from the City. In the end, the task force was unable to come up with anything
better than to change the name from Office of
o f Neighborhoods to Office ooff
Neighborhood Involvement and to include neighborhood business associations under
its umbrella (Neighborhood Involvement Task Force, 1995).
In the 1990s, there were as many neighborhood-specific committees and

almost the same number of
o f business and economic development committees as there
were in the 1980s (see Figure 47). Advisory committees helping the local government
with administrative matters diminished slightly. Several other areas increased,
including arts and culture, community development, recreation, and transportation.
While several increases were gradual, the investment ooff civic time on environmental
issues, transportation, and recreation are notable.
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Figure 47: Comparison of issues of civic bodies, 1980s and 1990s
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The most notable change was the decrease in committees working on social
issues. There were 51 fewer of
o f these committees in the 1990s than in the 1980s. Some
committees were created in the 1980s to focus on specific social issues, such as rising
crime rates (22 of
o f the 76 committees in the 1980s were focused on crime and safety
issues). It also seems reasonable to deduce from the decrease in positive news about

neighborhood actions, and changes in policies about involving citizens on bureau
advisory committees, that the City of
o f Portland had pulled back from its wholehearted
endorsement of
o f direct democratic processes and its representative forms of
o f civic
engagement, citizen advisory committees.
Not only were there fewer citizen advisory committees in the 1990s, there were
also fewer appointments (see Figure 48). Appointments to boards remained constant.
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It was the lower number of
o f appointments on commissions and citizen advisory

committees that dropped the total number.

Figure 48: Comparison of estimate of number of citizens serving on civic bodies, 1980s and
1990s
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o f the loss of
o f appointments to commissions can be explained by changes
Some of
o f commissions. For example, Metropolitan Youth Commission
in structure or loss of

and Metropolitan Human Rights Commissions were both dissolved, while the Cable
I 06 fewer appointments in
Commission was reorganized. These alone accounted for 106
the 1990s. The severe decrease in appointments on the Traffic Safety Commission and
Pittock Mansion Commission, accounted for an additional 60 fewer appointments.
o f the change in commission appointments. For citizen
These alone explain most of

advisory committees, the loss was more evenly distributed, as the City became less
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involved in creating civic bodies to work on social issues, and because the City backed

away from the intensive bureau-by-bureau citizen advisory committee structure.
Incorporation of
o f women into civic life continued to make some progress (see
Figure 49). In the 1980s 34% of
o f appointments to all civic bodies had been women,
while in the 1990s it was 38%. Commissions came closest to closing the gender gap,
moving from 41
% female appointments in the 1980s, to 45% in the 1990s.
41%

Figure 49: Percentage of women and men serving on civic bodies in the 1990s
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Civic Innovations: Bridging Interest Communities
By 1999 there was a sense that some aspects ooff civic life in Portland had
unraveled. The number of
o f new citizen advisory groups had stagnated since the 1980s,
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as had the number of
o f appointments to civic bodies, especially on citizen advisory

committees that would be more likely to have citizens at large as members. The City
of
o f Portland had drawn back from its support ooff citizen involvement in city bureau
activity by ending the Bureau Advisory Program. Community activism which focused
on limiting the powers of
o f government through dismantling public programs was on the
rise; so were activists and activist groups that did not view government as a partner in
achieving individual and community benefits but as an obstacle. Empowered
individual citizens and citizen groups using the initiative system, had undermined
representative government process, forcing politicians to spend more time acting on
outside challenging group legislation than their own.
It could be that nontraditional civic activism, which in 1999 was the

established civic form, had reached a transition point similar to the civic
reconstruction period in the late 1960s and early 1970s. If that is the case, what might
be the organizational forms and repertoires of
o f civic actions that were available in the
1990s to create community consensus?
The case study of
o f Johnson Creek provides one example ooff the kind ooff civic
innovation created to wrestle with particularly intractable environmental problems: a
watershed council. The Johnson Creek Watershed
W atershed Council is one ooff over 80 such
bodies in Oregon (Governor's
(Governor’s Watershed Enhancement Board, 2002). These councils
provide a forum for deliberative planning processes that involve public agencies,
nonprofit organizations, schools, neighborhood associations and residents, issue
interest groups, and activist citizens. The councils also serve as vehicles for organizing
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voluntary stream restoration activities. In addition to the formal watershed councils

there are also "friends"
“friends” groups that are looser, and generally smaller, volunteer
organizations created to protect watersheds. In the 1990s, over 50 friends groups
emerged in the Portland area.
The Albina case study is another example ooff civic infrastructure stretching to
accommodate the popular pluralist reality ooff civic life today. In the latest round ooff
urban redevelopment in Albina, the City financially supported a coalition of
o f interest
groups, The Coalition to End Displacement, to represent the interests ooff the
neighborhood. The Coalition canvases the neighborhood to determine needs, and
provides workshops on community organizing topics, such as renter rights.
In the early 1990s, the City of
o f Portland invested in a strategic planning process

called the Portland Future Focus. A 40-member policy committee was created, in the
words of
o f its chairperson, Hardy Myers, "to
“to think about our city as a whole, think about
where we're
there."
w e’re heading, where we would like to head and steps we can take to get there.”
This kind of
o f visioning process, also adopted by other cities and counties in the
Portland region, is an increasingly popular way to bring together diverse communities
of
o f interest to develop consensus about a vision for the community. Whereas in the past
this vision setting may have taken place behind closed doors amongst the civic elite,
strategic planning process like the Portland Future Focus are more open and
democratic. The membership of
o f the Future Focus, reflected the changing landscape ooff
the civic world. While business and labor interests were represented, it was also
populated by citizen interest groups and social service and environmental activists. On
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the committee were nine business representatives, 14 from government and schools, 1

from labor, and 16 from issue interest groups or neighborhood associations.
Finally, an important civic innovation that appeared in the mid-1990s
mid- l 990s was the
Coalition for a Livable Future (CLF). The CLF is a coalition of
o f 60 special interest
organizations. In effect the CLF is a multi-issue public interest organization. It's
members include environmental organizations: local civic environmental
organizations and local chapters of
o f national groups; affordable housing advocacy
organizations and community development corporations; urban design associations;
religious groups and churches; and social justice grass-roots organizations. The CLF
conducts most of
o f its work through seven working groups: affordable housing,
economic development and urban revitalization, government investment and finance,
transportation reform, urban design, national resources, and environmental justice, The
CLF is a self-correcting, self-learning organization that attempts to affect the regional
dialogue about urban growth through a variety ooff self-teaching and public education
activities. It has used a variety of
o f forms of
o f outreach and education to meet its goals,
including: sponsoring speakers, hosting workshops, creating urban design charettes,
sponsoring field and canoe trips, taking advantage ooff regional "teachable
moments,"
“teachable moments,”
slide shows, letters to the editor, white papers, conferences, presentations at
conferences, coalition and working group meetings, one-on-one conversations, and
testimonies. The CLF provides a vehicle for interest groups to leverage their
individual power into a stronger single voice by developing shared policy statements
and carrying out civic actions. The CLF allows interest groups to learn
leam about the
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perspectives of
o f other interest groups. In this way, the CLF provides a way to overcome

the democratic deficiencies of
o f single purpose interest groups.
These few examples of
o f civic innovations illustrate how civic activists in
Portland are responding to the changes in civic life. If the end ooff the 20th century was
in some ways parallel to the late 1960s and early 1970s civic reconstruction period,
these new organizational forms and repertoires ooff civic actions are mainstream—
mainstream--aa
mainstream made up of
o f civic organizations, that were in 1960 for the most part outside
challenging groups--responses
Att that time, the civic
groups—responses to problems of
o f civic engagement. A
world was made up of
o f civic organizations that were not flexible or resilient enough to
accommodate change. The repertoire of
o f civic actions, and the civic skills and
knowledge deployed by those groups, were also inappropriate to meet changing
political and social conditions. The question now is whether or not the populist
pluralist civic world can respond to the new challenges.

Conclusion
By 1999, there were more advocacy organizations in Portland than any other
type. In 1999, traditional civic organizations only made up 10% ooff the total, less than
half of
o f those in 1985. News about advocacy organizations in 1999 accounted for 60%
of
o f all the news, up 10% since 1985. However, advocacy organizations also accounted
for 30% of
% more than in 1985. On the other hand,
o f all civic associations, 11
11%
traditional civic associations in 1999 accounted only for 11%
% of
o f the news, while still
representing 10% of
o f all civic associations. From 1985 to 1999, news about advocacy
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organizations changed dramatically in several ways. The most notable change was a

50% drop in news about neighborhood groups and civic bodies. Comparing the type of
of
civic actions in 1960 (traditional civic actions) to actions in 1999 is close to worthless
for explaining civic life in the civic innovation period. There are no reports ooff
o f officers, and reports about fundraising, benefits, and honors and awards
elections of

that made up over 50% of
o f the news in 1960 were almost nonexistent in 1999.

In 1999, nontraditional civic activities in made up 80% of
o f the civic news. In
1999, civic news reflected a new type of
legality--similar
o f civic action on the edge ooff legality—
similar to
the onslaught of
o f street demonstrations in 1972--such
1972—such as tree sitting in ancient forests,
eco-terrorist activities in defense of
o f animal rights, and hotly contested anti-abortion
activities. Reports of
o f neighborhood actions were down from 1985 levels, and the news
tended to be more negative than positive as some of
City's formal civic planning
o f the City’s
processes turned contentious. Conservative groups showed up in the news more often
in 1999, utilizing the types of
o f nontraditional civic actions that had been developed by
more progressive organizations in previous decades.
Overall the growth of
o f civic bodies in Portland was stagnant between the 1980s
and 1990s. In fact, the total number of
o f bodies decreased slightly. The number of
of
citizen advisory committees and commissions stayed the same, while boards and task
forces decreased. There were 51 fewer citizen advisory committees working on social
issues in the 1990s than in the 1980s. Some committees were created in the 1980s to
focus on social issues, such as rising crime rates. However, it also seems reasonable to
deduce from the decrease in positive news about neighborhood actions and changes in
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policy about involving citizens on bureau advisory committees, that the City of
of

Portland pulled back from its wholehearted endorsement of
o f direct democratic
processes and the representative form of
o f civic engagement citizen advisory
committees.
Finally, in the 1990s, there was a trend ooff forming new organizations and
processes to accommodate multiple-interest communities and stakeholders. The Task
force on Neighborhood Involvement was created to re-examine Portland’s
Portland's
neighborhood involvement system. The Futures Forum1was
Forum 1 was created to bring together
o f leaders and citizens to create consensus about a vision for the
a cross section of

community. Other communities in the suburbs, including Hillsboro, and W
Washington
ashington
and Clackamas Counties, likewise created vision groups to build common ground
between multiple governmental, private, and nonprofit stakeholders. The Coalition for
a Livable Future was created to bridge progressive interest groups concerned about
urban growth management under one umbrella. The Johnson Creek Watershed
Council, and others like it in the region, were created to bring together citizens,
organized groups, and government agencies to build consensus and work together to
solve difficult environmental issues.

NOTES

1. The Futures Forum was initiated in 1984 and continued its work into the 1990s.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion to Chronological Chapters

Introduction
In the 40 years between 1960 and 1999, civic life in Portland was radically

transformed (see Table 17). In 1960, fraternal and benevolent groups, private clubs,
labor groups, and business associations dominated the civic world. Advocacy
organizations were scarce. Direct social service organizations grew dramatically, and
displaced voluntary charitable organizations; many provided advocacy as well as
direct services. By 1999, traditional civic organizations had been displaced by
o f social service organizations had
advocacy organizations, and the number of
quadrupled.

Table 17: Total number of civic organizations, 1960 to 1999
Sector

Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
TOTAL

1960
31
19
174
164
124
370
882

1972
184
58
195
172
199
341
1149

1985
222
86
227
118
263
278
1194

1999
402
111
248
78
334
132
1305
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The changes in the civic world can be graphically illustrated by charting the

growth of
o f social service organizations along with advocacy organizations compared
with the decline of
o f traditional civic organizations (see Figure 50).

Figure 50: Decline of traditional civic groups and rise of advocacy and social services
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Each of
o f the sub-categories of
o f advocacy organizations also shows continual and
strong growth throughout the study period (see Figure 51). Basically, all the sub
sectors started from scratch. The momentous leap ooff environmental organizations
between 1985 and 1999 is an example of
o f how civic infrastructure can change
dramatically when adapting to new ways ooff viewing problems, and creating structures
to adapt to new views. The creation of
o f watershed councils and "friends"
“friends” groups during
Portland's neighborhood
that period is strikingly parallel to the rapid development ooff Portland’s
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involvement system in the early 1970s. Both neighborhood and watershed boundaries

became new ways of
o f collectively working on social and environmental problems.

Figure 51: Growth of the number of different types of advocacy organizations, 1960-1999
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There is a clear pattern throughout the study period of
o f growing, stable, and
declining sectors (see Table 18). There are fluctuations along the way (which are not
explainable within the context of
o f this study), but for the most part the pattern of
of
growth of
o f social services, arts and culture, and advocacy organizations remained
consistent, as did the pattern of
o f decline for traditional civic organizations and labor
unions. Business remained a fairly stable sector, with equal numbers of
o f births and
deaths and always a fairly high level of
o f groups surviving between periods.
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Table 18: Overall strength of
o f civic sectors, 1960-1999
1960-1999

Sector
Strong and Growing
Advocacy
Arts & Culture
Social Service
Stable
Business
Declining
Labor
Traditional

1972

Birth Rate
1999
1985

1972

Survival Rate
1985
1999

532%
242%
95%

103%
63%
76%

107%
93%
80%

61%
63%
65%

45%
58%
56%

74%
36%
47%

51%

58%

72%

61%

58%

37%

45%
37%

23%
22%

6%
26%

60%
55%

58%
47%

60%
22%

News of Civic Organizations
In some ways news coverage of
o f civic activities corresponded to the population

of
o f civic organizations; as sectors increased or decreased in size, their coverage
increased or decreased (see Table 19). But, this was not always the case. In 1972
advocacy organizations were only 15% of
o f the total population of
o f civic groups and yet
accounted for 43% of
o f the news.

Table 19: Comparison of civic groups to civic news, 1960--1999

Advocacy
Business
Labor
Social Services
Traditional Civic
Arts & Culture
Civic Bodies
Religious
Reli9ious

1972

1960

Civic Actions in
News

Groups News
5%
15%
18%
3%
48%

4%
20%
19%
14%
41%
2%
—

-

3%
8%

Groups
16%
17%
15%
17%
30%
5%
—

-

News
50%
9%
13%
14%
7%
—

4%
3%

1985
Groups
19%
19%
10%
22%
23%
7%
—

-

News
50%
4%
8%
16%
2%
—

18%
2%

1999
Groups
30%
19%
6%
26%
10%
9%
—

--

News
60%
5%
9%
16%
1%
—

5%
4%
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In 1960, almost half the civic news was about traditional civic organizations,

% ooff the news, a greater reduction than
but by 1999, these groups only accounted for 11%
from 41%
41 % to 10%
). The steady
the reduction of
o f population of
o f groups in the sector ((from
10%).
increase of
o f news about civic bodies through the 1970s and 1980s and the decline by
1999 is a reflection of
Portland's investment in direct
o f the peak of
o f the City ooff Portland’s
democratic and representative forms of
o f citizen involvement that peaked in the 1980s
and then declined.
The increasing coverage of
o f news about advocacy organizations in general
shows variation within this category (see Figure 52). Some ooff the variation is
explained by the emergence of
o f new civic organizations. The increase in coverage ooff
both neighborhood activities and civic bodies in 1985 was a consequence ooff the
number of
o f civic bodies and neighborhood associations that were active in the midl1980s.
980s. The spike of
o f "other
“other advocacy"
advocacy” in 1972 was a consequence ooff a wide variety ooff
advocacy organizations that did not fit into one of
o f the other categories, including a
substantial number of
o f groups that were organized against the war in southeast Asia.
The most dramatic element of
jump
o f Figure 52 is that in all the cases, the jum
p off point is
1972, again illustrating the magnitude of
o f the civic reconstruction that took place
during that time.
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Figure 52: Change in news coverage of advocacy organizations between 1960 and 1999
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Repertoire of Civic Actions
The repertoire of
o f civic actions changed over time, in many ways paralleling the
changes in the civic organization world. In 1960, the opportunities to be involved
revolved around traditional civic organizations. Involvement meant usually raising
money for charitable causes and providing voluntary community service. By 1999 (see
Figure 53), while, both community service and charity were still important parts ooff
civic life, it was more likely that opportunities involved working with issue interest
groups, or neighborhood groups, or serving on civic bodies, or direct service nonprofit
organizations, many with an advocacy agenda. Traditional civic actions that focused
on acts of
o f charity and community service diminished by 40% during the study period
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while nontraditional civic actions, more focused on political efficacy, increased by

64%. While the climb was steady, there was a significant leap from one type ooff civic
behavior during the civic reconstruction period: by 1972, traditional civic actions had
plummeted by 35%, and new types of
o f civic actions had increased by almost 50%.

Figure 53: Decline of traditional civic actions and rise of nontraditional
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The pattern of
o f changes in the repertoire ooff civic actions is duplicated in terms
o f the issues of
o f concern to civic groups, as Figure 54 illustrates. International affairs,
of

for example, peaked in 1972, primarily because of
America's war in Southeast Asia,
o f America’s
and the consequent creation of
o f groups opposed to the war. Social service concerns are
consistently high, but vary depending on the centrality ooff a particular social issue.
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Figure 54: Changes in issue interests of
o f civic groups, 1960-1999
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The growth of
o f issues that were not ooff much concern to civic organizations in
1960, which I call "outside
“outside the domain,"
domain,” is the area with the most dramatic change
overall (see Figure 55). As with the repertoire of
o f actions, the issues "outside
“outside of
o f the
domain"
domain” skyrocketed between 1960 and 1972. Only one issue, planning and urban
design had a consistent pattern of
o f greater interest throughout the study. The other
issues have patterns related to social and political conditions during different periods.
For example, crime and safety was of
o f most critical concern in the 1980s because of
of
rising crime rates and more direct involvement ooff citizens in community-policing
community-policingrelated civic actions. In the 1970s, transportation was a more critical issue to citizens
or decided not to build)that impacted the livability of
as Portland built freeways ((or
of
neighborhoods. Environmental issues peaked in the 1990s because of
o f concerns about
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water resources. Neighborhood activism peaked during the 1980s and then declined as

the City of
o f Portland pulled back from its broader incorporation of
o f citizens in public
affairs.

Figure 55: Changes in issue interests of civic groups outside 1960 domain
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Changes in Civic Bodies 1960-1999
During the study period, the City ooff Portland greatly increased the
opportunities for a broader cross section ooff citizens to be involved in public affairs
through civic bodies (see Figure 56). In the 1960s, the predominant civic bodies were
commissions and boards. Starting in the 1970s, citizen advisory committees became

more dominant. I have argued that this change represents a broadening ooff civic
o f opportunities and the diversity ooff citizens involved. Boards
engagement in terms of
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are for the most part based on professional standing, and commissions on community

standing, whereas citizen advisory committees are designed to draw from a wider
range of
o f the population.

Figure 56: Comparison of total number of types of civic bodies, 1960--1999
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The number of
o f citizens appointed to civic bodies also reflects this trend (see
Figure 57). By 1999, there were three times as many citizens involved through citizen
advisory committees as there were in 1960. On the other hand, there were fewer
citizens involved in civic life through city commissions and boards.
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Figure 57: Comparison of estimate of number of citizens serving on civic bodies, 1960s1960s—

1990s
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It is also clear that involvement in civic life through these forms o
off

representative democracy does not correspond to simple increases in population in
Portland (see Figure 58). For example, the population ooff Portland in 1980 was actually
lower than it was in 1970, whereas the highest number of
o f appointments was in the
1980s.
Overall the number of
o f citizens involved in civic bodies as a percentage ooff the
population of
o f Portland increased relative to the general population, although it was at
its highest during the 1980s (see Table 20).
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Figure 58: Number of citizens appointed to civic bodies per 1,000 people in Portland
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Table 20: Estimated number of citizens on civic bodies per 1,000 population

Portland Population
Civic Members per 1,000

1960-1969
373,000
3.1

1970-1979
380,000
4.7

1980-1989
366,000
6.6

1990-1999
439,000
4.6

Finally, during the study period, the cross section of
o f citizens involved in public
policy deliberation and community service through civic bodies changed dramatically

in terms of
o f gender, however the progress was slow and uneven (see Figure 59). All
o f women to men in Portland.
civic bodies remained at levels below the proportion of
Also, the more dramatic increases through the 1970s and 1980s diminished in the late

1980s and early 1990s.
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Figure 59: Percent of women appointed to civic bodies, 1960--1999
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A critical pattern that emerges from the analysis of civic bodies is that there
was a peak of
o f civic engagement during the 1980s represented by the number ooff citizen
advisory committees and the high number ooff appointees to all bodies, but especially
citizen advisory committees. This corresponds to W
Witt's
itt’s (2000) findings that the City
of
o f Portland's
Portland’s political and monetary investment in its neighborhood involvement
program peaked at about this same time, and then declined.
The City continued large-scale citizen involvement processes into the 1990s
(such as the Albina Community Planning Process) and others in outer southeast and
southwest Portland, but they were fraught with more contention. The City recognized
that the neighborhood system was in need ooff evaluation in the early 1990s when it
convened the Neighborhood Involvement Taskforce. Since then, the City has allowed
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individual bureaus more discretion to decide how to involve citizens, especially

neighborhood associations. City bureaus continue to draw upon citizen resources, but
the more widely used civic structure is the stakeholder committee. While these types
o f committees still draw upon citizens at large, they are more likely to be populated by
of

established interest groups and professional citizen activists.
It is difficult to see from this vantage point if the diminished importance ooff

face-to-face democratic deliberation through the neighborhood involvement process
and the narrowing of
o f representative democracy through citizen advisory committees is
a short-term or long-term trend. It is most likely the reflection ooff a civic infrastructure
in need of
o f repair or innovation. With
W ith a more diverse population and more empowered
citizens and citizen interest groups, finding innovative and democratic institutional
arrangements and civic actions is critical for a healthy civic life.
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SECTION III: CASE STUDIES

Introduction
The historical survey in this study provides an overview ooff the transformation
o f civic life in Portland from 1960 to 1999.
1999.1I could not investigate several underlying
of

themes through the historical survey approach, so I developed three case studies. I
selected the Albina community in northeast Portland to examine how civic
infrastructure was rebuilt through the interactions ooff citizens, interest groups, and
government; the bicycle movement to examine how an outside challenging group’s
group's
agenda was institutionalized into public life; and the Johnson Creek W
Watershed
atershed to
illustrate the dynamics of
o f civic problem solving.
Case studies are an important method for understanding changes in civic life.
Measuring the population of
o f civic organizations and documenting changes in civic
practices provides an overview of
o f a community's
community’s civic infrastructure. Measuring
individuals'
individuals’ civic behavior only provides a profile ooff typical behavior. Case studies
provide a way to understand why changes took place in civic structures, practices, and
individual behavior. In each case, citizens became involved in civic life when
community problems emerged that could not be solved through existing civic
structures and practices. Opportunities were created by individual civic actors, interest
groups, or government agencies that facilitated new forms of
o f civic engagement.

Changes in civic life are often the result of
o f civic innovation, not an indication of
of
declining civic health.
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Chapter 9

Building Civic Infrastructure:
A Case Study of Civic Engagement in the Albina Neighborhood

Introduction
The story of
o f civic engagement in Albina provides a rich case example for
understanding the transformation of
Albina's
o f civic life in Portland. In many ways, A
lbina’s
o f other poor and minority urban neighborhoods in
civic history parallels the history of

America since the 1950s. Urban renewal is at the heart ooff the story, as Albina’s
Albina's
o f blight placed it in the
geographical relationship to downtown and persistent issues of
o f urban renewal efforts starting in the 1950s. The civic life ooff Albina was
middle of

transformed through War on Poverty Programs in the 1960s and 1970s, economic
revitalization efforts in the 1980s, and comprnhensive
comprehensive neighborhood planning
processes in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Albina's
While traditional civic organizations played a significant role in A
lbina’s civic
life, it was for the most part new civic groups that played the most pivotal roles.
Traditional civic organizations lacked the capacity to provide leadership development
or teach the civic skills needed in the community. It was through the process ooff new
organizations hammering out public policy for the future ooff Albina that its citizens
gained the knowledge and learned the civic skills they needed to share power and take
control of
o f their neighborhood. In effect, civic institutions, repertories of
o f civic actions,
and democratic institutional relations were rebuilt from the ground up.
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Prior to the 1960s, there were only a few advocacy organizations in Albina: the

Urban League, the National Association for the Advancement ooff Colored People
(NAACP), and the Albina Neighborhood Council. In the late 1990s, by contrast,
redevelopment efforts in Albina focused on the creation ooff a light rail corridor and
have involved over 150 organizations. As with the evolution ooff civic life in Portland in
general during the past 40 years, Albina moved from having a skeletal civic
infrastructure with few citizens involved in civic life to a rich one populated by
thousands of
o f citizens versed in public policy, and a broad range ooff civic organizations.

The Transformation of Albina’s
Albina's Civic Life
Albina was a separate city on the east side ooff the Willamette River, across from
downtown Portland, from 1887 until it was consolidated with Portland in 1891. At the
o f consolidation, Albina was a classic stopover neighborhood, with immigrants
time of

of
o f various nationalities settling down and starting businesses. With a major railroad
yard nearby, along the east bank of
o f the Willamette River, jobs were available for the
newly arrived.
The history of the Albina community might have been very different if not for
o f Vanport, a planned community built and financed by
World War II and the creation of

Henry Kaiser for workers at the growing Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation. When
Pearl Harbor was bombed, the shipyards became the nation’s
nation's largest producers ooff
Liberty Ships. Foreseeing a labor and housing shortage, Kaiser ran help wanted ads in
eleven states which encouraged both Black and White workers to emigrate from the
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East and South. Due to the boom in the ship building industry, Portland’s
Portland's population

swelled by 160,000 people. The recruitment effort brought together a diverse group ooff
o f whom were Black. Numbers vary, but it is estimated that
workers, about 25 percent of

between 20,000 to 25,000 Blacks migrated to Portland from 1940 to 1950.
To contend with the migration of
o f so many workers, the Housing Authority of
o f Portland
proposed building 4,900 apartment units and a dormitory in Albina. White residents ooff
Albina objected to the plan, marking one ooff the earliest civic engagement actions in
the area. A gathering of
o f 500 Albina residents presented the following solution to the
housing problem of
o f Black workers:
"If
“If it is necessary to bring in large numbers of
o f Negro workers, locate them on
o f the city,"
city,” urged the President ooff the Central East Portland Community
the edge of

Club. "It
“It would be much better for all concerned. If
If they are allowed to fan out
through the city it soon will be necessary to station a policeman on every comer
(Abbott 1983, p. 129).
129) .
Kaiser stepped in at this point with an alternative proposal to build a massive
housing project of
o f at least 6,000 units north of
o f Albina along the Columbia River.
Vanport, built between 1942 and 1943 eventually became the largest wartime housing
project in the United States. At
A t its peak, the population reached 40,000.
o f the shipyard workers remained in Portland. Of
O f the total
After the war, many of

population of
o f 20,000 - 25,000 Blacks who had migrated to Portland during the war
years, approximately 10,000 remained after the war, many at Vanport. Since it was
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easier for Whites to relocate in other areas of
o f the city, Vanport became, by Portland

standards, a Black community, with a Black population ooff 35 percent.
In May of 1948, Vanport experienced a devastating flood that destroyed all the
housing and community facilities, turning it into a lake. Approximately 17,000 people
were made homeless by the Vanport flood. The resettlement ooff the displaced flood
victims reinforced the pattern of
o f segregation. Albina was chosen as the place to
resettle those left homeless by the Vanport flood. By 1950, while Blacks resided in all
o f Portland's
Portland’s census tracks, nearly half ooff Portland’s
Portland's Black population
except one of

resided in a concentrated area of
o f inner northeast, Albina, an area once mostly occupied
by White working-class families.

In the 1950s, several key events marked the history of
o f Albina. At this time,
Blacks were primarily concentrated in an area located just north ooff the Broadway and
Steel bridges, in the proximity of
o f the present day Memorial Coliseum. This area was
becoming highly vulnerable to development pressure because ooff its position relative to
the growing downtown and nearby Lloyd commercial district. Several redevelopment
projects targeted for inner north and northeast Portland in the late 1950s and early
Portland’s Black community. As much as any
1960s had devastating impacts on Portland's

neighborhood in the city, the central Albina area, now called the Eliot neighborhood,
suffered at the hand of
removal" as skeptics called it in the
o f urban renewal, or "Negro
“Negro removal”
l1960s
960s (Portland Bureau of
o f Planning, 1993, p. 109).
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Figure 60: Northeast Portland in 1983
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By the late 1950s, outside pressures for redevelopment, along with
deteriorating conditions within the community, led residents to begin to organize to
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resist another relocation. The organization that would prove to play a critical role in

urban renewal efforts in Albina in the 1950s, the Albina Neighborhood Council, was
founded in 1934. The Council was one of
o f 15 neighborhood councils formed in
Portland in the 1930s. The councils were promoted by the Community Chests and
Councils of
o f America to provide a grassroots base to the operation ooff Community
Welfare Councils, the coordinating bodies for agencies that received Community
Chest (or later United Good Neighbor) funding. The guiding principle ooff the councils
was, "that
“that neighborhood councils exist to foster cooperation and participation ooff the
organized forces of
o f the neighborhood in a program ooff child welfare (Neighborhood
3).” The special focus that originally promoted the development ooff
Councils, 1934, p. 3)."

the councils in Portland (and around the country) was the rapid rise in child
delinquency. The types of
o f groups the committee suggested should be represented on
councils were: women's
wom en’s clubs, parent teachers associations, lodges, civic clubs,
churches, schools, and neighborhood improvement leagues (Neighborhood Councils,
1934). For about 15 years, neighborhood councils were funded by the Community
Chest.
A 1948 survey of
o f the local neighborhood councils revealed that the Albina
Neighborhood Council was made up of
o f 4 teachers or school administrators, 10 clergy,
4 caseworkers, 10 recreation and group workers, 1 health worker, and ten at-large
members, for a total of
o f 39 active members. In a meeting ooff the councils remaining in
1946, the secretary of
o f the Council of
o f Neighborhood Councils reflected that "lay
“lay people
were no longer coming to the meetings, and the councils had become just paid
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representatives of
o f neighborhood agencies"
agencies” (Neighborhood Councils, 1946). By the
mid-1950s,
o f the original councils remaining: Southwest,
mid-l
950s, there were only five of

Northwest, North, Central Eastside, and Albina.

In 1959, the remaining councils held a meeting at which Albina Council
representatives the Reverend Cortlandt Cambric, Eddit Harris, and Mary Rowland led
a discussion about how the Albina area was "“ being hit on all sides, first the Lloyd
addition, then the ER [proposed Exposition-Recreation facility] site and now the
eastbank freeway"
freeway” (Neighborhood Councils, 1959). A primary concern was the
inadequacy of
o f relocation services. They felt that the Portland Development
Commission, Portland's
mayor's office
Portland’s newly formed redevelopment agency, and the mayor’s
had been fairly responsive to displacement issues, but that Federal funds restricted
relocation services. The city could not spend Federal resources on relocation in the
cases of
o f proposed housing or development projects. Likewise with highway
development projects proposed in the area, the Oregon State Highway Division did
not have authorization to fund relocation services. At the end ooff the meeting, a
Displacement and Relocation Committee was established with several other
neighborhood council representatives as members. The committee requested that the
city support a central relocation office and support passage of
o f a bill (Senate Bill 313)
which would allow the State Highway Commission to help with relocation of
of
displaced residents. (ONI Archives #5)
The Albina Neighborhood Council also turned to the Portland Development
Commission (PDC) for assistance. When John Kenward, Executive Director ooff PDC,
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spoke at an Urban League workshop to discuss the future of
o f the Albina neighborhood,

Council representatives expressed interest in obtaining assistance from PDC to explore
the possibility of
o f obtaining funds from the Federal government for an urban renewal
conservation and rehabilitation program (Albina Neighborhood Improvement Project,
1961).
In October, 1960, the Reverend Cortlandt Cambric was made chairman ooff the

18-member Neighborhood Improvement Committee (ANIC)'to
(ANIC) to work with PDC on
developing a grant application to carry out Albina’s
Albina's first urban renewal efforts. In
November, the committee held a public meeting at the Vancouver Avenue First
Baptist Church, attended by 500 people, to announce the new project. The committee
surveyed over 300 homes in the area to see if they would participate in the program,
one that might include Federal Housing Administration (FHA) home improvement
loans if the area became an urban renewal project. The grant application was
submitted to the Housing and Home Finance Agency in August of
o f 1961, and approved
in October of
o f that year (Albina Neighborhood Improvement Committee, 1961a).
This first urban renewal activity in Albina was very grassroots in nature. The
Albina Neighborhood Council itself was still active, although its leadership was
caught up in the activities of
council's membership roster listed 45
o f the ANIC. The council’s
representatives from a variety of
o f organizations, including churches, schools, PTA
groups, city agencies, and other neighborhood and community organizations (Albina
Neighborhood Improvement Committee, 1962). The Eighteen member ANIC
committee were all local residents, including representatives from the Parent Teachers
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Association (PTA), Federated Women's
Women’s Clubs, Urban League, Principals of
o f Eliot and

Humboldt Schools, and eight property owners in the area. At the regular meetings,
there were also representatives of
o f the local Girl Scout troop (which planted flowers as
a community project in Albina), Portland Police, Portland Planning Commission, the
Metropolitan Youth Commission, and the NAACP.

In October 1961, with funding from the Portland Development Commission,
the Albina Neighborhood Improvement Center was established to assist Albina
residents in obtaining benefits from the new program. The Center initially had four
full-time staff members.
The Albina Neighborhood Improvement Committee began to function as a
more general purpose neighborhood association. For example, at a regular meeting in
o f the Brunswick
1961, they reviewed the conditional zoning change petition of

Corporation for a proposed bowling alley. Not wanting to speak for the neighborhood,
o f the project until they could survey the residents
the committee deferred approval of

themselves. In other ways, even though ANIC itself had specific and limited projects
to carry out under the federal grant, citizens, nonprofit organizations, and agency staff
began to use it as a platform for Albina issues in general. Citizens expressed their
worries about the coming freeway bridge (what would be the Fremont Bridge) to be
built across the Willamette River that would land on the eastside in Albina. School
administrators came to discuss the importance of
o f school levees, and the Metropolitan
Youth Commission came to talk with the members about youth issues (Albina
Neighborhood Improvement Committee, 1961b).
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ANIC’s work in Albina seemed to be moving the community in a positive

direction, helping residents hold their homes and stem the tide of
o f displacement.
f life for
However, there were other forces at work as well. Displacement was a way ooflife

Blacks. Over 150 persons were moved to make room for the Memorial Coliseum, and
another 300 were moved to make room for the East Bank-Minnesota Freeway. As the
right-of-way supervisor for the State Highway Commission noted about relocation (as
“We have
much noting their familiarity with being displaced as their human nature), "We

less trouble with Negroes than with any other class of
o f people (Lattie, 1963)."
1963).”
In December 1962, the City Planning Commission submitted the Central

Albina Study as part of
o f Portland's
Portland’s Comprehensive Development Plan. The plan
ANIC's target area, home to 7,000
focused on an area of
o f about 300 acres south ooff ANIC’s
o f them Blacks. The report concluded that the "Central
“Central
persons, about 70 percent of

Albina area bears most of
o f the characteristics of
o f a district in an advanced state of
o f urban
blight.” Once again, Albina residents faced a "Negro
“Negro removal”
blight."
removal" project proposal. If the

city were to apply for urban renewal money from the Federal government, it would be
for clearance and removal. The only other urban renewal project to date, the South
Auditorium project, at the south end of
o f downtown on the other side of
o f the river, had
forced the displacement of
o f about 1600 people. This proposed displacement was 4-5
times as extensive as that and involved a single class, Blacks.

It was clear that while PDC and other agencies ooff the city were pleased with
the progress of
o f the citizen-based effort led by ANIC, they did not believe the same
policies and actions could be applied fruitfully to all areas, such as the area the Central
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Albina Plan had designated as "blighted."
“blighted.” Land in the more blighted area ooff Albina

was in demand for industrial and commercial use for the expanding downtown office
district, by light industry, for warehousing, and by expanding institutions such as
hospitals, the state university, and shopping centers (Portland Planning Bureau ,,1993).
1993).
As Abbott points out, at this point in Portland’s
Portland's history, planning followed
traditional lines of
o f thought about the progression ooff inner city blight and replacement
rather than conservation and rehabilitation. Neighborhoods in the inner city inevitably
declined, the "end
erosion." Also, as he notes,
“end product of
o f a long slow process ooff erosion.”
"Planning
“Planning agencies ignored the opinions of
o f Northeast Portland citizens in their
o f the heart of
o f Albina south of
o f Fremont (Abbott ,1983, p. 186)."
186).” When
treatment of

residents requested that the ANIC Improvement District be expanded to include the
"blighted"
“blighted” area, the request was denied.
At the federal level, it was also clear by now that the problems ooff urban slums
or blighted areas were not going to be solved by neighborhood improvement projects
only. In 1964, the Office of
o f Economic Opportunity (OEO) was created by Congress to
lead the charge of
o f President Johnson's
Johnson’s War
W ar on Poverty. In Albina, both the Albina
Neighborhood Council and the Community Council (previously, the Community
Welfare Council) conducted an inventory and survey ooff agencies in the Northeast in
order to develop a single proposal from Albina to secure OEO funding. In October
1964, a neighborhood service center for Albina was proposed, and an Albina
Community Action Plan drawn up. The action plan was submitted to the Portland
Portland’s newly formed overall coordinating body
Metropolitan Steering Committee, Portland's
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for OEO actions. In February 1965, the Albina group, referring to itself as the Albina

Citizens War
W ar on Poverty Committee (ACWPC), was recognized as the official
representative for OEO programs in Albina (Portland Planning Bureau, 1993).
The formation of
o f the ACWPC, under the guidance of
o f the Community Council,
followed an inter-agency track to develop the Albina plan to combat poverty. The
o f the original group were for the most part agency representatives, not lay
members of

citizens. It was expected that each participating agency would submit its own ideas
and needs that would be consolidated into one overall application to the Federal OEO
office. There were several well established agencies involved, including: the Greater
Council of
o f Churches, YMCA, YWCA, Albina Neighborhood Council, and the
Portland Housing Authority (Gerald A. Frey, personal communication, November 11,
1964).
OEO's
OEO’s now well-known guidelines for developing local civic infrastructures to
“developed and
carry out the war on poverty stated that the local plans were to be "developed

conducted with the maximum feasible participation ooff residents in the area (Economic
Opportunity Act). However, the plan originally adopted by the ACWPC was mostly
developed by the interagency group established by the Community Council. In
establishing the first official board of
o f directors, ten members were a part ooff the
original committee, representing agencies, ten members were elected as
representatives who lived in the target area, and ten more members were elected from
across the city to bring experience and expertise to the board. Five member slots were
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left open in order to potentially increase the residential representation (Gerald A. Frey,

personal communication, November 11, 1964).
The development of
o f a Neighborhood Service Center, later renamed as the
o f the OEO program in
Model Cities Multi-service Center, was the cornerstone of

Albina. It provided free legal service, family counseling service, a Planned Parenthood
program, Urban League Job Development and Training Program, Housing
Department, Community Services section, and vocational counselors (Portland
Planning Bureau, 1993).
The new programs established in Albina as a result ooff successful application to
the Federal Program did rely on local residents to serve on committees that guided
policy and as staff to run the programs. While the application for start-up funds was an
inter-agency creation, once the programs were initiated, the programs tended to
operate in isolation from other agencies, guided by principles and program goals
established through the federal funding (Jordan, 1977).
The War
W ar on Poverty and OEO programs were only the first ooff a series of
of
activities that radically changed Albina's
War
A lbina’s civic structure. The Albina W
ar on Poverty
was phased out and replaced by the Model Cities Demonstration Project that took root
in Albina with an application to the federal program in April 1967. In this phase of
o f the
evolution of
o f Albina's
Albina’s civic infrastructure, the definition of
o f citizen participation was
critical. As with the previous War
W ar on Poverty guiding principles, Model Cities
guidelines called for participation by residents in the affected areas. The issue faced
of a
from the outset was to balance relationships with agencies and the implementation of
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rational and comprehensive plan that relied more on traditional planning methods with

the need to involve residents of
o f the neighborhood.
In 1968, during one of
o f the early meetings ooff the newly formed Citizen's
Citizen’s

Planning Board (the oversight committee that would coordinate Model City activities),
Dean Gisvold, a committee member, offered an amendment to the Citizen's
Citizen’s Planning
Board by-laws. He stated, "any
“any person shall have the right to be heard during any
meeting of
o f the board subject to the discretion ooff the chairman (West, 1970, p. 68)."
68).”
The chairperson, E. M .J. Baskett, emphasized the principle behind this rule by saying,
"I
“I want this really understood. We want people to talk at these meetings. The name ooff

the game is citizen participation."
participation.” (West, 1970, p. 68)The emphasis on citizens
participating would prove to be a very challenging endeavor, and made Portland’s
Portland's
effort unique. By way of
o f contrast, Seattle's
Seattle’s application and formation ooff a community
development agency (CDA) was based more on inter-agency cooperation. The Seattle
director of
o f the effort viewed this as a strategic political move, arguing that it was
necessary to build on the strengths of
o f existing agencies and develop cooperation
between them to exert power in poor neighborhoods (West, 1970).
Portland's
Portland’s original application for Model Cities Planning funds identified a
series of
o f problems in the proposed model neighborhood with respect to citizen
participation: a lack of
o f groups oriented toward participation, a lack of
o f interest in
planning or understanding of
o f the area's
area’s problems among the existing groups, a lack of
of
communication between groups interested in community improvement, and a lack of
of
citizen involvement within the same organizations.
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To remedy the situation, the applicants proposed a Citizen Participation

Coordinating Committee made up of
o f representatives ooff established groups in the area.
These groups were to gather additional input from neighborhood residents through
block organizations. In this plan, citizen participation was to be the result, not ooff
efforts by the CDA, but of
o f interest and commitment ooff resources on the part of
o f the
citizens themselves. In this plan, there was to be an oversight committee "made
“made up ooff
one, two or three key representatives from public and private organizations
representing the broadest interests in the various fields of
o f health, education, housing,
manpower and economics, recreation and culture, crime reduction, social services and
public assistance, and physical improvements and public facilities (West, 1970, p.

72)."
72).”
The application to the federal government was successful. However, it was
returned with a harsh critique of
o f the organizing structure, including substantial
o f local residents. The federal reviewers argued that
criticism about the involvement of

Portland had not done an adequate job of
o f explaining how neighborhood people would
have any influence over the lead board's
board’s decisions. It went on to say that "Portland's
“Portland’s
citizen participation proposal is mostly at the level of
o f informing residents rather than
involving them. It limits itself to design in structures without explaining the
relationship of
o f these structures to each other and to the entire planning process. The
important aspects of
o f training, financial assistance and technical assistance (to citizens)
are not considered. The failure to consider the use ooflow-income
f low-income citizen groups as
avenues for implementing the program is a serious omission for a city that establishes
186
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participation ... by
for itself the goal of
o f developing for each individual a full sense ooff participation...by
not doing for him, but allowing him to do for him
himself
self (West, 1970, p. 74)."
74).”
The neighborhood leadership also voiced its opinion. On December 15, 1967, a
delegation of
o f Black leaders appeared at city council to request broader responsibility
and greater control over the program. On the following Sunday, 500 people attended a
meeting at which a sixteen member committee was established to review a citizen’s
citizen's
o f the citizen participation structure ooff the Portland
proposal for the reorganization of

CDA. It recommended a new form of
o f citizen participation that would not rely on
traditional structures and specific leaders. The group’s
group's statement read, in part,
"Resistance
“Resistance to traditional patterns of
o f dealing with city hall through long-established
neighborhood organizations, PT
As, churches and federal and local governmental
PTAs,
agencies was expressed in the decisive defeat ooff a proposal to have the director ooff the
Albina Neighborhood Service Center (OEO) be chairman and presidents ooff
neighborhood improvement groups the nucleus of
o f membership of
o f a committee to work
out citizen participation guidelines (West, 1970, p. 75)."
75).” Already, the recently
established OEO committee structure was regarded as establishment, and not
representative. At the meeting, it was proposed that the open assembly election would
o f elected residents
be responsible for establishing a citizens governing board made up of

and representatives from assembly committees, and that it would function as the CDA,
having the right to approve all plans and policy. The proposed CDA was to be a free
standing nonprofit organization.
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Other misgivings about the process surfaced in Albina. A rumor that the mayor
o f Rev. Paul Schulze, who was White, as director ooff the
was considering appointment of
o f race and representation. Schulze had been director ooff
new CDA, brought up issues of

the Portland Council of
o f Churches and director of
o f community action programs in
o f the "old
“old guard.”
guard." The mayor responded to demands
Albina, once again a member of

that others be considered from the neighborhood, but when two ooff three persons
recommended refused the position, the mayor fell back on Schulze. There were two
neighborhood meetings held after the announcement ooff Schulze. At the first meeting,
after considerable debate, his appointment was approved by those present, but, at a
second meeting, the participants, in effect, asked for a recall by signing an agreement
“all permanent appointments for positions ooff planning and coordination be
stating that, "all

rescinded until a duly elected citizens board representing the Albina target area
approve (sic) such appointments and plans (West, 1970, p. 78).”
78)." The mayor responded
by denying the recall, but also stating that he would consider more grassroots control.
The appointment stood, and the next task was to create the governing committee now
known as the Citizen's
Citizen’s Planning Board. As a compromise between the neighborhood
and city hall, the Planning Board was given the power to veto decisions made by the
mayor and city council, but could not initiate decision-making processes. Residents
had reversed the proposal in the original application and had achieved at least negative
control over the substance and implementation ooff planning through their
representatives on the Citizens Planning Board. West (1970) contends that it wasn’t
wasn't
o f leaders in regards to holding the plan to high levels ooff
forethought on the part of
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citizen participation, but rather a lack of
o f resistance by other OEO organizations that

led to the incoming director being a proponent ooff citizen participation.
Women
On March 2, 1968, elections were held under the League ooff W
omen Voters
supervision. The election was announced on television, radio, and in newspapers.
Even a sound truck circulated through the neighborhood urging voters to cast ballots.
Two candidates canvassed their district. By day's
day’s end, 1,781 residents out of
o f a total of
of
about 28,000, or 6.4 percent, voted. Of
O f the 16 elected from the neighborhood, nine
were Black. The mayor then appointed six Whites and five Blacks. The final
composition of
o f the board was described as: five unemployed women (two Black
women from community organizations), a Black contractor, a White roofing
contractor, two White bankers, two Black businessmen, two Black social workers, a
Black deputy sheriff, a White lawyer, White printer, four clergymen (two Black), three
elementary school teachers (two Black), a White educational administrator in a
suburban school district, a Black housing director (in Albina), a Black job placement
of
counselor at the Albina Neighborhood Center, and a White assistant commissioner of
o f Labor. Twenty-three ooff the 27 were residents of
o f the model
the Oregon Bureau of
o f the Citizen's
Citizen’s Planning Board began in
neighborhood. Then the difficult work of

earnest. Although city hall faded to the background, the mayor and city council had
the power to make final decisions in the process.
A key figure in the evolution of
o f the citizen participation elements of
o f the
planning process was Tad Masaoka, the HUD agency liaison specialist for Portland,
o f HUD’s San Francisco office. He emphasized the importance ooff
who operated out ofHUD's
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the role of
o f the Citizen's
Citizen’s Planning Board in directing the program, and at the first

formal meeting of
platter"
o f the board, stated that they could "have
“have the staffs
sta ffs head on a platter”
(West, 1970, p. 88) if the staff did not perform well. West contended that Masaoka
"was
“was the only person connected with the program who saw clearly the extent to which
o f power.”
power."
its success depended upon the effective use ooff residents as a base of

This was easier said than done. Charles Jordan, who later served as director ooff
the Model Cities Program, in an assessment ooff OEO programs, recalled this sudden
o f power to citizens who had not previously held positions ooff leadership as
provision of

problematic (Jordan, 1977). The Planning Board established eight committees to
develop different elements of
o f the over-all Model Cities Plan. The committees lacked a
knowledge of
o f the planning process, were unclear about how they fit into the over-all
process, and were harmed by factionalism and irregular attendance. The support staff
for the CDA, under the new director, was relatively small and mostly made up of
o f staff
on loan from other agencies. Overall, there was also a lack of
o f solid data on which to
base the plans. The staff attempted to develop plans with direction from the
committees, but underestimated how little they knew about the neighborhoods. In the
end, committee-generated plans were based on anecdotal data and needs assessments,
a process that would pass muster with the city’s
city's official planning bodies such as the
Portland Development Commission. The situation was further compounded by the
director's
director’s conflicting directives that stated staff should be both advocates of
o f the
citizens'
citizens’ desires and needs as well as negotiators between agencies and citizens (West,
1970, p. 92).
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The committees took different directions and had different types of
o f problems.

The Legal, Health and Social Services Committee begin to rely more on agency
relations and cared less about how lay citizens were involved. One ooff the most
contentious arenas took place in the Housing and Physical Environmental Working
Committee. Here, the issue of
o f displacement and the continuing threat ooff urban
clearance were brought to the table. The Institute for the Study and Solution ooff
Community Problems from Eliot School, a grade school in central Albina, tried to
gain approval for a ruling that would force PDC, or any agency, to have a high level ooff
buy-in from neighborhood residents for proposed projects. This proposal precipitated
heated discussions that nearly led to fist fights as Blacks argued that they did not want
Whites moving into the neighborhoods after improvements had been made.
Consequently, some White residents stopped participating in committee work (West,
1970, p. 131).
The underlying critical question for the committees was to what degree they
had final authority. In the end, would the committee work stand on its own, and what
would the relation be between the sub-committees and the oversight committee, the
Citizen’s Planning Board? In the final analysis, would completed work be evaluated
Citizen's

and then approved or disapproved based on political or technical merit by the City
Council or other agencies?
With
W ith a looming deadline for completion ooff an integrated comprehensive plan,
the committee work was arduous and riddled with conflicts, lack ooff clarity as to roles,
and a disorganized planning process. It was clear that the existing level ooff expertise ooff
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the CDA staff was insufficient to pull off completion ooff a plan before the pending

deadline in December. After several weeks ooff excruciating negotiations, Shultze was
University's Urban Studies
replaced by an outside consultant from Portland State University’s
Center, Kenneth Gervais. Through a round-the-clock effort, Gervais was able to
complete a draft of
o f the comprehensive plan by the deadline in December. To do so,
Citizen's Planning Board for
Gervais took the work out of
o f committees, relied on the Citizen’s
decision-making, and, in effect, moved the process from one ooff open assembly
neighborhood involvement to a more rational planning process. A final plan was
submitted to HUD in April of
o f 1968.
This arduous and rancorous experiment in citizen participation in a poor area
of
o f town was unfolding against the backdrop of
o f increased violence and rioting in
o f empowerment to the
American cities, with disenfranchised citizens taking messages of

streets. Portland was not immune from civil unrest. While the Model Cities
committees wrestled with developing a plan for revitalizing Albina, Black activists
were taking to the streets. In July of
o f 1967, a "riot"
“riot” broke out in Irvington Park when
the public was invited to see Eldridge Cleaver from Ramparts, the Black Arts theatre
from San Francisco, and a SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee)
photo exhibit. Black youth were unhappy with community leadership, including
leadership from northeast Portland. A delegation of
o f youth at this time told Mayor
Shrunk that many of
o f the "clergy
“clergy had sold out to middle class standard"
standard” and lost touch
with people on the street. The Society for New Action Politics (SNAP), during a
public hearing, told City Council that: "Negroes
“Negroes serving on social agency and Office
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Tomism' seems to
o f Economic Opportunity boards in Albina are Uncle Toms. 'Uncle
‘Uncle Tomism’
now.” When Charles Jordan was flown in from
be running rampant over there right now."

California to be interviewed for the director of
o f the new Model Cities program, Black
Berets broke up an interview session, demanding that someone be hired from the local
neighborhood (Portland Planning Bureau ,1993, p. 127).
As in other communities across America during this period, more radical
elements of
o f the civil rights movement pushed the more gradualist agenda ooff the
mainstream. In Portland, groups like SNAP, Black Panthers, the Black Education
Center, the Fred Hampton Free Health Clinic, and the Oregon Black Caucus rattled the
cages of
o f the mainstream black community. In 1972, NAACP refused to send a
o f the Oregon Black Caucus because ooff the
delegate to the state-wide meeting of

Caucus's
Caucus’s separatist stand (NAACP, 1972).
Some older Black civic organizations were recycled to fit the times. In 1970,
the OEO coordinating association of
Citizen's War on Poverty, was
o f citizens, Albina Citizen’s
reconfigured as Albina Citizens Together, which continued as representative to the
Portland Metropolitan
PMSC's
M etropolitan Services Committee (PMSC), until PM
SC’s demise in 1977. By
o f representation ooff the Albina community in planning and
this time, the importance of

service delivery was a foregone conclusion. All but one of
o f the 37 members of
o f the
board were from North and Northeast Portland. The board make-up also reflected the
growing leadership in Northeast Portland, as many ooff the local representatives were
also representatives of
o f social service programs, schools, and Black-owned businesses
(Albina Citizens Together, 1970).
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The Model Cities Program continued until 1974. In the five years ooff its

operation, the program had spent $18.4 million. There were some concrete outcomes,
such as: the King Neighborhood Facility (still serving as a central office for several
neighborhood programs), the Albina Health Care Center (defunct), the development ooff
o f Portland Community College, and the Albina Art Center
the Cascade Campus of

(Portland Planning Bureau, 1993, p. 133).
However, the physical outcomes only tell a part ooff the story. Charles Jordan,
director of
o f the Model Cities Program and later the city's
city’s first Black City
Commissioner, reflected on the lessons and legacy ooff the OEO W
War
ar on Poverty and
Portland’s city-wide coordinating body, the
Model Cities programs when, in 1977, Portland's

Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee, was dissolved. Jordan argued that the
programs'
programs’ laudable goals of
o f involving residents ooff poor neighborhoods in determining
their fate caused at least two difficulties. "For
thing," Jordan suggests, "the
“For one thing,”
“the
established agencies which served the poor, and which had largely failed to help them,
funds ....These
These
were not drawn into the network of
o f new agencies set up with OEO funds..
existing agencies should have either been incorporated into the new network ooff anti
weren’t, and the result was and is a wasteful
poverty agencies, or dissolved. But they weren't,
duplication.” The second difficulty was related to the relative inexperience ooff the new
duplication."

anti-poverty workers and agencies. "Suddenly,
“Suddenly, after years of
o f exclusion, they were at
the center of
o f attention. They had to help plan new programs, run them, and evaluate
the results. Yet the communities into which the funds were poured had little
experience with such an undertaking (Jordan, 1977, p.4).”
p.4)."
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In reflecting on the net results of
o f initiatives from those days, Jordan alludes to

programs that continued and then points to what he thought was the most enduring
outcome. "Finally,
“Finally, the philosophy that citizens must participate in running the
agencies which affect their destinies was spread and firmly implanted in the
communities of
o f the poor, as well as in the community as a whole. This means that
there are leaders now who will consistently speak for the poor, leaders who w
won't
on’t be
excluded from participation in government decisions, or in other decisions which
affect them. These leaders have come, and will continue to come, from among the
ar on
poor themselves. This is the real and ultimate benefit which has come from the W
War

Poverty. The war itself has obviously not been won. But citizen participation by the
poor is here to stay (Jordan, 1977)."
1977).”
In a related appraisal of
o f outcomes from this period, Darrell Millner, Director ooff

Black Studies at Portland State University, noted that citizens in Albina had become
more knowledgeable about the workings of
o f city bureaucracy. In a forum piece in the
Oregonian in 1976, he remarked that "many
“many ooff those who stepped up the status ladder
did so as a result of
o f skills and professionalism gained by working in war on poverty
programs"
programs” (Olmos, 1976).
In 1970, a key civic organization was formed, the Albina Ministerial Alliance.

It surely wasn't
wasn’t the first entry of
o f Black churches into civic life, but marked the
emergence of
o f a religious group that had both direct service and advocacy goals. The
Albina Ministerial Alliance had its roots as the Union M
Minister's
inister’s Fellowship which
o f the
traced back to the 1930s. But in 1970, it was reorganized under the leadership of
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Rev. John H. Jackson and began to play a more critical role in the social and political
o f Albina. The Alliance stepped in several times to rescue or support social
life of

programs. For example, the Alliance took over the Head Start Program in 1977 when
The Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee closed its doors. One ooff the
characteristics of the Alliance was spelled out by the Rev. John Garlington, Jr., pastor
o f the Maranatha Church and Alliance President during the 1980s, when he said that
of

he made no distinction between the social-action and religious aspects of
o f the Alliance.
This close relationship between religion and social action has remained a strong and
o f civic life in Albina (Colby, 1984).
unique characteristic of

Albina might have been slowly winning the war, reversing the trend of
disinvestment and displacement, but it still lost battles. In 1967, needing to expand,
Emanuel Hospital announced it would be requesting federal assistance to expand its

19-acre hospital campus. The Portland Development Commission had kept the
Emanuel Urban Renewal Project out of
o f the Model Cities Planning process to assure
the institution it would be able to expand its services (Abbott, 1983, p. 196). A
grassroots organization, the Emanuel Hospital Displaced Persons Organization was
formed to combat the development, and a battle ensued that included street
demonstrations and political finagling, but, in the end, the land clearance for the
hospital expansion resulted in the loss of
o f 188 houses.
Portland's
Portland’s overall neighborhood public involvement system was evolving
during this time. The neighborhood-based organizations in Albina created during the
o f Portland’s
Portland's
1960s played a critical role in how the direct democratic venue of
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neighborhood system evolved. One of
o f the earliest ooff the post 1960s'
1960s’ neighborhood

associations in Portland was the Eliot neighborhood. The Eliot neighborhood had been
o f contentious dialogue during Model Cities committee work when the
the site of

residents demanded to have more say-so over any plans for their neighborhood,
o f those that might involve displacement (West, 1970, p. 132). The
especially any of

various organizations active in the Eliot neighborhood coalesced in 1971 to form the
Eliot Neighborhood Association. Membership in the Neighborhood Association was
open to all residents, with meetings being held regularly and association officers
elected by the general membership. At this time, PDC paid a professional consultant
to assist the residents in developing their plan, and a Neighborhood Development
Office was established to provide residents with information and services. Elements of
the neighborhood plan were reviewed and approved by the neighborhood association,
the Model Cities Physical Environment and Housing Working Committee as well as
the Model Cities Citizen Planning Board (Citizen Planning Board, 1973). The creation
of
o f the Eliot Neighborhood Plan in 1973, a part of
o f the Comprehensive Development
Plan for the Model Cities District, was one of
o f several model community plans. It was
a planning model that would be replicated both for its content and process, a
collaborative effort between the city and neighborhood activists. In the eleven years
since the first urban renewal plan, the City ooff Portland had developed a new civic
planning process, the Albina neighborhood had a stable neighborhood association
structure, and an indigenous civic leadership.
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During the 1970s, the civic infrastructure in the City ooff Portland grew

dramatically. There were substantially more civic associations and more governmental
civic bodies in 1972 than there were in 1960. The most astounding change was the
growth of
o f groups with an advocacy orientation. In this sector, there was a growth ooff
identity- or issue-oriented organizations and, m
most
ost pertinent to the immediate
discussion, there was a growth of
o f geographic-specific organizations, namely
neighborhood associations. Sixty-four out ooff the 157 (over 40%) new advocacy groups
created between 1960 and 1972 were neighborhood associations. While
neighborhood-based organizations weren't
new-after
weren’t new—
after all, the Albina Neighborhood
Council traces back to the 1930s-what
1930s— what was new was the city-wide proliferation, their
forms of
o f action or structure, and the relationship between the neighborhoods and
municipal government.
Two core areas where neighborhood associations were formed at this time
o f inner northeast and inner southeast Portland. The
were in the Model City area of

organizations were built on the civic infrastructure initiated by Federal War on
Poverty programs. Transportation--especially
Transportation— especially the development of
o f freeways-and,
freeways— and,
later, crime were the other primary driving issues that facilitated the creation of
of
neighborhood-based organizations. What is important to remember is that the
relationship between the city and its neighborhoods had been evolving over time. The
o f engagement, decision-making, planning, and issues ooff representation, had
rules of

been hammered out in the distressed neighborhoods. There were new rules, new
organizations, and a broad cross section of
o f citizens who had wetted their teeth in civic
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democracy through the planning processes in the Model City areas. New leadership,

and a knowledgeable and more skilled and active body ooff citizens was as much an
o f urban renewal as the physical improvements.
outcome of

As neighborhood actions of
o f citizens became more widespread, the City of
of
Portland, under the leadership of
o f Commissioners Lloyd Anderson and Neil
Goldschmidt, responded by establishing a District Planning Organization Taskforce.
The purpose of
o f the taskforce was to define the role for neighborhood groups in
planning decisions; establish criteria for their recognition; identify funding needs; and
describe channels of
o f communication between neighborhood associations and the city
council. There was hostility to this district planning tier, as activists viewed it as an
intermediary level that would take away from the power of
o f more truly grassroots
neighborhood associations (Abbott, 1983, p. 200). The activist perspective won out. In
1974, when the Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations was formed, it was designed to
be a direct facilitator between the voluntary neighborhood associations and city hall.
This created a direct democracy venue for Portland. Unlike a system ooff district
planning councils that would have been made up ooff appointed citizens, these direct
democracy vehicles were run by "whoever
up." Eventually, district coalition
“whoever showed up.”
offices with governing boards made up of
o f representatives from neighborhood
associations were formed to provide a decentralized method for delivering assistance
and services to the associations and for encouraging dialogue, or brokering ooff
differences, between neighborhoods.
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Abbott notes that the institutionalization ooff neighborhood activism and

neighborhood control of
o f the planning process, exposed "to
“to open debate the political
choices that had been implicit in the planning ooff the previous decade (Abbott, 1983, p.
206)."
206).” There was another critical underlying outcome to the institutionalization of
of
grassroots organizing in Portland. The activists began to show up at City Hall, creating
“advocate bureaucrats (Abbott, 1983, p. 205).”
what Abbot calls "advocate
205)." Activists like Mary

Pederson, the first director of
o f the Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations, were hired on
with, at least at first, an attitude that their clients, or even "boss"
“boss” were citizens or
citizen organizations, not the management hierarchy ooff city hall. The activists rolled
into city hall. Charles Jordan, the Model Cities director, became a city commissioner
in 1972, as did Margaret Strachan in 1981, an activist in northwest Portland; and Bud
Clark, another activist from northwest, became mayor in 1985.
When the Housing and Community Development (HCD) program ooff the
federal government shifted to the Block Grant format and a focus on community
development, Portland replaced the neighborhood development program ooff the early
1970s with the new Bureau of
o f Housing and Community Development, established in
1983. Neighborhoods around the City, including eight in the Model Cities area,
organized to secure their fair share of
o f the Block Grants. During the 1970s, the city
invested a majority of
o f its HCD funds on housing rehabilitation. Also, the mayor ooff
Portland, Neil Goldschmidt, and new leadership at the Portland Development
Commission had made in-roads into the investment and development communities,
facilitating a growing investment in older neighborhoods. The Albina area slowly
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attracted reinvestment. There were also other national trends affecting the attitude

inner
toward inner city neighborhoods. The Victorian and bungalow housing stock of
o f innernortheast and other older neighborhoods in Portland were reconsidered by potential
homeowners, both because of
o f a shift in aesthetic value and the rising costs ooff new
construction
constmction in the 1970s (Abbott, 1983, p. 202).
One of
o f the central venues for citizen activism in Albina, as well as the rest ooff
Portland, from 1976 to 1980, was the creation of
Portland's Comprehensive Plan. This
o f Portland’s
planning process was mandated by Oregon state law, Senate Bill 100, enacted by the
legislature in 1973, which established the Land Conservation and Development
Commission and directed it to adopt state-wide planning goals and guidelines to be
used by cities and counties in preparing comprehensive land use plans. In December
1974, the goals and objectives were adopted, and comprehensive planning efforts were
initiated in communities throughout Oregon. There were 13 planning goals, including
o f planning related to forest and agriculture, open spaces, state economy,
elements of

energy conservation, transportation, and urbanization. Setting the priorities from the
beginning, goal number one was citizen participation. In summary, the goal stated that
in developing comprehensive plans, cities and counties were "to
“to develop a citizen
involvement program that insures the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all
o f the planning process (Land Conservation and Development Commission).”
phases of
Commission)."

The development of
o f the comprehensive plan, as well as some individual neighborhood
o f the emerging neighborhood system and of
o f the
plans, was a thorough test of

relationships between city bureaus and the institutionalized grassroots organizations.
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According to Abbott, neighborhood associations had enough influence during the first

year to alter the planning process the Planning Bureau had devised. They were also
able to force "at
“at least token considering of
o f their own suggestions in addition to three
203)."
options defined by the professional staff (Abbott, 1983, p. 203).”
By 1977, by some accounts, things were looking up in Albina. An Oregon
Journal piece from 1977 titled "Fix-up
“Fix-up Fever Spreading",
Spreading”, begins with this declaration:

"With
“With firebomb urban demolition a thing of
o f the past, and more acceptable methods ooff
neighborhood change picking up momentum, a new wave of optimism is sweeping
Portland's
Portland’s Albina territory."
territory.” The article reported that lending institutions reported an
increase in investment into the area, $17 million into five zip code areas starting from
N. Williams Avenue (although also including a part ooff Alameda to the east, an upper
middle class neighborhood). Looking to the future, Warren Chung, president ooff the
Northeast Business Booster Association, boasted, "you
haven't seen anything yet
“you haven’t
1977).”
(Crick, 1977)."

During the Carter presidency of
o f the late 1970s, the buzz word for community
development was "self
“self help."
help.” The focus of
o f citizen activism in the inner city
neighborhoods was the Bureau of
o f Housing and Community Development, the city
HUD's Block Grant program. In 1980, an
bureau charged with distributing funds from HUD’s
ad hoc group, the Community Economic Development Task Force, led by Steve
Rudman with the Rain Community Resource Center, an appropriate technology and
community development advocacy group, fiercely lobbied the city to provide more
citizen participation in the process for allocating block grant funds. The coalition was
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made up of
o f seventeen groups from around the city, several of
o f which were from

northeast Portland, including the Eliot Neighborhood Association and the newlynewly
formed Black United Front. At
A t a hearing about Block Grant funding in 1980, the
“people with low
coalition organized a demonstration that included a rendition ooff "people

incomes need a place to live"
West
live” to the tune of
of W
est Side Story, performed by the
Northwest District Association, the most active neighborhood association in
Northwest Portland. Beverly Stein, with the Ratepayers Union, who would later
become the Chair of
o f the Board of
o f Commissioners for Multnomah County, requested
that money be set aside for self-help programs. The Task Force advocated for the same
self-help project fund, as well as for funds to be allocated for housing projects that
would demonstrate appropriate technology and energy conserving strategies to help
).
poor people cope with rising energy costs (Citizens hit, 1981
1981).
The Coalition eventually had its way as the city established a self-help
demonstration fund that community organizations could apply to, and Rudman
himself
him self eventually became director of
o f the Bureau ooff Housing and Community
Development (BHCD). By 1983, the Self Help Program had funded several
demonstration projects in the Albina area. One was the RUNT (Responsible Urban
Neighborhood Technology) house, a demonstration housing project that utilized
energy conserving technologies in home renovation, while providing space for a
community garden and farmer's
farmer’s market in a vacant lot across the street. In 1984, the
local Self Help Program received a National Merit Award from HUD (Abandoned
house 1980).
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The new direction in urban renewal toward economic development and

housing also brought Portland its first community development corporations (CDCs),
long after CDCs had taken root in eastern cities. The first CDC in Portland, and today
Portland’s largest and most successful, Reach Community Development Corporation,
Portland's

was started in 1982 in southeast Portland. A CDC for the Albina area had been
discussed as early as 1968 during the Model Cities planning process, but not
approved. At that time, the Portland Development Commission had rejected the
Citizen’s Planning Board because the corporation would be
proposal from the Citizen's

administratively independent from all other public bodies in the city. In Effect, PDC
saw the proposed CDC as usurping its powers as a developer (West, 1970, p. 128). It
wasn't
w asn’t until 1984 that Albina had its first CDC, the Northeast Economic Development
Corporation (NEDC).
o f CDCs in Portland-there
Portland— there were 27 at the peak in the mid 1990s
The creation of
— was a citizen-initiated movement. The first CDC, Reach, was bom
of
-was
born out ooff a series of

meetings organized by activists and activist organizations, including the Center for
Democratic Education, headed by Mike Barnes,
Bames, and members ooff the Community
Economic Development Task Force. The activists convened a Community Congress
in March 1980 and created a Self Help Community Development Plan. The congress
was attended by 200 people and established as one of
o f its primary goals the creation of
of
a CDC to serve inner southeast Portland (Fisher, 1980).
Additionally, there was a battle brewing around community economic
development issues within the city. In 1978, Portland received a $12 million grant
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from the Economic Development Administration and was designated a

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy city. In 1979, Mayor Neil
Goldschmidt created the Economic Development Advisory Committee (EDAC) to
oversee the economic development strategy. There was a federal requirement that the
city seek participation from minority representation. The first round ooff selections for
hen Goldschmidt stepped down
the EDAC did not set well in the Black community. W
When

as mayor to take a post with President Carter's
Carter’s Administration, the planning process
was inherited first by Connie Mccready,
McCready, appointed for the remainder of
of
Goldschmidt's
lvancie, the next elected mayor. By
Goldschmidt’s term, and then in 1981 by Frank Ivancie,
now, there were accusations that the funds had been wasted and little ooff it utilized in
northeast Portland.
In September 1980, a coalition of
o f six Black organizations filed suit against the

city over the committee's
committee’s membership structure and then boycotted the open elections
for minority appointments. The boycott of
o f the EDAC membership structure was
organized by the Black United Front and backed by the Albina Fair Share, the
NAACP, the Albina Women's
W omen’s League, and the Oregon Association ooff Colored
Women's
W omen’s Club. Two new groups, Black United Front and Albina Fair Share, brought
new leadership and a more confrontational style ooff civic discourse to Albina politics.
The boycott forced the city to reorganize the committee (Citizens view, 1979; Black
organizations, 1979)
Albina Fair Share, organized in 1978, was modeled after the Saul Alinsky school ooff
direct action organizing. The Albina Fair Share built its membership through door-to205
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door canvassing and conducted direct action campaigns to focus attention on lingering
housing and unemployment problems among Blacks and poor Whites.
o f the combative nature of
o f Fair Share was a meeting in the Eliot
Typical of
neighborhood in 1979. Appointed Mayor Connie McCready threatened to walk out of

the meeting when Albina Fair Share members demanded she take a stand to protect
housing in the Eliot neighborhood and retain limited commercial zoning on NE Union
Avenue.
venue. Several residents representing the neighborhood association did their best to
A

support the mayor and separate themselves from Fair Share and Black United Front
representatives (McCarthy, 1980).
The Black United Front (BUF), led by activist Ronnie Herndon, also turned the
Black community's
community’s interest toward schools. Throughout much ooff the early 1980s, the
issues that drew the most attention in Albina were related to the quality ooff schools in

northeast Portland and minority representation on the Portland School Board. Using
the boycott as an organizing strategy, BUF successfully gained representation on the
Cawthorne in 1978 (Black
Portland School Board with the nomination ooff Herb Cawthome
community supports, 1979).
The period from 1978 to 1984 witnessed a turnover in civic organizations in
Albina. Several older groups died out, including the Albina Action Center and Albina
Arts Center. New groups such as the Black United Front and Albina Fair Share, as
well as the first community development corporations, were created during this period.

The Black United Fund, modeled after a national foundation begun in 1974, was
created to channel funds to projects focused in the Black community.
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The other issue that gained significant attention during this period was political

representation from the Black community. The BUF successfully lobbied to have
minority representation on the Economic Development Advisory Committee (EDAC)
and the Portland School Board. A coalition including the Black United Front, Albina
Ministerial Alliance and the Citizen's
Citizen’s Party, a chapter ooff a national political party
movement, supported legislation at the state level intended to bring a focus on social
o f the Black community. In 1985, the Oregon Assembly for Black
and political issues of

Affairs, established in 1977 to improve the status ooff Blacks in Oregon, created a task
force to investigate the state of
o f Black representation on civic boards, commissions,
and advisory groups in the City of
o f Portland. By the mid-1980s, the group forced
Mayor Bud Clark to survey all city commissions, boards, and committees to determine
the representation of
o f minorities, and subsequently to implement a more structured set
o f rules to assure minority representation (Henry, 1985).
of

By this time, the citizen involvement structure for the City ooff Portland was
both maturing and breaking apart. On the one hand, there were rules and processes in
place with which citizens, bureaucrats and elected officials were now accustomed. An
o f citizens had come up through the ranks, understood how the
increasing number of

political system worked, and were now in effect a part ooff the system. There was a
growing body of
o f knowledge about effective citizen involvement, as well as a growing
number of citizens who had developed these civic skills. Starting in 1983, Southeast
Portland's neighborhood coalition
Uplift Neighborhood Program, the largest ooff Portland’s
offices, with support from the Oregon Community Foundation, sponsored an annual
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Leadership Conference where citizens and bureaucrats shared their knowledge and
Horn, 1984).
skills (Van Hom,

On the other side of
o f things, there were an increasing number ooff bureaucrats
who had learned what it took to be effective advocates for their causes. While perhaps
not crystal clear, the rules and regulations were at least more defined than they had
been in the 1960s. There were rules governing neighborhood associations, including
adherence to Oregon's
Oregon’s public meetings law, first established in 1972. There were rules
established by the LCDC governing citizen involvement in the development ooff land
use plans. Other city bureaus, including the Bureaus ooff Transportation and Planning,
issued extensive process guides for citizen participation in transportation and planning
issues. Additionally, the City of
o f Portland, under the auspices ooff the Office ooff
Neighborhood Associations, fully implemented Bureau Advisory Committees to
provide direction to every bureau in the city. This vastly increased the number ooff
citizens involved in the workings of
o f city hall.
At the same time this growing army ooff citizens—versed
citizens-versed in the new ways ooff
doing things and comprising a kind of
o f intermediary civic sector to address various
community problem-solving venues-was
venues— was a reality, there was also a growing number
of
o f citizens who felt unrepresented by this newly established civil order ooff things. In
1986, for example, a controversy developed in north Portland when a citizen activist
declared that an established neighborhood association did not represent the
neighborhood and wanted the city to recognize an alternative organization. The city
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( Oliver, 1986). This type of
refused, siding with the existing structure (Oliver,
o f challenge
became prevalent during the latter 1980s and 1990s.
An increasingly divisive issue that would play a critical role as Albina and
other inner city neighborhoods gentrified, and as regional plans called upon these
neighborhoods to support their share of
o f density and affordable housing, was the
balance between renters and home owners. At a public hearing in the 1990s Albina
planning process, one outspoken home owner from the Piedmont neighborhood in
northeast Portland, reacting to a proposed affordable housing zoning overlay, bluntly
stated a common viewpoint about increased density and renters by saying, "If it's so
good, why not go city-wide? I'm sure everyone would appreciate as much as I do the
joy of
o f having a low-income renter living in their neighbor's garage." He added, "Don't

legislate slums for homes (Pearlman, 1992).
As early as 1976, the Black middle class began moving out ooff Albina and into
more affluent middle class neighborhoods while new "urban
pioneers" were moving
“urban pioneers”
in. Younger families and single people looking for affordable home buying
opportunities were beginning to resettle parts ooff Albina. In addition to new White
settlers, a pattern repeated itself as new immigrants moved into the area from
southeast Asia and Latin America. Once again, the area was becoming a stop-over
neighborhood (Olmos, 1976).
In 1989, the City of
o f Portland embarked on its most ambitious planning effort
yet in Albina, the Albina Community Plan. Costing over $1 million, the plan involved
nearly 4,000 citizens. At least 140 meetings were held over a three year period in
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addition to public hearings before the city Planning Commission and city council. The
o f 19 square miles included all or part ooff 13 neighborhoods: Kenton, Arbor
study area of

Lodge, Overlook, Piedmont, Humboldt, Boise, Eliot, Woodlawn, Concordia, King,
Vernon, Sabin and Irvington. The plan was designed to set the course for land use and
transportation, as well as public service. Michael Harrison, the lead planner for the
city, stated at the outset, "This is the most ambitious planning effort that the city has
ever taken on, and I think it's the most ambitious planning effort that any American
city has taken on, in terms of
o f trying to deal comprehensively in an action-oriented plan
that's very strategic in its focus
.. .It
focus...
It deals not just with land use, but family services,
education, job-training and the public safety spectrum." The Oregonian described it in
musical terms, "The
“The Albina Community Plan is like a musical score, suggesting
orchestration for dozens of
o f public and private agencies from the Portland Public
Schools to police, from the Coalition of
o f Black Men to the Oregon Association of
of
Minority Entrepreneurs, from the Portland Development Commission to the City of
Portland (Baker, 1992)."
1992).”
The complexity of
o f the undertaking is reflected in the lay-out of
o f the action plan
which relates each action step to an implementer (see Table 21), be it nonprofit
organization, private enterprise or government agency. In total, 96 government
agencies, nonprofit organizations and private companies are listed. Additionally,
several categories of
o f implementers appear in general terms, including lending
institutions, local realtors, tribal government, business associations, and unions.
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Table 21: Albina Plan implementers

Albina Plan Implementers
Government Agencies
Bureau of Community Development
Developm ent
Bureau of Environmental Services
Bureau of Labor, Civil Rights Division
Bureau of Buildinqs
Buildings
Planning
Bureau of Plannin<l
comm ittee of the Disabled
City/County Advisory committee
Children Services Division
Economic Development
Developm ent Administration
Ex-offender Proqram
Program
Fire Bureau
Housing Authority of Portland
Housing Community Development
Developm ent
Intergovernmental Relations
lnteroovernmental
Metro's
Metro’s Joint Policy Advisory Committee
Com m ittee
Metropolitan Arts Commission
Multnomah County
Metropolitan Services District
Metropolitan Human Relations Commission
Comm ission
Departm ent of Transportation
Oregon Department
Oregon Economic Development
Developm ent Department
Departm ent
Office of Fiscal Administration
Oregon Labor Relations Board
State of Oregon
Oregon State Employment Division
Bureau of Parks and Recreation
Portland Development
Developm ent Commission
Portland Department
Departm ent of Transportation
Portland Energy Office
Private lndustrv
Industry Council
City of Portland
Port of Portland
Portland Police Bureau
Small business administration
Tri-Met

Nonprofit and Voluntary (cont.)
Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center
Loaves and Fishes
Legal Aid
40 Mile Loop Land Trust
40
National Association for Advancem
Advancement
ent of Colored People
Northeast Coalition of Neighborhoods
Developm ent Corporation
Northeast Community Development
North/Northeast Economic Development
Developm ent Alliance
Northeast Job Committee
Comm ittee
Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Partnership Fund
orkforce Center
Northeast W
Workforce
Overlook Community Association
Office of Nei<lhborhood
Neighborhood Associations
Police Athletic Leaque
League
Peninsula Children's
Children’s Center
Portland Housing Center
Peninsula Neighbors
Portland Rehab Network
Sabin Community
Comm unity Association
Service Corp of Retired Executives
Boy Scouts
Oregon
State Historic Preservation League of Oregon
Senior Home
Hom e Repair
Sustainable Urban Neighborhood (SUN)
(SU N )
Urban League
House of Umoia
Umoja
Urban Stream
Stream Council
United W
Way
ay
Youth Gang
G ang Taskforce
Private Enterprise
Cascade Business Center Corp.
Emanuel Hospital
Kaiser Permanente
Perm anente
North/Northeast Business Association
Oregon Association of Minority Entrepreneurs
Nonprofit and Voluntary
OreQon Marketplace
Oregon
Palmer
American Association of Retired Persons
Palm er House Bed and Breakfast
Chamber
American Institute of Architects, Portland chapter Portland C
ham ber of Commerce
Com m erce
Albina Ministerial Alliance
Portland G
General
eneral Electric
Black United Fund
Pacific Northwest Bell
Black United Front
Portland, Oregon
OreQon Visitor’s
Visitor's Association
Coalition of Black Men
Pacific Power and LiQht
Light
Schools
Community development
developm ent Corporation
Concordia NeiQhborhood
Concordia College
ColleQe
Neighborhood Association
Portland Community College
ColleQe
Ecumenical Ministries of OreQon
Oregon
Portland Public Schools
Friends and Advocates of Urban Natural Areas
Portland State University
Friends of Community Gardens
University of Portland
Historic Preservation Leaque
League of Oreqon
Oregon
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Apart from this list that illustrates the complex pluralism ooff stakeholder
o f interest to note the dramatic evolution and proliferation of
of
democracy, it is also of
O f the 41 nonprofit implementers, only five existed in 1960:
civic associations. Of

American Institute of
o f Architects, National Association of
o f Colored People, Boy Scouts,
Urban League and United Way
).
W ay Portland Bureau of
o f Planning 1993
1993).
In order to ensure the process fit the guidelines for democratic planning, the
Planning Bureau compiled a .detailed
detailed process plan summary that included all the steps
involved in the Albina planning process and its implementation. The summary
detailed the technical stages of
o f data collection and map making, workshops and public
hearings, and various planning commission and city council briefings. The Planning
Commission itself held additional special interest group presentations as it deliberated
on the plan during the spring of
o f 1992; and the Planning Bureau continued workshops
in the community (Portland Bureau of
o f Planning, 1989).
Complicating the landscape even further, the City ooff Portland’s
Portland's Historic
Landmarks Commission was in the midst ooff creating Historic Districts in the city and
corresponding citizen advisory councils to monitor the designated areas. Eight ooff the
districts were in north and northeast Portland: Kenton, M
Mock's
ock’s Crest, Irvington, Eliot,
Piedmont, Woodlawn,
W oodlawn, Mississippi, and Russell. Seven ooff the districts were eventually
approved (Sullivan, 1992).
There were many controversial elements to the plan, but none more so than the
issue of
o f housing density. The Affordable Housing Overlay was an option that raised
emotionally-charged issues about renters as neighbors, as well as feeding the
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controversy around increased density. The overlay proposed to relax some restrictions

of
o f the zoning code to allow auxiliary rental units to be built in homes or garages, and
to allow higher densities for developers who agreed to keep some units at "affordable
rents." Many residents feared these provisions would create low-income ghettos, and
they demanded the overlaycity
overlay — if it were to be applied at all -— should be on a citywide basis. The difficult challenge of
o f devising an acceptable policy on the affordable
housing overlay rule delayed by several months the final review ooff the plan by the
City Planning Commission (Pearlman 1992).
Once a draft plan was created by staff at the Bureau of
o f Planning, working with
the various citizen-based committees, public forums were held in the spring ooff 1992 to
accept other testimony from citizens. All in all, the Planning Bureau staff attempted to
incorporate 650 requested changes to the plan (four times the expected number). In the
end, 450 amendments were added before the plan was presented to the city Planning
Improve, 1992).
Commission (How to hnprove,
o f 1992, when the report went to the Planning Commission, criticism
By fall of
criticism

from the community had simmered. In fact, one of
o f the most pointed criticisms at these
hearings came from an architect who felt the process had overly favored the direction
of
o f citizens. Gary Papers, a representative of
o f the American Institute of
o f Architects, said
“disappointed that the commission has responded so consistently to NIMBY
he was "disappointed

(Not In My Backyard) testimony
....the
the proposed zoning allows inner city
testim ony..
neighborhoods to remain at low suburban density with commercial services geared to
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.... the area will do none ooff its share to absorb the population
pass through auto traffic
traffic....the
increase expected in the metropolitan area in the next twenty years (Pearlman 1992)."
1992).”
The final episode in urban renewal and the building ooff civic infrastructure in
Albina is still unfolding as this research is being completed. The construction of
of a
north-south light rail system is underway, connecting downtown to north Portland.
Options for the placement of
o f the route emerged in 1992 during the Albina planning
process. Albina residents, stakeholders, and city planners debated routes along Martin
Luther King Blvd. (previously Union Avenue), Williams Avenue, 1-5
I-5 (the Minnesota
Freeway) and Interstate Avenue. In the end, a route paralleling Interstate Avenue
triumphed, taking pressure off the heart of
o f Albina. In 1999, the Portland Development
Commission created the Interstate Corridor Urban Renewal Advisory Committee to
oversee the development of
o f an urban renewal plan for the Interstate Corridor, and
subsequently created four working committees to create action plans related to:
economic development, community livability, housing, and transportation.
By now, the first order of
o f business when creating citizen committees is to
establish operating principles and practices. This may take a long time since operating
rules are brokered between citizens and government agencies, not devised beforehand
by the convening agency.
The operating principles for the Interstate Corridor Urban Renewal Advisory
Group reflect the experience of
o f decades of
o f process planning:
•

Working Group members are expected to regularly attend and be active
participants in meetings and in the community participation process.
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•

Working Group
Group members
members are
are expected
expectedto
to share
share information
informationwith
withtheir
their
Working
neighbors, organizations, constituents, etc. and to bring those viewpoints back
to Working Group deliberations.

•

The public will have opportunities to comment and ask questions before any
committee action.

• Divergent
Divergent views
views and
and opinion
opinion are
are expected
expected and
and are
are to
to be
be respected.
respected.
• The
The power
power oof
the Working
Working Group
Group to
to affect
affectUrban
Urban Renewal
RenewalAdvisory
Advisory
f the
Committee recommendations and City decisions is in seeking agreement
among its diverse membership and interests.
• The
The Working
Working Group
Group will
will strive
strive to
to reach
reach consensus
consensus in
in all
all recommendations.
recommendations. In
the event consensus cannot be reached, a vote will be taken, and a majority and
minority report will be presented to the Advisory Committee.
•

The Working Group process will focus on results and outcomes; members will
assist in facilitating the process to achieve results.

•

Open communication and willingness to work together to find common ground
is the key to developing effective strategies.

•

It is the responsibility of
o f all who attend meetings to be respectful ooff previous
Working Group actions and decisions, which will be shared briefly at the
beginning of
o f each meeting (Working Group, 1999).

The membership roster, like the Albina Plan implementers list, is testament to
the complexity of
o f stakeholder democracy and the evolution of
o f civic infrastructure in
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Albina. In total, over 90 people serve jointly on the advisory committee and working

groups (see Table 22).

Table 22: Interstate Corridor Urban Renewal Advisory Committee and
working groups membership, 2001
Name
Libbi
Lenny
Pam
Baruti
Kevin
James
Nancy
Pauline
Mary
Marv
Robert
James
Dana
James
Margaret
Nathalie
Carol
Sheara
John
Leslie
Laura
Rufus
Richard·
Richard
Steve
David
Susan
Abe
Diane
Maxine
Carl
Warren
David
Cathy
Ellie
Jorge
Vicki
Gary
Michael
Kim
Douglas
Carolina
Alan

Albright
Anderson
Arden
Artharee
Bacon
Berry
Berrv
Bethurem
Bradford
Bradshaw
Bresee
Broadous
Brown
Carson
Carter
Chandler
Chism
Cohen
Condon
Crehan
Dayton
Dean
DeWolf
Dotterrer
Eatwell
Erickson
Farkas
Feldt
Fitzpatrick
Fliooer
Flipper
Fluker
Frazier
Galbraith
Godfrey
Guerra
Guinn
Hampton
Harrison
Hartley-Arambula
Hartman
Hess
Hipolito

Affiliation
Property Owner
Swan Island TMA
Caring Community of North Portland
Portland Development Commission
Jefferson High School
One Stop Music Inc
Resident
Eliot Neighborhood Association
Portland Community Land Trust
Electrical Dimensions
Auto Service
Community Alliance of Tenants
Black Contractors of America
League
Urban Leaoue
NHTAP
IFCC
Community Development Network
Property Owner (Kenton)
Housing Authority of Portland
Low Income Housing for Native Americans
Concepts Unlimited
Overlook Neighborhood Association
Portland Dept.
Dept, of Transportation
Kenton Action Plan
Humboldt Neighborhood Association
Portland Development Commission
Unity, Inc,
PCRI
Humboldt Target Area
Brownfield Showcase
Genisis
Bosco-Milligan Foundation
Kaiser Permante
Oregon Association of Minority Entrepreneurs
Kaiser Permante
Eliot Neighborhood Association
Portland Planning Bureau
Elders in Action
Interstate Business Association
Hispanic Roundtable
Coalition for Livable Future
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Table 22: (Continued)

Name
Sheila
Lisa
Mathew
Elizabeth
Joseph
Nancy
Hari
Mark
Bill
Katherine
Jerry
Mimi
Lewis
Sara
Bonny
Julie
Joan
Larry
Shirley
Paul
Dain
Kay
Annette
Mildred
Buz
Stephanie
Ted
Rocky
Annette
Jennie
Donna
Betsy
Jose
Larry
Jason
Robin
Steve
David
Steve
Luther
Cynthia
Walter
Geri
Matt
Harold
John
William

Holden
Horne
Goodrich
Humphrey
lnqles
Ingles
Johnson
Karia
Kirchmeier
Kline
Kodis
Lindsay
Maduro
Marcus
Mathews
McKniqht
McKnight
Metcalf-Kinney
Miaains
Miqqins
Mills
Minor
Mortimer
Nestel
Newell
O'Reilly
O’Reilly
Ollee
Ortiz
Parrish-Taylor
Piccolo
Polzin
Porter
Portis
Purdy.
Purdy .
Radiqan
Rivera
Roberts
Roberts
Roberts
Roselli
Rossmiller
Rudman
Stronq
Strong
Sulaski
Valenta
Washinqton
Washington
Whitney
Williams
Witty
Wriqht
Wright

Affiliation
North/Northeast Economic Development Alliance
Peninsula CDC
Humboldt Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Association of Portsmouth Black Youth
Kenton Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Kinq
King Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Viking Motel
University of Portland
Neighborhood Association
Humboldt Neiqhborhood
Housing Authority of Portland
HousinQ
Overlook Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
General Inc.
North Portland Citizens Committee
Dr. Dan's
Dan’s Animal Hospital
Northeast Jobs Committee
Low Income Housing for Native Americans
Housinq
Housing Our Families
Kenton Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Resident
Arbor Lodqe
Lodge Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Piedmont Neighborhood Association
Boise Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
North Portland Library
Portland Community College
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Vocational Rehabilitation
North Portland Business Association
Kinq
King Neighborhood Association
Resident
Northeast Workforce Center
Jefferson Carinq
Caring Community
Neighborhood Association
Piedmont Neiqhborhood
Hacienda CDC
NAACP
KinQ
King Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Portland Development Commission
Columbia Corridor Association
Piedmont Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Bureau of Housinq
Housing & Communitv
Community Development
Business & Property Owner
Overlook Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
Bridaeton
Bridqeton Neighborhood Association
EJAG
Bridqeton
Bridgeton Neiqhborhood
Neighborhood Association
CH2 Associates
Native American Chamber of Commerce
Lower Albina Industrial Council
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The same pattern of
o f citizen involvement can be seen in other current urban

renewal districts in Portland. Two parallel districts, one in the Lents neighborhood and
the other in the Gateway community, have over 60 members just on their advisory
committees. This does not include innumerable working groups.
As with the changes noted earlier in examining groups existing in the 1960s as
compared to the late 1980s and early 1990s, it is interesting to note the evolution of
of
civic organizations during the 1990s (see Table 23). While there are a number of
of
familiar civic organizations from the Albina Plan days, there are also many new
groups. The 90 people involved with Intestate Urban Renewal committees represent
69 different government agencies, private businesses or nonprofit organizations. Out
of
o f that 69, at least 29 (42%) are community-based organizations founded after 1991.

Table 23: New Civic Groups 1992-2001, Albina Interstate Urban Renewal Planning

. G
N
New
Civic
Groups
1992-2001,
Planning
92-2001, Albina Interstate
nterstate Urban Renewal Plannina
ew c·
IVIC
roups 19
Housinq
Our
Families
Housing
Association of Portsmouth Black Youth
Humboldt Tarqet
Target Area
Black Contractors of America
Jefferson CarinQ
Caring Community
Brownfield Showcase
Kenton Action Plan
Caring Community of North Portland
Low Income Housina
Housing for Native Americans
Coalition for Livable Future
Lower Albina Industrial Council
Columbia Corridor Association
Community Development Network
Native American Chamber of Commerce
Northeast Jobs Committee
Community Alliance of Tenants
Northeast Workforce Center
Elders in Action
Oreaon
Oregon Association of Minoritv
Minority Entreoreneurs
Entrepreneurs
Genisis
Peninsula CDC
Hacienda CDC
Community Land Trust
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Portland Communitv
Unity, Inc.
Hispanic Roundtable
Unitv,
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The emergence of
o f each organization carries its own particular tale, but perhaps

the one most pertinent to understanding changes in the civic structure in Albina and
o f housing and community development
greater northeast Portland is the growth of

groups. There are eight organizations on the Interstate Advisory Committee or sub
committees whose focus is housing and community development issues. Several other
groups not specifically serving on the committees are also playing a significant role.
The Portland Housing Center, founded in 1991 to provide assistance to first-time
home buyers), along with the Portland Community Land Trust, received $900,000
from the city for home buyer assistance programs. Another $200,000 went to the
Portland Housing Center and Northeast Workforce Center's
Center’s Eviction Prevention and
Financial Assistance Program. In contrast to the earlier reluctance to forge a
community development corporation in Albina in the 1960s,
l 960s, caused by the
community’s fear of
o f intrusive city authority, the City ooff Portland now eagerly
community's

embraces the civic organizations that serve as intermediaries in public-private
partnerships.
And public-private partnerships are not the only venue in Albina. The
Community Alliance of
o f Tenants is part of
o f a new coalition of
o f organizations, the
Interstate Alliance to End Displacement, the members ooff which come from within
Albina as well as the surrounding region (see Table 24).
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Table 24: Coalition to End Displacement Membership

1000 Friends of Oregon
Augustana Lutheran Church
Better People
Bicycle Transportation Alliance
Black Youth Political Action Committee
City Repair Project
Coalition for a Livable Future
Community Alliance of Tenants
Community Development Network
Democratic Socialists of America (OR}
(OR)
Elders in Action
Environmental Justice Action Group
Fair Housing Council of Oregon
Growing Gardens
Hacienda CDC
Hayden Island Mobile Home Owners
and Renters Association
Latino Network
Laughing Horse Books
ue of Women Voters
Lea
League

Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (San
Francisco}
Francisco)
Northwest Housing Alternatives
Open Hand Portland New Party
Oregon Food Bank
Park Terrace Tenants Council
Peninsula CDC
People's Food Co-op
Portland Community Land Trust
Portland Community Reinvestment Initiatives
Inc.
Portland Industrial Workers of the World
Portland Jobs with Justice Portland Radical Women
Poverty Action Team
Tearn
POWER!
Rondel Court Residence Council
Randel
Seattle Tenants Union
Sisters In Action For Power
Workers' Organizing Committee

o f Black United
The Coalition urges direct actions, more akin to the tradition of

Front and Albina Fair Share. In a recent invitation to organize against the
displacement that might result from the creation oofthe
f the Interstate Urban Renewal
District, the Coalition called upon the past to draw citizens into the struggle:

The Portland Development Commission's plan to move forward with construction
of
o f the Interstate light rail while freezing other projects in the Interstate Urban
Renewal Area has residents worried that history will repeat itself. The residents are
concerned about housing displacement, which is caused by real estate prices
rapidly outpacing incomes. The city is currently investing millions ooff urban
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renewal dollars in light rail, which is fueling the real estate market, with no

program in place to protect residents from displacement. Despite the Portland
Development Commission's attempts to improve its image, this plan reminds many
residents of
o f the negative legacy of
o f past large scale public projects in the Interstate
Corridor, such as the Memorial Coliseum, the 1-5 Freeway, and Emmanuel
hospital, which displaced hundreds of
o f residents and businesses. (Hop Hopkins,
personal communication, October 26, 2001)
200 l)

It is also worth noting another civic player in the politics of
o f urban renewal in

Albina— the Coalition for a Livable Future (CLF), a coalition of
o f 60 progressive
Albina-the

organizations focused on the environment, housing, social justice, transportation, food
and agricultural sustainability, and community development. CLF helped organize the
anti-displacement coalition by funding a full-time organizer position for Albina. What
is especially significant about their involvement is that the group brings a multi-issue
perspective as well as a regional perspective, linking neighborhood-specific issues
such as density to regional livability goals.

Conclusion
o f civic engagement in the Albina area ooff northeast
A thorough examination of
o f the past 40-50 years reveals a remarkable evolution in the
Portland over the course of

civic infrastructure of
o f the community. Urban renewal efforts in the 1950s were
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dominated by a narrowly defined set of
o f civic players, many representing downtown

interests (see Table 25).

Table 25. Portland Redevelopment Advisory Board, 1960

.
oard , 1960
P
edeve opmen
VISOry
B
Portland
Redevelopm
enttAd
Advisory
Board,
0 rtl an d R
League of Women Voters
American Institute of Architects, POX
PDX chapter
Supply Co.
Northern School Suooly
American Institute of Real estate appraisers
Oregon Building Congress
American Legion
Portland Chamber of Commerce
American Veterans Committee
Portland Federal Savings and Loan
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
Building and Trades Council
Portland Home Builders
City of Portland
Portland Housing and Planning
Association
City Planning Commission
Contractor
Council of Churches
East Side Commercial Club
Federal Housing Administration
Federated Community Clubs
Federated Jewish Society
League of Portland
Junior Leaque
KOIN Radio
Labor Press

Portland Industrial Union Council
Portland Realty Board
Professional Engineers of Oregon
School District #1
Tax Supervising Committee
Urban League
US National Bank
Young Women"s Christian Association

Contrast this with the planning processes of
o f the 1990s, where 221 different
public, private and nonprofit organizations claim a place at the table-98
table— 98 nonprofits,

43 government agencies and schools, 30 businesses and business associations. Nor is
it simply a matter of
o f numbers of
o f groups or the limited nature of
o f the interests
represented back in 1960. The members of
o f the first Redevelopment Advisory Board
might have had difficulty imagining a landscape where 4000 citizens are directly

involved in a single community planning effort (the Albina Plan), a world where
private nonprofits serve as contractors for redevelopment services and an umbrella
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group (Coalition for a Livable Future) leverages money from a private foundation to

organize residents to resist displacement. The rehabilitation ooff blighted
neighborhoods, while an important achievement ooff urban renewal, is probably not as
profound as the transformation of
o f civic infrastructure and the institutionalization ooff
civic practices that incorporate a broader range ooff citizens.
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Chapter 10

The Bicycle Movement in Portland:
Institutionalization of a Challenging Group's
Group’s Agenda

Introduction

There are innumerable examples of
o f civic groups who changed the face of
o f civic
o f Portland's
Portland’s curbside recycling and education program had
life in Portland. The City of

its roots in faculty and student projects at Portland State University. M
Metro's
etro’s regional
recycling education program and recycling switchboard were started as voluntary
efforts of
o f the Oregon Environmental Council. The regional greenspaces program ooff
Metro was pushed into existence through the efforts of
o f many environmental
organizations and one activist in particular, Michael Houck of
o f the Audubon Society ooff
Portland. The Bureau of
o f Housing and Community Development's
Development’s Community
Initiatives Grants Program, targeted to support collaborative community-based
projects, resulted from the work of
o f an ad hoc alliance of
o f activist groups in the early
1980s. Some of
o f these programs are now institutionalized to the point that it is
challenging to trace their roots. Those now working for the public agencies that
manage these programs often are unaware the programs were initiated by challenging
groups that mobilized the public, forged organizations, and pushed the public agenda.
Gamson ((1990)
1990) provides a useful framework for understanding the dynamics
of
o f how the agenda of
o f challenging groups is institutionalized into mainstream thinking,
or is co-opted, and why interventions from these groups are an essential part ooff
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democracy. A challenging group, by Gamson's
Gamson’s definition, must meet three criteria: it

must seek the mobilization of
o f an unmobilized constituency, its antagonist resides
outside of
o f its constituency, and the group seeks benefits not only for itself, but also
desires to influence the political structure. Gamson’s
Gamson's thesis is that challenging groups
o f assuaging two critical problems in a democratic political system: the
provide a way of
o f tyranny or domination by a minority, and the responsiveness to unmet or
danger of

changing needs among its citizens.
It can be difficult to determine if a challenging group has achieved acceptance

and its goals institutionalized or if, instead, its goals have been co-opted. Piven and
Cloward (1979) elucidate how social movements lose their essential vigor when
entering the institutionalization stage. As movement groups become formalized, they
may turn their attention from confronting the injustice or unmet societal need they
organized to address, and become instead more focused on organizational survival.
Over time, a challenging group becomes the establishment, or at least becomes
perceived as such by other challenging groups, and then a new challenge is presented
or constituency mobilized outside of
o f the new consensus.
The transformation of
o f civic life in Portland since the 1950s consists of
o f wave
after wave of
o f challenging groups, constituencies of
o f people that eventually coalesce as
issue interest groups. The organizational form resulting from this mobilization will
o f actions that are available
depend on the existing civic infrastructure, the repertoire of

and effective, and the encouragement or responsiveness ooff the political establishment.
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The formation of
o f new groups to challenge the status quo and/or bring innovative ideas

to the public domain is an essential democratic) act.
Portland's
Portland’s bicycle program, now considered one of
o f the best in the country, was
started by a few citizens who were fighting for bicycle rights-of-way alongside cars
and wanted the bicycle given serious consideration as a legitimate commuter
alternative to the automobile. Since its humble beginnings in the early 1970s,
o f citizens have been involved through ad hoc organizations, citizen interest
thousands of

groups, and municipally appointed civic bodies in bringing about changes in
Portland's
Portland’s transportation policy. The story, as with the other case studies in this
research, provides an antidote to the narrower view that holds that single-issue groups
do not involve a cross-section of
o f citizens. It also provides an illustration that runs
counter to the civic decline advocates, one that demonstrates that citizens are as much
or more involved in civic life as in the past. Lastly, it serves as an example of
o f how
citizens, working alongside government structures, gain the civic skills and knowledge
to be effective contributors to a community's
community’s civic life.

The Bicycle Movement
The Wheelmen, the name given bicyclists during Portland’s
Portland's bike craze ooff the
1890s, might have had a hard time imagining that a century later, when most people
would move at high speeds on super highways in internal combustion engines, 2,000
citizens would commit significant time in public meetings to develop a M
Master
aster Plan to
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legitimize bicycling as an alternative to travel by automobile. It might seem to them as

tum back the clock.
though the citizens of
o f Portland were attempting to turn
craze-the
There were many bicycle groups during the earlier craze—
the Dekums,
Glisans, Pittocks, Morelands, and the Woodwards, to name some-but
some— but they were
outdoor enthusiasts with a penchant for bicycling, not one for lobbying. This was the
work of
o f the Bicycle Transportation Alliance, founded in 1990, and the rabid Critical
Mass group, begun in 1993. The goal of
o f the latter is nothing less than the elimination
of the automobile, and its members think nothing ooff claiming that position by dressing
up in outlandish outfits and blocking motor vehicles from using the roadways
(Portland Office of
o f Transportation, 1996, p. 9).

In 1995, Portland was voted the most bicycle friendly community in America
o f Transportation, 1996, p. 11).
by Bicycle Magazine (Portland Office of
). It is doubtful that

Portland would have earned this accolade without bicycle advocacy organizations to
push the public agenda and demand that the bicycle be accepted as a legitimate
o f transportation. Portland was not always so bicycle friendly, and
alternative mode of

the story of
o f how it came to be so illustrates how citizen initiated actions can lead to the
institutionalization of
o f agendas, but only, as one activist puts it, "when
“when there is endless
pressure, endlessly applied (Mike Houck, personal communication, January 1 2001).”
2001)."
The effort to establish a place for the bicycle in Portland’s
Portland's transportation
system can be traced back to 1970, and the creation ooff the Portland State University
Bicycle Lobby. The lobby was founded by Sam Oakland, an unorthodox professor ooff
creative writing who refused to be called professor and who brought attention to
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bicycling as a legitimate transportation alternative with great enthusiasm and, in some

).
cases, contentious certainty (Frazier, 1971
1971).
In November 1970, Oakland organized one ooff the first of
o f many bike rallies.
400 bicycle enthusiasts gathered on Swan Island in North Portland to draw attention to
a four-point petition that Oakland had written. The petition called upon the city to
create bike lanes on major thoroughfares and bridges; bike parking facilities near
schools, department stores, supermarkets, restaurants and in city garages; bike racks
on city busses; and the consideration of
o f bike lanes and parking facilities in plans for
future developments within the city (Bike rally, 1970). Today, facilities have been
built and Oakland's
Portland's planning process.
Oakland’s four points are integrated into Portland’s
However, he probably had no idea it would take 25 years. In March 1971, the Bike
Lobby, as it became known, sponsored another bike rally. Over 1,200 bicyclists
participated, led by Portland City Commissioner Neal Goldschmidt (1,262 Make
bicycle ride, 1971
). Later to become mayor, Goldschmidt was just the first ooff several
1971).
mayors and city commissioners who were avid bike riders, a notable political trend
that certainly helped move the bicycle agenda along over time.
There were other cities around the country building extensive bikeways,
including Chicago, Milwaukie, and college towns such as Eugene, Oregon, and Davis,
California, where bikes outnumbered cars. In the Portland ooff 1970, the Police Bureau
estimated there to be about 180,000 bicycles, or about one for every two persons. Sam
Oakland estimated there to be about 400 people riding bicycles into downtown
Portland on a daily basis (Frazier, 1971
).
1971).
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The Bike Lobby, along with the Oregon Environmental Council, worked at a

state level during 1970 and 1971 to secure funding for bicycle facilities. The groups
lobbied to have a two-cent increase in the cigarette tax to be distributed for bikeways,
a bill they referred to as "pennies
“pennies for parks."
parks.” The groups also helped draft a bill that
would set aside money from the state's
state’s highway fund for bicycle path development.
The Bike Lobby organized rallies in Salem during 1971, including one where 200
bicyclists traveled the 50-mile distance between Portland and Salem to advocate for
the bills. While the "pennies
“pennies for parks"
parks” proposal never made it to committee in the
legislature, the bill to set aside funds from the state highway fund did (Frazier, 1971).
Representative Don Stahos, a Republican from Jacksonville in southern
Oregon, sponsored House Bill 1700, which became known as the Bicycle Bill. Stahos
presented the bill as both an anti-pollution measure and a way to curb congestion in
cities. He, like others, also advocated that the bicycle should be considered a
legitimate commuting vehicle. He cited examples in Chicago and Washington, DC of
of
bicycle commuters being able to arrive at their destinations faster than did commuters
in automobiles (Seymour, 1971).
The Bike Bill, the first designated state funding for bicycles in the country,
passed in the 1971 legislative session with little opposition (Portland Office ooff
Transportation, 1996). The bill called upon cities and counties receiving state highway
funds to expend a minimum of
% of
o f 11%
o f the revenues on construction ooff new bike and
pedestrian pathways, to retrofit existing roadways to accommodate bicycles and foot
traffic, and to accommodate bicycle and foot traffic in new construction. An important
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element of
o f the law that would prove to be contentious later stated that cities and

% each year. They could instead set aside
counties were not required to expend the 11%
o f 1971, the first new
monies in a reserve fund for up to ten years. By the fall of

bikeways were proposed in the Portland area and Eugene. The first one proposed in
the Portland metropolitan area was along an abandoned railroad right-of-way that
connected the suburban towns of
o f Milwaukie and Oregon City. The project proved
o f property ownership disputes and the desire ooff the
difficult to materialize because of

Oregon Department of
o f Transportation to reserve the railroad right-of-way for possible
future expansion of
o f state highway 99E. In fact, it took until 2000 for the authorization
).
to be finally granted to build the proposed trail (Keller, 1971
1971).
o f Portland's
Portland’s response to the passage ooff the new Bike Bill was to
The City of
o f the state of
o f bicycling and develop a preliminary plan for future
conduct a study of

facilities construction through the Bureau of
o f Street and Structural Engineering. The
plan called for the construction of
o f 75 miles oofrecreational
f recreational trails and the dedication ooff
o f city streets as recommended bike routes for commuters. This latter part ooff
105 miles of

the plan has proven to be the most contentious throughout the development of
o f bike
policy in Portland. As noted by the City Engineer at the time, any proposal for setting
aside space on busy streets for bicycles would mean eliminating parking, which would
1971).
raise opposition from local residents (Hansen 1971
).

In November 1971, the City of
o f Portland created the first citizen committee to
examine bicycle programs in the city, the Bicycle Path Task Force. Sam Oakland was
appointed as its Chair and Ray Polani, Assistant to the Vice President ooff Pacific First
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Federal Savings and Loan, its Vice Chair. The other members were Elizabeth Barker,

representing Sensible Transportation Options for People (STOP), the region’s
region's first
alternative transportation advocacy organization; Clyde Blake, Jr., a Portland State
University student; David Hyard, senior planner with the Port ooff Portland; Glenn
o f Lewis and Clark College; Tomas Kerrigan, a lawyer; Karen
Gregg, Vice President of

Kruzich, a high school student; Linda Spence, a housewife; Larry Winter, Associate
Superintendent of
o f Portland Public Schools; and Marlene Stahi, representing the
Downtown Planning Committee. The charge ooff the committee was to develop a short
shortrange plan for more immediate expenditure of
o f state highway funds to be implemented
in 60 days, to propose a test program to use to measure the impact ooff bicycle plans,
and to develop a comprehensive bicycle plan for Portland, all by the end ooff 1972
(Committee to formulate bicycle path, 1971).
The Bicycle Path Task Force presented its draft plan in February 1972 to the
city's
city’s Department of
o f Transportation engineering staff for comment and revisions.
When the revised plan came back to the task force in March, there were several
revisions that were met with strong disagreement. Two of
o f the disagreements were
about specific bike path options, but the most divisive issue was about the placement
of
o f bicycles in the city's
city’s transportation policy. It was, as Oakland noted, a deeper
philosophical issue. The feasibility of
o f the bicycle as a legitimate vehicle for
commuting was in doubt by the city's
city’s engineers. Oakland, commenting on the
revisions, summed it up by saying that, "as
“as long as the bicycle continues to be
considered a toy for recreational use only, w
we're
e’re not going to get anywhere with paths
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in the city."
city.” The committee members were responding to a specific memo written by

Don Bergstrom , a city traffic engineer, in which he stated that he did not feel Portland
should advocate the use of
o f the bicycle as a commuting device, but instead should
emphasize its use for recreational purposes (Bike lobby yells foul, 1972). The
difference in practical terms was not insignificant. A focus on recreational uses would
direct the plan to devising separate paths leading to recreational points ooff interest. A
focus on bicycle commuting, on the other hand, would direct funding from the state to
making changes in existing roadways and thereby secure efficient bike routes to
downtown and other employment centers, as well as to shopping, the same destination
points as autos or mass transit.
One of
o f the most contentious aspects of
o f securing bike routes on existing roads,
then and now, is the removal of
o f parking areas to accommodate bike lanes. The state
Bicycle Bill was not clear on the issue. Securing funding through highway funds,
rather than, say, from the budget for parks, did orient bikeway development as a
transportation option. Nonetheless, the prevailing attitude was that bicycling was a
recreational activity, not an alternative mode of
o f transportation competitive with the
automobile. Some cities and counties tied use ooff their bike funds to other recreational
illamette River Greenway Program,
and park acquisitions, such as funds from the W
Willamette

that could be used to acquire trail property along the W
Willamette
illamette River. By so doing,
bike funds could be used for building the pathways themselves (Green 1971a). This
central disagreement over the place of
o f bicycles in transportation policy was in part the
result of
o f lack of
o f expertise about bicycle transportation policy and bike path
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construction. State Highway Department staff was assigned the task of
o f developing the

state's
state’s bicycle plan, yet lacked this specialized expertise. As one engineer said at the
“it is like the blind leading the blind"
blind” (Green, 1971
1971b).
time, "it
b ).

Soon after the presentation of
o f the Bicycle Path Task Force report, Oakland
resigned from the group, attributing the decision to his desire to work at a national
level on securing highway funds for mass transit. Setting aside the philosophical
differences about the role of
o f bicycles in Portland's
Portland’s transportation future, the task force
forwarded the bicycle facilities plan to the traffic engineer’s
engineer's office (Sam Oakland
quits, 1972). It passed through the city bureaucracy again and on to the city council,
where it was finally adopted as the Bicycle Facilities fo
forr Portland: A Comprehensive

Plan, in April 1973 (Bicycle Path Task Force, 1973).
There were several specific bicycle projects undertaken during 1972 and 1973,
including four new bike routes and several curb ramp projects. Out of
o f a budget ooff
$40,661, only $22,964 was spent in the first two years on actual projects, and over half
of
o f that on one bike path in northeast Portland. The remainder was spent on
administration, including $5,000 on the bike plan itself (Bicycle Path Task Force,
1973). The inability of
o f the city to make effective use ooff its bike funds would become,
over time, a contentious issue. In 1973, in order to continue the work ooff the Bike Path
Citizen’s Bicycle
Task Force, the city council created a permanent seven member Citizen's

Advisory Committee.
4,
The energy crisis of
o f the early 1970s, and specifically the oil embargo in 197
1974,
had a significant and lasting impact on bicycling policy, especially the on-going
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debate about the bike as a "toy"
“toy” versus serious alternative mode ooff transportation. By

1974, there were 60 miles ofbikeways
o f bikeways constructed statewide, with another 48 miles
under construction and 70 miles in the planning stage. However, as important as the
completed bike projects was the change in attitude at both the state and regional levels.
James McClure, the State Transportation Commission's
Commission’s bicycle route engineer,
accepted the public's
public’s demand for commuter routes and school routes for bicycles in
metropolitan areas, and referred to them as "utility"
“utility” routes as opposed to recreational.
With this change at the commission level, and because ooff rising fuel costs, recreational
bike routes such as one proposed for the Oregon Coast were dropped in favor ooff a
more intense focus on improving bicycle transportation in metropolitan areas (Harvey,
1974).
As bike programs were initiated around the state, it also became clear in areas
like Portland that there needed to be a coordinated effort to create a network ooff bike
paths that linked different cities and counties. In 1974, the Columbia Region
Association of
o f Governments (CRAG) produced a bike plan for the Portland
metropolitan region (Columbia Region Association ooff Government 1974). The
development of
o f the CRAG plan depended on citizen input throughout the process.
CRAG helped create bicycle citizen advisory groups throughout the region to help
design the plan, including: Bicycle Advocates ooff Clark County, City ooff Gresham Park
Board Advisory Committee, Clackamas County Citizens’
Citizens' Advisory Committee for
Bikeway Planning, East Multnomah County Citizen’s
Citizen's Advisory Committee, the Forest
Grove Bikeway Group, Greenway Path Committee ooff Beaverton, Lake Oswego
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Bicycle Group, Tigard Area Pedestrian Pathway Committee, and the Washington

County Bikeway Task Force. In effect, through this planning process, CRAG helped
create a civic infrastructure for bicycling advocates that would remain in place long
after this initial planning phase as cities and counties implemented bicycling
programs.
o f the changes precipitated by the combination of
o f persistent
Also indicative of

CRAG's
lobbying on the part of
o f bicycle advocacy groups and the energy crisis, CRAG’s
bikeway planning assumptions no longer followed the recreational trail model
(Columbia Regional Association of
o f Governments, 1974). Several ooff the premises are
worth noting:
• The
Thebicycle
bicycleisisan
analternate
alternatemethod
methodoof
transportation
f transportation
transportationwith
withminimal
minimalenergy
energy
• The
TheBicycle
Bicycleoffers
offersaameans
meansoof
f transportation
consumption
•

A regional bicycle pathway system will provide the facilities for an alternative
transportation mode, thus furthering the opportunity for a balanced
transportation system

bikewaysystem
system isis
• More
Morepeople
peoplewill
will develop
develop an
aninterest
interestininbicycling
bicyclingififaabikeway
developed, eliminating or reducing many of
o f the physical hazards associated
with bicycle riding in a stream of
o f motorized traffic
f all
bypeople
peopleoof
all ages
agesininbicycle
bicycleriding
ridingwill
willincrease
increaseas
asbikeways
bikeways
• Participation
Participationby

are improved and hazards reduced
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•

A safe bikeway system will reduce safety hazards for small children riding to
and from schools (p. 6)

While some progress was being made in changing public and professional
attitudes toward bicycling and building bicycle infrastructure, not everything about
Portland's
Portland’s program was progressing smoothly. As part ooff its expanded bike program,
by 197
4 the City of
1974
o f Portland had a person assigned the task of
o f overseeing the bicycle
program. But, the program was nomadic, as it never had a neat fit within any bureau.

It started first under the Department of
o f Public Works, then moved to the Bureau ooff
o f Public Works under the Bureau of
o f Street
Planning, and then back to the Department of

and Structural Engineering. Additionally, it was not clear what role the citizen
advisory committee played, nor how it fit within the government structure. Richard
o f the program, interpreted his job as serving as staff for the
Hofland, the first manager of

Bicycle Advisory Committee, thereby with more ooff an allegiance to the committee
than to bureau management.
In a memo written to the director of
o f the Bureau ooff Street and Structural
Engineering, he assessed some of
o f the problems he faced in overseeing the bike
program. He noted that in the three years,
y ears,,, since the Bicycle Bill had passed, the City
of Portland had received $137,000. In that same period, less than $41,000 had been
o f that amount on the actual construction ooff bike facilities.
spent, and only $14,000 of
o f the funds. Hofland
Administration, planning and engineering had consumed 66% of

suggested a revised arrangement that would place the Bicycle Advisory Committee
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Hofland's suggestions did not sit
(BAC) in a more authoritative decision-making role. Hofland’s
well with the bureau, and tensions increased between Hofland, the BAC, and
Hofland's
Hofland’s boss, John Lang. Lang felt the role ooff the BAC was to be advisory only and
the Bike Program manager worked under his direction, not that ooff the BAC (Richert
(RichertBob, 1978).
Hofland quit his position as Bike Coordinator in the beginning ooff 1977 and, by
mid-1977,
m id-1977, it was evident the city was dramatically reconfiguring the Bike Program.
Feeling as though they had little purpose or power, BAC members quit one by one
until no one showed up at meetings and the BAC was formally disbanded. Several
factors contributed to this disintegration, including bureaucratic haggling, but a
o f the program stemmed from the philosophical
primary reason for the demise of

differences between bicycle activists and the city engineering staff, as well as some ooff
the political leaders. The bike program had been placed under the domain ooff the
engineering bureau of
o f the city because it was considered an issue ooff transportation
infrastructure. From the onset, the bike community had advocated for more than
structural solutions. The BAC, and the bike community in general, wanted to see more
emphasis on education and safety issues, as well as retrofitting existing roadways to
accommodate the "utility"
“utility” bicyclist. The city argued the designated state highway
funds were restricted by law and could not be used for the kinds ooff things for which
Hofland and the BAC advocated. The BAC countered that the state itself had been
using highway funds for bicycle education programs, but were unable to persuade the
City (Richert-Bob, 1978).
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In January 1978, City Commissioner Connie McCready
Mccready proposed a new

bicycling advisory structure. As evidenced by its name, the Portland Bicycle and
Pedestrian Committee's
Committee’s charge would include pedestrian as well as bicycle
considerations. This did not sit well with the bicycle community. Once again, activists
felt this was yet another way to treat the bicycle as a toy and keep bicyclists off ooff
roadways. John Kirkpatrick, an employee with Portland Public Schools, speaking at a
public hearing, pointed out that "bicycles
“bicycles and cars got along better together than do
pedestrians and bikes, and that combining the latter two groups was not a sound

practice."
practice.” He added that "a
“a bicycle lane on the street is cheaper to build than a bike
path, and that pot of
o f gold the city receives from 1 percent gasoline tax revenues would
be better spent on educational and instructional activities for bicyclists then on bike
pathways"
pathways” (Henninger, 1978).
Despite opposition from some activists about combining pedestrian and
bicycling concerns, the Citizens'
Citizens’ Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
(CBP
AC) was established in spring 1978. However, the CBPAC, or CAC, as it
(CBPAC)
of
became known, was given a different charge, one that reflected the wider view of

activists about bicycling as a serious alternative mode of
o f transportation. In addition to
reviewing and prioritizing physical improvement plans for the bicycle and pedestrian
network, the CAC (Portland Bicycle Program 1981) was:
To establish the bicycle as a legitimate form ooff transportation by:
•

o f city streets for bicycling
Improving the safety and suitability of

•

Providing increased opportunities for secure bicycle parking
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•

Expanding programs for bicycle safety education

•

o f the bicycle as a means ooff transportation as well as
Increasing public awareness of

recreation

o f 1978,
A new full-time Bicycle Program Manager was hired and by the fall of

the CAC had drafted a new bike plan. While the committee was to provide guidance
on both pedestrian and bicycle matters, the emphasis ooff the $250,000 plan was on
bicycle projects, not pedestrian pathways. The plan was accepted by the city council,
and in 1979 the bike program was taken over by the Office ooff Transportation (Portland
o f Transportation, 1979).
Bureau of

Portland's three
During this time, bicycle advocates also influenced the City ooff Portland’s
year long Comprehensive Plan process. The original Comprehensive Plan, approved in
o f bicycles under "Alternative
“Alternative Urban Travel”
Travel" in the
1981, at least made mention of
“Provide support for alternative forms ooff
transportation section (Goal Six). It stated: "Provide
walking.” Additionally, the Public Rights-of-Way
urban travel, such as bicycling and walking."

section spoke more directly to bike pathways, retrofitting bikeways on streets, and
“Include physical construction standards necessary to assure access
new construction: "Include

and safe passage for bicyclists in design and construction ooff all new or reconstructed
streets, especially on those streets designated as bicycle pathways in the Arterial
Streets Classification Policy as private or federal funds become available Portland
1980).”
(Portland Planning Bureau, 1980)."
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Likewise, the City of
o f Portland had adopted two other policies that incorporated
bicycle elements. The Arterial Streets Classification System, adopted in 1977,
o f bicycle pathways, "intended
“intended to establish and encourage safe,
designated a network of

convenient and pleasant routes for bicycling within neighborhoods and districts,
longer distance commuting, recreational trips and for access to public transit (Portland
,1977).” The Energy Conservation Policy, adopted in 1979,
Transportation Bureau ,1977)."
“the
drew attention to the bicycle as a way to meet energy conservation goals: "the
o f non-renewable fuels for transportation shall be reduced through
consumption of
o f the transportation system operating within the
actions which increase the efficiency of

city. These actions will encourage individuals to choose the method ooff travel which is
the most fuel-efficient for the purpose of
o f the trip; promote the energy efficient
o f goods; and provide incentives for the use ooff fuel-efficient vehicles
movement of
1980).”
(Portland Planning Bureau, 1980)."
At the regional level, the Metropolitan Services District (MSD) assumed its
predecessor’s
predecessor's (CRAG) role in pushing for increased use ooff the bicycle as an
o f transportation. Using a $174,000 grant from the federal
alternative mode of

people's awareness ooff bicycling as a
government, it conducted a campaign to increase people’s
o f transportation (Hayes, 1982). During the 1980s, the
safe and efficient mode of
Citizens’ Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee had focused on developing
Citizens'
bicycle corridors. This was a labor-intensive effort, with each corridor guided by a
separate citizen-led task force, along with the involvement ooff neighborhood

associations in the designated areas. Now that the notion ooff separate recreational bike
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pathways had dissipated, the brunt of
o f the planning effort was on modifying existing

roadways to accommodate a bike lane. The bicycle was now in direct competition
with the automobile, taking up road and parking space.
The process for selecting, designing, and implementing corridors was a
straightforward, rational process. The CAC established criteria for the potential
corridors. Staff then sought volunteer activists in the neighborhoods to serve on task
forces. The citizen task force identified alternative routes. Staff then analyzed the
alternatives and reported back to the
the task force. Then the task force submitted their
report to the CAC for review. In the meantime, the task force also organized public
forums in the affected neighborhood to gather additional comments. In this way, the
task force in each planning area chose a recommended route and presented it to the
CAC. The task force, together with the CAC, produced an analysis ooff the chosen
route, listing advantages and disadvantages. The analysis was discussed at additional
public forums, and the CAC would then approve the final recommendation and
forward it to city council (Portland Bureau ooff Transportation, 1983). Not all residents
in the city were enamored with having precious road space taken up by what they
viewed as under-utilized bike lanes. One resident living along a proposed route in
Northeast Portland responded, "If
“If my house is robbed, and it proves to be a bicyclist
who cased the neighborhood, I shall sue the bicycle committee, the people involved,
the City of
o f Portland, the State of
o f Oregon, and the federal agency involved for 3 1/2
million ” (Clark, 1987). Other residents along the proposed Knott Street corridor
million"

raised stiff opposition as well, creating lengthy delays.
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By 1987, out of
o f the 22 proposed bike corridors, only nine had been completed.

Once again the bicycle community, and specifically the CAC, was feeling frustrated.
committee's goals. In a letter to in
That year the CAC proposed a re-orientation of
o f the committee’s
o f the CAC,
coming Commissioner Earl Blumenauer, Marc Labadie, the new Chair of

said the committee needed to redefine its goals. He told the Commissioner, "We
“We feel
that the focus of
o f our efforts has become narrowed over the past few years, limited to
the implementation of
o f a bicycle corridor system."
system.” He went on to say that the CAC was
developing a new mission statement to reflect a return to the wider scope ooff activities,
which had been pursued in the past (Blumenauer, 1987). The new commissioner was
an avid bicyclist himself, so the CAC got his attention. In 1989, the Office of
of
Transportation published the Alternative Transportation Program Guide (Portland
Transportation Bureau, 1989) as a way of
o f refocusing the program to embrace a
broader scope for the transportation system ooff Portland. The plan was still about
building bike corridors, but it also included educational or “encouragement
"encouragement activities.”
activities."
Unfortunately, due to budget and time constraints, these activities were postponed.
And because of
o f the adamant resistance by some residents to adding striped bike lanes
at the expense of
o f on-street parking, the plan focused more on techniques to make
major traffic routes safer through the use ooff signage, spot hazard improvement
(including modifying inlet grates), and connecting existing bikeways.
Under Commissioner Blumenauer, the Bicycle Program was renamed
Portland's
Portland’s Alternative Transportation Program and administered by the Department ooff
Transportation's
Citizens' Bicycle and
Transportation’s Engineering Division. The seven member Citizens’
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Pedestrian Advisory Committee still provided oversight to the program, and the

primary funding source continued to be from state gas tax revenues, plus some
additional grant revenues. By 1990, the program consisted ooff one full-time and one
part-time staff position and an annual budget ooff $161,416 (Coalition pushes pedal
power 1991). While the name was mostly a slight ooff hand trick, the program did
o f alternative modes ooff transportation took on new
eventually expand, and the notion of

meaning. A new advocacy organization, the Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA),
was created in 1990 that was to have as much influence on biking as the original bike
lobby did in the early 1970s. Oakland had dissolved the Bike Lobby in 1975, and there
had been no strong outside advocacy group since then. Much of
o f the energy of
o f activists
had been spent on the Community Advisory Committee. The Bicycle Transportation
Alliance quickly grew into a strong advocacy organization. BTA
BTA initially focused on a
goal that had been around for some time, namely to persuade Tri-Met, the regional
transportation authority, to facilitate bike travel by installing bike racks on busses. To
this end, BT
A gathered 5000 signatures on a petition and by 1992 had convinced TriTri
BTA
BTA
Met to begin installing the bike racks on all buses. With that success in hand, BTA
initiated its Bicycle Friendly Portland campaign. Its first goal was to make bridges
safer for bike commuters. This resulted in a Bridges Access Study, completed in 1994,
and eventual improvements to the Hawthorne Bridge. Although the exclusive bicycle
bridge fantasy of
o f the original Bike Lobby did not come to pass, vast improvements
occurred when the Hawthorne Bridge was being repaired and modified in 1998
(Bicycle Transportation Alliance, 1992).
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BTA provided a new, independent organizing structure outside of
o f the long
Citizens’ Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee and the Office ooff
standing, quasi-public Citizens'

Transportation's
Transportation’s Bike Program. BTA's
BTA’s goals were also broader than creating bike
corridors. In an interview in 1995, Rex Burkholder, one oofBTA's
f BTA’s founders, said, "this
“this
It's about riding to
whole effort is about our lifestyle. It's
It’s about kids riding to school. It’s
the store. It's
It's about building a better way ooflife
It’s not about building bicycle lanes. It’s
f life
(Burgress, 1993)."
1993).” There were also increasing disagreements between motorists and
bicyclists, and bicycle advocates and neighborhood residents and associations. The
bicyclists were viewed by some as idealists who didn’t
didn't live in the real world. At one
contentious meeting about the Lower Northeast Corridor Bike Route, Commissioner
Bogle called the bicyclist advocates "elitists"
“elitists” and the request for a bike route in
northeast as "a
citizens." He went on to
“a draconian attack on the rights ooff "normal"
“normal” citizens.”
implicate the bike advocates as people "who
“who must not have to take children to
daycare
....or
or attend meetings before or after work.”
work." He also hit a nerve when he
daycare..
accused the BTA of
world's problems by getting people
o f thinking they could solve the world’s
out of
o f their cars and onto bicycles (Lindberg, 1990).
In 1993, BTA, tiring of
o f the slowness of
o f bureaucratic implementation of
o f bike

plans, decided to take its case to court. As early as 1991, BTA
BTA had hinted at this
possibility. In a letter to Commissioner Blumenauer, Burkholder indicated that "the
“the
city is also in violation of state law in that it is not spending the required 11%
% ooff its
Highway Trust Fund receipts."
receipts.” Burkholder went on to quote Kris Ochia, the
Alternative Transportation Coordinator, as saying that only 60% ooff the minimum
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years," he continued, "and
funds are spent each year. "This
“This has been going on for years,”
“and may
become the basis for legal action against the city (Rex Burkholder, personal
communication, March 26, 1991)."
BTA's point ooff view, was
1991).” The final straw, from BTA’s
o f accommodation for alternative transportation facilities at a new sports
the lack of

arena being built on the eastside of
o f the river -— the Rose Quarter. They took the case
to court where it dragged on for two years. Eventually, BTA
BTA withdrew its lawsuit, but
o f highway funds
had made its point and forced the city to be more diligent in its use of

(Blumenauer, 1987).
The court system wasn't
w asn’t BTA's
BTA’s only venue for civic action. BTA, working
with the city, organized a Bike Fest in 1994, closing the Burnside Bridge to host an
event attended by 15,000 people. Also in 1994, the city sponsored the first Bike to
Work Day to draw attention to the practicality ooff bike commuting. Finally, the city
was host to Pro Bike*Pro Walk
W alk '94:
‘94: an International Symposium on Bicycling and
Walking. Attended by 400 transportation planners, engineers, citizen activists, and
government officials from North America and around the world, the event drew
attention to Portland as a bike friendly community (Marsh, 1994).
Bicyclists had other conditions working in their favor as well. The
neighborhood association activists were clamoring for traffic calming in the
neighborhoods and for solutions to congestion. While neighborhood associations
sometimes opposed bicycle advocates when it came to removing on-street parking to
add bike lanes, there were also points of
o f agreement. This neighborhood movement for
more livable streets and neighborhoods was one, culminating in November 1991 at a
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Neighborhood Congress on traffic issues, attended by 300 people. Several task forces
were established, and two years after the congress, they presented a planning
“Reclaiming Our Streets."
Streets.” The plan contained many ideas ooff how to
document, "Reclaiming

improve traffic problems in neighborhoods and included many bicycle transportation
City’s Streets, 1993).
improvement elements (Reclaim City's

In addition, shifts in state and federal programs, along with new regulations,

aided the bicycle movement. In 1991, the Oregon State Land Conservation and
Commission’s Transportation Planning Rule (Goal 12) required all
Development Commission's
jurisdictions in the Portland metropolitan area to prepare a plan to reduce vehicle miles

traveled per capita by 20 percent over the next 30 years. That same year, Congress
passed the Inter-Modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) which called

for increased spending on bicycle travel and allowed cities more flexibility in
spending highway funds on alternative modes such as bicycling, walking, and transit.
ISTEA provided an additional $7 million annually to Oregon during the 1990s for
bike and pedestrian trail development (Richards, 1992).

In 1994, the Bicycle Program staff embarked on yet another planning process,

this one more comprehensive and well funded. The program received funding from the
Transportation and Growth Management Program, a joint program ooff the Oregon
Department of
o f Transportation and the Oregon Department ooff Land Conservation and
Development, which, in turn,
tum, received its funding from ISTEA and Oregon Lottery
Funds. The Bicycle Master Plan, overseen by a 13 member Bicycle Master Plan
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Steering Committee, took 2 1/2 years to complete and involved over 2,000 citizens in

an intensive, citizen-based planning process (Portland Office ooff Transportation, 1996).
l 996).
The process commenced with 12 two-hour public forums. Additionally,
presentations were made for 25 other nonprofit organizations and neighborhood
associations. Input was gathered at other large events such as the Regional Rail
Summit and Portland Bike Show. While the Master Plan was being written, an
additional nine meetings were held, attended by 500 citizens. The completed
comprehensive plan, adopted in 1996, includes bikeway network elements as well as
plans for end-of-trip facilities, bikeway design and engineering guidelines, and
educational programs to promote the use ooff bicycles.
In 1995, Bicycling Magazine honored Portland as the most bicycle friendly
community in America. In a column acknowledging the award, local columnist
Jonathan Nicholas, an avid bicyclist and organizer of
o f the state's
state’s largest annual bicycle
event, Cycle Oregon, acknowledged BTA as the driving force behind the award.
While BTA can undoubtedly lay claim to helping create a bicycle friendly community,
BTA's
BTA’s work was only possible, as this long and tangled story reveals, because ooff the
foundation laid by previous citizen activists (Nicholas, 1995).
In 1975, only 200 cyclists per day were using the Hawthorne Bridge. By 1995,
this number had increased to nearly 2,000. A survey conducted in 1997 estimated
there were 12,447 daily bicycle trips on all the bridges from downtown Portland. By
1998, Portland had completed over 150 miles ooff bicycle lanes, bicycle boulevards, and
off-street paths. Tri-Met's
Tri-M et’s entire bus fleet was equipped with bicycle racks. There
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were 1,400 publicly installed bicycle racks and 190 bicycle lockers (Portland Office ooff

Transportation. (1996).

In addition to the detailed Bicycle Master Plan, the city’s
city's Comprehensive Plan
had been amended so that the 1999 version had its own detailed bicycle goal (Portland
Planning Bureau, 1999):

Goal: 6.12 Bicycle Transportation
Make the bicycle an integral part of
o f daily life in Portland, particularly for trips
of
o f less than five miles, by implementing a bikeway network, providing end-of-trip
facilities, improving bicycle/transit integration, encouraging bicycle use, and
making bicycling safer.

Objectives:
A. Complete a network ofbikeways
bicyclists' needs, especially for
o f bikeways that serves bicyclists’
travel to employment centers, commercial districts, transit stations, institutions,
and recreational destinations.
B. Provide bikeway facilities that are appropriate to the street classifications,
traffic volume and speed on all rights-of-way.
C. Maintain
M aintain and improve the quality, operation, and integrity of
o f bikeway network
facilities.
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D. Provide short- and/or long-term bicycle parking in commercial districts, along
Main Streets, in employment centers and multifamily developments, at schools
and colleges, in industrial developments, at special events, in recreational
areas, and transit facilities such as light rail stations and park-and-ride lots.
E. Provide showers and changing facilities for commuting cyclists.
F. Support development of
o f such facilities in commercial buildings and at "Bike
“Bike
Central"
Central” locations.
Tri-Met's "Bikes
G. Increase the number of bicycle-transit trips. Support Tri-Met’s
“Bikes On
Transit"
Transit” program.
H. Develop and implement education and encouragement plans aimed at youth,
adult cyclists, and motorists. Increase public awareness of
o f the benefits of
of
bicycling and of
o f available resources and facilities.
I.

Promote bicycling as transportation to and from school.
school, (p.57)

To many cyclists, by the time the Bicycle Master Plan was completed, the
goals of
o f establishing the bicycle as a serious alternative to the automobile had been
accomplished. While much work was left to be done, the bicycle was no longer treated
as a recreational toy, but rather was now regarded as an alternative mode of
of
transportation. However, not all cyclists felt things were moving fast enough or had
gone far enough. While the Bicycle Program had been incorporated into the
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governmental structure of
o f the city, and BTA had become an established political

player, some bicyclists were on the outside, ready to fight for a larger cause.
In 1993, a new bicycle group, Critical Mass, came to the foreground.
Willamette Week compared them to Earth First: "The
“The scrappy ranks ooff Critical Mass

are to the mainstream BT
A members what Earth First is to the Sierra Club (Veerman,
BTA
1994), p. 25)."
25).” The local Critical Mass group was inspired by a San Francisco group
of
o f the same name, founded in 1992, which begin to stage events on a monthly basis.
They would hijack lanes of
o f traffic at the peak of
o f rush hour, just to give motorists a
o f their own medicine. The first San Francisco "bike-ins"
“bike-ins” attracted hundreds ooff
taste of

bicyclists and grew to upwards of
o f a thousand. The organizers hosted large picnics in
parks that had the appearance of
o f sixties "be-ins."
“be-ins.” After the be-ins. the cyclists would
spread out throughout the city, immobilizing traffic and creating gridlock (San
Franciso Cyclists get Word,
W ord, 1997)
1997)..
The Critical Mass viewpoint is pro-bicycle and anti-automobile, a vision
shared by BT
A. It is the methods used to reach these goals that separate the two
BTA.
groups.
The first Critical Mass events held In Portland were in cooperation with BTA
BTA
and other bike groups. However, BTA began to distance itself from the group as some
Critical Mass members became more belligerent and used tactics that BPA
BPA could not
wholeheartedly support. In June 1993, a Critical Mass rally on the Broadway Bridge
turned ugly as some of
o f the members blocked traffic, including an off-ramp for the
Interstate Freeway. Several Critical Mass members were arrested. One member, Sara
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coincidences" and "free-form"
Stout, described their organizing events as "planned
“planned coincidences”
“free-form”
(Veerman, 1994, p. 25).
Critical Mass views the BT
A as conservative. By being obedient to the letter ooff
BTA
the law, they feel BTA allows the status quo ooff auto-rule to prevail on our roads. Other
of
members dismiss the idea that they even are an organization. Participants, some of

whom call themselves "massers,"
isn't an
“massers,” are quick to explain that Critical Mass isn’t
official association. In fact, they participate in what they call a "xerocracy,"
“xerocracy,” which
means anyone can print suggestions for routes and then encourage the masses to
follow (Veerman, 1994, p. 25).
Critical Mass has continued its controversial protest rides and bike-ins, one
Friday a month, plus special events like an annual Halloween ride in which members
dress in costumes and take over lanes of
o f traffic. In November 1998, 18 Critical Mass
members were arrested while blocking traffic in downtown Portland. In reaction to an
Oregonian article taking aim at the tactics of
o f Critical Mass, several "non-members"
“non-members” of
of
the group responded in ways that reflected their adamant and anarchistic stand.
Caffeine Jones, a Critical Mass "non-member,"
“non-member,” put it this way:

To any citizen who felt the Critical Mass was rude to them: That's the point! The
Mass is angry at air pollution. It is asking you to stop driving your cars before
emphysema and El Nino kill us all. There is an internal debate within the Critical
Mass. Do we anger drivers and risk confrontation? Do we be polite and forget the
First Amendment and be ignored by stinking auto drivers, just like every other
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day? About children in the Mass -— most parents who take their kids keep it safe

and don't try to direct traffic. However, parents take risks with their children all the
time. Enviro-clown band Pepto Dizmal puts it like this: 'Do you think your kids
SUV?/You're
—that's
are safe in that SUV?
N ou're just poisoning their breathing air -that's what I

see/when I pass you in one less car (B4).' (Critical Mass Bike Riders Speak, 1999)

Conclusion
From the point of
o f view of
o f activists with Critical Mass, members ooff the Bicycle
Transportation Alliance and staff with the City of
Portland's Alternative
o f Portland’s
o f the establishment. Yet, at one time these
Transportation Program are part of

established civic actors were the outsiders —
- individually or as members ooff
challenging groups that mobilized citizens to become involved in working to change
the mindset toward bicycling in Portland. The challenging groups were successful
over time in gaining acceptance by the political structure. The Bicycle Transportation
o f the challenging groups, is a single-issue group, one
Alliance, the most successful of

that has pushed relentlessly on a single issue. BTA
BTA also provides an illustration ooff how
a single-issue interest group is born,
bom, maintains itself, and carries out its mission
without alienating the mainstream civic culture. Undoubtedly, as this brief history
reveals, there has been contention along the way, and the single-mindedness ooff groups
like BTA have no doubt antagonized some. Nonetheless, the adherence to civic
process in an open democratic community that makes room for citizens acting alone or
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in organized groups demonstrates the capacity to involve a broad cross-section of
of

citizens in civic life.
Over the course of
o f 30 years, thousands of
o f citizens have been involved in
planning Portland's
Portland’s alternative transportation system through festivals and planning
forums. The Bicycle Master Plan process alone involved over 2000 citizens. BTA
BTA and
other bicycle groups also work in larger arenas, taking their single interest agenda and
mingling it with others to construct more holistic agendas, such as with the Coalition
for a Livable Future. Single interest issue groups have the potential to undermine
representative civic engagement, and empower only those with slack resources.
However, if a community builds and maintains a robust, flexible and innovative
democratic civic infrastructure that facilitates free and open dialogue, then the extreme
o f single-issue groups are tempered and innovative solutions to
political views of

community problems can be brokered.
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Chapter 11

Co-production of Public Policy and Civic Actions: A Case Study of
Citizen Participation in the Johnson Creek Watershed

Introduction
The story of
o f a small urban stream in southeast Portland, beset with
innumerable environmental problems that for decades defied technocratic solutions
provides a rich illustration of
o f how the transformation ooff civic infrastructure
contributed in critical ways to determining solutions to intractable environmental
problems. Johnson Creek encountered many of
o f the customary problems ooff urban
streams: poor water quality, degraded habitat, and the impacts from attempts to control
or alter natural flooding. These conditions made the creek a thorn in the public eye for
decades. Several government agencies took on the task of
o f solving the issues that
plagued Johnson Creek, producing 46 reports and/or plans over a 50-year period.
Citizens created a storm of
o f protest at various times, contesting the science, the cost,
and government itself. One agency, Metro (Portland's
(Portland’s regionally elected government),
proposed a solution to the creek's
creek’s problems, only to find itself under attack. A
fledging citizen group created a initiative to have it eliminated.
It wasn't
w asn’t until the 1990s, when government agencies adopted a revised policy
of
o f co-producing studies and plans alongside citizens, as well as working hand-in-hand
1755 nonprofit organizations to physically restore the watershed, that
with over 17
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progress was finally achieved. This way of
o f approaching public works efforts in a

populist, pluralist world is tedious and time-consuming. The solutions to the creek’s
creek's
problems have turned out to be as much social as they are environmental. Engineers
and other technocrats still provide the science and engineering, but implementation is
conducted within a new process regime. In many cases, citizen activists have become
amateur scientists, building their civic skills ooff organizing and running public
meetings as well as learning about the science of
o f stream restoration. The new civic
structures, such as the Johnson Creek Watershed
W atershed Council, and investments by
government agencies in educating the public to be better stewards of
o f the watershed,
have altered the relationship between citizens and government. This new civic
o f policy deliberation and community service
infrastructure which frames the process of

on behalf of
o f the watershed has taken the place of
o f traditional civic organizations and
traditional agency management practices. Working on stream restoration projects in
the field as well as in innumerable workshops and public forums, citizens acquire the
knowledge to be well-informed and involved citizens. People work together on public
works projects across interest group boundaries.
Johnson Creek is a tiny watershed, a drop in the sum of
o f the Columbia River
basin, that flows through southeast Portland. As compared to large ecosystem
management enterprises, it may seem insignificant. It is, after all, a 54-square mile
o f the Cascade Mountains to its
watershed. This small creek flowing from the foothills of

confluence with the Willamette River just south of
o f downtown Portland, Oregon, has
an allure that seems out of
o f proportion to its size. Novelist David Duncan dedicated his
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novel, The River Why (Duncan, 1988), to Johnson Creek. A feature in Doubletake

the"“ '73
magazine (Donahue, 2000) gave it the dubious distinction as the
’73 Chevy Impala
of
prize
o f rivers."
rivers.” The creek figures as a primary inanimate character in another, prizewinning nonfiction book, Shot in the Heart, written by Mikal Gilmore about his
notorious brother, serial murderer Gary Gilmore (Gilmore, 1994), whose story was
o n g . Gilmore grew up along the
also told by Norman Mailer in An Executioners SSong

banks of
o f the creek and first learned to shoot a gun near the location of
o f a reconstructed
wetlands.
The creek has been, and continues to be, both loved and loathed by the citizens
o f Portland. It is probably best known as the creek that floods, a degraded stream with
of

nearly intractable pollution problems. The creek has resisted easy remedy for many
o f reports written over the past 50 years have offered detailed plans
years. The dozens of

for solving the perpetual flooding problems or, more recently, for bringing back fish
populations to address the recent endangered species listings in the lower Willamette
River basin. Public agencies have repeatedly come to bat and struck out. In the case
mentioned previously, Metro, still in its infancy, was nearly abolished when citizens
resisted its plan to solve problems in Johnson Creek.
All watersheds are complex ecological systems imbedded in even more
complex social ecological systems. Urban watershed management is as much about
mastering the art of
o f civic participation as it is about the science of
o f ecosystem
management. The Johnson Creek Watershed contains distinct and diverse
communities of
o f interest with widely varying perceptions and relationships to the
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stream and its ecology. Within the watershed, home values in one six block area jump
jump
from under $150,000 to over $350,000. The creek stretches from rural areas still
dominated by farms to decaying older suburbs to upper middle class inner city
neighborhoods. Johnson Creek winds its way through backyards and parking lots and
shopping malls. To organize these various constituents into one with a shared vision
stretches the capacities of deliberative democracy.
o f about 175,000 residents, the watershed ranges in
With a total population of
population density from 5,000 to 6,000 people per square mile in the urban areas to
sparsely populated, farming areas in the upper watershed. All but three percent ooff the
residents live within the urban growth boundary, the growth management boundary set
by the regional government in order to contain urban sprawl. The distinct communities
of interest within the Johnson Creek Watershed and their varied relations to the stream
have constituted a serious impediment to crafting plans for remedying its problems.

Civic Engagement in the Johnson Creek Watershed
There are three distinct stages in the history ooff Johnson Creek watershed
management. The first stage might be referred to as the reclamation and degradation
stage. Little is known about what the creek looked like before white settlement,
although the earliest descriptions depict a stream lively with fish, deeply forested, and,
even then, renowned for its flood events. It was first settled by a few pioneers who
o f the watershed for use in supporting the booming
quickly logged large stretches of
growth of
o f Portland. As land was cleared, farms were moved in. The farmers enjoyed
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the bounty of
o f a flooding creek and encouraged limited flooding in order to add the top

soil that drifted from the uplands portions ooff the watershed.
The first public works project in Johnson Creek was proposed in 1928, when
farmers in the floodplain area requested approval for bend and channel corrections. A
plan was drawn up, but no work done as the Great Depression hit America. However,
the depression also brought the Works Progress Administration (WPA), the Roosevelt
Administration's make-work program, and with it the first major construction projects
along Johnson Creek. Hundreds of
o f men were put to work and millions ooff dollars were
spent on channelizing the creek between 1933 and 1936. Fifteen miles ooff creek were
riprapped, and rock work was used to keep the creek in place. The WPA
WP A project did
have limited success in reducing flooding for about ten years, but as further
development took place, flooding began to occur more frequently.
As farmers moved out of
o f some reaches of
o f the creek, residences and businesses
took their place. With
W ith more residential and commercial investment inside the
floodplain, flooding became a greater concern. In 1949, residents within the floodplain
filed incorporation papers to create a local service district, the first of
o f several to correct
the flooding issues. In 1950, the U.S. Congress authorized the U.S. Army Corps of
of
Engineers to investigate flooding in Johnson Creek, and the watershed entered its
second stage of
issue-flooding-and
o f planning, one dominated by a single issue—
flooding— and the
proposal oflarge
o f large scale, hard engineering solutions.
Anecdotal reports on extensive fish populations indicate the stream was
probably still relatively intact during this period (up to the 1960s), but widespread
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logging and the direct dumping of
o f sewage and industrial pollutants into the creek

resulted in significant degradation (Vetter and Sutphen, 1998, Seltzer, 1983). In 1958,
the Corps of
o f Engineers released its plan for the creek. The total proposed cost,

1. 1 million. The original boundaries ooff the Johnson
including the local share, was $$1.1
Creek Water District were modified to correspond to the Corps’
Corps' proposed work. In
1960, the first tax election was held for the district. The measure passed and taxes
were collected until 1964. In that year, the residents of
o f the district challenged the
continuation of tax assessments and voted to dissolve the district. The Corps of
of
Engineers shelved their plan, allowing five years for another local sponsor to come
forward.
At that point, yet another agency came to the plate. In 1969, the Soil
Conservation Service presented a plan to create three retention ponds in the upper part
of
o f the basin to mitigate up to a 100-year flood event. It was a more comprehensive
plan than simple flood control and included revegetation. Once more, however, the
citizens of
o f the district voted down the plan.
In 1969, a new agency, the Metropolitan Service District (MSD), came

forward to assume the role oflocal
o f local sponsor ooff the Johnson Creek project. MSD was a
new kind of
o f agency for the Portland region, a regional government designed to carry
out services best administered across existing jurisdictional or operational boundaries.
In 1972, section 208 of
o f the Federal Water
W ater Pollution Control Act amendments

established a procedure for establishing area-wide waste treatment plans in pursuit of
of
goals to improve water quality. Responding to these new guidelines, MSD and the
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Corps of
o f Engineers delivered a revision of
o f its older study. The revised cost for

remedying problems in Johnson Creek now stood at about $3.4 million.
In 1976, hearings were conducted on the MSD/Corps plan. Once more,
residents rallied to force MSD to abandon their plan and, once again, the Corps ooff
Engineers shelved their plan and again allowed an additional five years for a local
sponsor to emerge.
In 1977, soon after the failure of
o f the MSD/Corps plan, J. Emery published a
telling document, Why Nothing has Happened: A Case Study ooff Johnson Creek,
through the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (Emery, 1977). In it
he outlined several obstacles to designing a workable plan for Johnson Creek,
including the tangled web of
o f agency jurisdictions and the narrow definition ooff the
"problem"
“problem” as flooding. The flooding problem was perceived by many as of
o f interest
only to those few who were flooded, and therefore came with a simple answer: "You
“You
built in harm's way, so put up with it, or move."
move.”
In 1979, MSD merged with the Columbia Regional Association ooff
Governments (CRAG), an agency created to develop an orderly planning process for
the Portland metropolitan region. The new agency, Metro, became the first and only
elected regional government in the United States. In 1979, soon after the formation ooff
Metro, it passed resolution 79-35, designating the Johnson Creek basin as an area
impacting the orderly development of
o f the region. Metro submitted its plan to form a
Local Improvement District (LID) to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as
part of an urban stormwater management plan for the region. In 1980, the Metro
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Council approved the recommendations ooff a Johnson Creek Task Force and passed

two ordinances, one approving the interim development controls and the other
establishing the Johnson Creek Local Improvement District. The estimated costs ooff the
three-part plan were about $10 million.
Because Metro was relying on federal Clean Water Act monies which came

with requirements for citizen participation, the agency was more deliberate in its
attempts to involve the general public. During 1980, 32 meetings were held in the
Johnson Creek basin to educate the public about Metro's plan. An information center
was established at Metro to answer questions about the plan. Portending the trouble to
come, Metro received over 50,000 calls in a four week period, mostly negative. Then a
public meeting was held at a high local school to accept public testimony. It was
attended by an "unruly"
“unruly” crowd of
o f over 700 people and was halted by the Fire Marshall
at 11:
15 p.m. when the crowd exceeded the capacity ooff the auditorium. A second large
11:15
public hearing was moved to the Memorial Coliseum Exhibition Hall because ooff its
larger capacity and the ease with which to make security arrangements. In the week
preceding the meeting, Metro councilors had received threats. Both plainclothes and
uniformed police were on hand.
It was during this period that the first citizen groups formed to focus on

Johnson Creek. The Up the Creek Committee (UTCC) was formed to oppose the LID
and Metro plan. The temperament of
o f the group was strident and anti-government. The
UTCC's
UTCC’s criticism included a dispute over the boundaries for the LID and the accuracy
of
o f the cost analysis, as well as a challenge to Metro's ability to levy taxes.
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Fundamentally, the UTCC' viewed this as an example ooff government jamming a
residents’ throats.
solution down residents'

Disregarding the rising opposition from citizens, Metro decided to go ahead
with its plan. This plan was to cost in excess of
o f $10 million and would, as perceived
by many citizens, benefit only a few: less than 1500 property owners out ooff 35,000
households. Metro's justification was based on the $1.5 million annual costs paid out
o f public infrastructure following flooding.
for reconstruction of

The Up the Creek Committee next re-formed with a larger goal and another
name, Enough is Enough in Oregon. Their goal was now to collect enough signatures
to put a ballot measure before voters in the entire state to dissolve. While Enough is
Enough failed to collect the required signatures, it did have an impact. A measure to
provide Metro with a tax base for financing its operation went before voters and was
soundly defeated. As with every agency preceding it, Metro abandoned its Johnson
Creek plan.
However, Metro did fund one more Johnson Creek program. Ethan Seltzer,
who had written his Ph.D. dissertation on Johnson Creek, was hired to initiate a more
education-based Johnson Creek program. Initially, Seltzer wrote a summary, similar to
Emery's, analyzing why so little had been accomplished in the watershed. In this
report, he determined that the environmental problems were perceived by residents to
be political or institutional, not physical. Also, citizens did not agree on the basic
definition of
o f the basin's
basin’s boundaries and, therefore, on who should be involved or,
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more importantly, pay for solutions to Johnson Creek problems. Perhaps most

importantly,
Seltzer determined that citizens were as much outraged about the process as
the content. They perceived Metro to be a government beget by government that was
forcing a solution on them.
Seltzer also contended that the plans were not based on social ecological
communities of
o f the basin. There didn't
didn’t exist a single community ooff interest, but rather
multiple ones. While some residents were concerned about the flooding, it was a
minority. Others were more concerned with maintaining their lifestyle, one that,
o f the expanding city, was decidedly rural in nature. To these
although within reach of

residents, government intervention meant that life would change for the worse. While
not environmentalists, this was a group more interested in maintaining the amenities,
however damaged, of
o f the stream and its surrounding area. It would still take a while
for residents and planning agencies to understand the concept ooff ecosystem
management, much less gain an appreciation for the differing cognitive maps ooff the
watershed. Seltzer's
Seltzer’s assessment was accurate, but way ahead of
o f its time.
In the last day's
day’s of
o f Metro's
M etro’s foray into Johnson Creek, Seltzer published a
brochure about the creek in positive terms, highlighting its physical and cultural
assets. It might have been the first time any government agency or, for that matter,
private citizen had published a glamorous portrait of
o f the creek. Seltzer also published
a "do
“do nothing"
nothing” option assessment as a way of
o f documenting the consequences ooff taking
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nothing" approach was costly to both
no action. He demonstrated that even the "do
“do nothing”
individuals in the floodplain and other taxpayers.
It is also important to note that during this timeframe (1980 -1984), two other
citizen groups formed. In 1980, a short-lived group, Responsible Action for Tomorrow
(RAFT) formed to support the Metro plan, but it was not organized in time or with
enough support to counter the vociferous Up the Creek and Enough is Enough crowd.
A bit later, another small group was forged that included Seltzer in its membership, as
well as others he met while conducting outreach in the Johnson Creek area. Initiated in
1984, it was named the Tideman Johnson Corridor Committee because it focused on
one particular natural area of
o f the creek, the Tideman Johnson Park canyon. Its purpose
was to help raise people's interest in the creek as an amenity. The group then became
the Friends of
o f Johnson Creek, and eventually the catalyst for the Johnson Creek
Coordinating Committee (JCCC). The JCCC, in turn,
tum, became the Johnson Creek
Watershed Council in 1996.
The small citizen group, Friends of
o f Johnson Creek, built momentum to carry
the cause of
o f Johnson Creek forward, providing tours, publishing articles, and soliciting
continued government interest in the watershed. While flooding was still considered
an important issue for the Friends, it was the creek as an asset that was ooff most
interest. After all, Johnson Creek was one of
o f the last free-flowing creeks in Portland,
with some riparian open space and native fish populations, albeit fragile and
diminishing. The mid- to latel 980s was a time when the Portland region experienced
late-1980s
an explosion of
o f small citizen groups who promoted stewardship of
o f the different
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watersheds. For a time in the early 1990s, these groups formed an umbrella
organization, Friends and Advocates of
o f Urban Natural Areas (FAUNA), boasting 40
member organizations. Government agencies, in particular Metro and the City ooff
o f Environmental Services, the agency charged with stream
Portland's Bureau of
management, also began to take a leadership role in protecting streams and expanding
the region's green infrastructure.

In the early 1990s, citizens in a nearby watershed, the Tualatin River basin,
had successfully sued their local water agency for not enforcing federal Clean Water
Act requirements. The suit resulted in a perpetual fund to be administered by a local
community foundation and distributed through a nonprofit watershed group, the
Tualatin River Watershed Council, for the purposes ooff stream restoration. Given the
history of
o f citizen activism in Johnson Creek, the City ooff Portland decided to take the
upper hand before citizens decided to literally follow suit in the Johnson Creek
watershed. In 1990, the city brought together a group ooff citizens and multiple agencies
to form the Johnson Creek Corridor Committee.
o f Portland's
Portland’s Bureau of
o f Environmental Services (BES) was the
The City of
designated agency in this round. It was one ooff BES’s
BES's first large program initiatives
under its newly expanded mission as a water resource protection agency. Prior to
1990, the City of
o f Portland had separate sewerage, stormwater, and neighborhood
nuisance bureaus. These were combined to provide the city with a more focused
city's natural
structure to manage sewage, stormwater, and what remained of
o f the city’s
o f being a two-headed
stream systems. BES has been accused many times since then of
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agency, one dominated by civil engineers used to thinking in terms ooff pipes and

systems who are often at odds with a smaller group ooff more environmentally-oriented
staff charged with planning for and managing urban streams and their related
greenspaces.
The first meeting BES held to discuss plans for Johnson Creek nearly knocked
another agency out for the count once again. Staff came prepared with a quality
presentation and professional facilitators to run the meeting, but the citizens, jaded
from their previous experience, dominated the agenda. However, BES moved slowly
forward, working with the JCCC and contracting with an environmental engineering
firm, Woodward Clyde Consultants, for $2 million to develop the technical
information for the planning process.
One of
o f the ongoing problems in Johnson Creek, as with most watersheds, is
o f managing a system that crosses jurisdictional and regulatory
the regulatory morass of

boundaries. To ensure consistent and effective efforts in Johnson Creek, at least five
state, two federal, and 18 local government agencies or departments must coordinate
their efforts. At the time of
o f 1998 Johnson Creek Summit, it was determined that 46
different plans existed to address housing, transportation, water quality, economic
development and flood control in the Johnson Creek Watershed, and produced by a
multiplicity of
o f agencies.
The watershed is regulated through broad water quality legislation like the
Clean Water Act and more specific regulations directed at agriculture, industry,
construction, wetlands, water diversions, and stormwater discharge. State agencies are
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generally responsible for monitoring and enforcement of
o f these areas. Local

governments designate land use and establish zoning, enforce erosion regulations, and
perform some monitoring and enforcement duties. Local governments can also
directly affect watersheds through their management of
o f stormwater, sewage treatment
plants, transportation, and drinking water systems. It is within this regulatory context
that the Johnson Creek Resource Management Plan was conceived and laboriously
worked out over a four-year period. The plan was only the first step in the
development of
o f other inter-agency plans, including the final restoration plan
completed in 2000.
The JCCC was convened in 1990 and met monthly for almost five years. In
addition to these monthly meetings, several special committees met regularly during
this time: land use, outreach, restoration and enhancement committees, as well as nine
separate stream reach groups,. The original committee had 36 members, including
representatives from three counties, four cities, four other regional and state agencies,
including the already tarnished Metro, now represented by a water resources specialist.
The Bureau of
o f Environmental Services assigned a full-time person to work with the
JCCC, let out a $2 million contract to develop technical information about the
watershed, and contracted with a professional facilitator to shepherd the process along.
o f a mission
The first document produced by the committee consisted of

statement and a set of
o f guiding principles which took several months to hammer out.
While some of
o f the document focused on resource management goals, the guiding
principles document was about group process: working rules, a definition ooff the type
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o f consensus decision-making that would be employed, and even one entire page on

the manner in which letters and policy statements would be written or represented
through the media. The shadows of
o f past fumblings lingered overhead, as everyone
moved cautiously forward.
In September 1992, the JCCC published its first public document, A Johnson

Creek Vision: A look at the future of
o f the Johnson Creek Watershed. (Johnson Creek
Corridor Committee, 1992) The document described the resource management plan
process, and provided the first glimpse of
o f data (with still relatively primitive
o f the watershed) and an outline ooff
Geographic Information System (GIS) coverage of

the problems. It then provided a very optimistic vision for the future. The JCCC
imagined a time in the future when:

Visitors to Johnson Creek and its tributaries find a clean, usable creek where they
can safely wade in sparkling waters, and where the fish and wildlife is restored and
maintained. Salmon and steelhead continue to return each year. Recreation
opportunities are viable in the corridor. The historic flooding problems are
minimized."
minimized.” (p. 2)

It is interesting to note that while flooding is still mentioned, it is the last item, and the
solution to flooding is now presented as a problem that will be minimized, not solved.
There was another important difference between the JCCC plan and previous
efforts to plan and resolve problems in Johnson Creek. The citizen and government
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committee insisted that while the planning and studying move forward, both the

participating agencies and voluntary citizen groups should begin work immediately
through what were then called early enhancement projects and public education
programs. The public agencies and consultants were sometimes skeptical about the
enhancement projects. It seemed to them like putting the cart before the horse. How
could one implement specific restoration projects before even knowing the nature ooff
the problem? However, the enhancement and education projects were critical in
o f inertia inherited from 40 years ooff "do
“do nothing”
overcoming the force of
nothing" in Johnson

Creek, and the projects become an important way ooff identifying the wider
constituency of
o f communities that had a stake in the outcome.
When it came time to finalize and publish the Resources Management Plan,
several crises emerged. First, there was no precedent for the City ooff Portland in
publishing a Resources Management Plan. Exactly what weight would the report
carry? Was the report to be approved by an official body ooff the city, as well as other
jurisdictions? Were the recommendations just that, or were they recommendations

with accompanying regulatory authority? A
Att one point, this problem came to a head
over a torturous debate about a recommendation regarding the scope ooff powers ooff the
proposed watershed council. It was suggested that the watershed council have
o f the effectiveness ooff regulations in the
regulatory power through its monitoring of

watershed that were already in place or might be developed to correct the stream's
problems. Such a function of
o f the council was perceived as usurping the
o f government agencies. The jurisdictions and public agencies had
responsibilities of
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their own regulatory responsibilities. Was the watershed council to be equipped with
“monitoring”
the capacity to monitor the regulatory agencies themselves? The word "monitoring"

was once debated over the course of
o f several meetings without reaching conclusion.
The parallel authority that council members referenced was that ooff neighborhood
associations in Portland. Since they have authority to review conditional land use
cases in their respective neighborhoods, why shouldn't a watershed council have a
similar review capacity for water issues? In the end, the Johnson Creek Watershed
Council did not gain specific authority. However, eventually, a multi-jurisdictional
technical advisory group that included lay citizens was formed and given more
authority by respective agencies and jurisdictions.
Publishing a draft of
o f the report before becoming a public document also raised
a thorny issue of
o f representation. When the draft was shared by one committee member
with her manager back in county government, the manager took one look at the
sections most pertinent to his jurisdiction and refused to sign on. It became clear that
one of the responsibilities outlined in the guiding principles had not always been
followed. The representatives were to be assigned the power to represent their agency
or citizen group and to be in constant communication with their group in order to
assure that decisions of
o f the committee were in fact supported by the agency or group.
Political pressure had to be applied in this instance in order to obtain the necessary
sign on.
The Resources Management Plan (Woodward Clyde Consultants, 1995)
o f the watershed to date. A voluminous technical
presented the most complete portrait of
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document of
o f over 600 pages accompanied the plan itself, along with the most detailed

computerized GIS maps of
o f the watershed. The plan itself was multi-faceted. Gone
o f single focus solutions. The plan called for bank protection options,
were the days of

enforcement of
o f environmental protection zones, in-stream controls, flood proofing,
sediment control regulations, public acquisitions ooff flood prone properties, enactment
o f best management practices, regional and onsite filtration facilities, bridge and
of

culvert modifications to increase fish passage, public education and stewardship, and
o f the Johnson Creek Watershed Council. Closely paralleling the
the creation of

Portland's Planning
development of
o f the Resources Management Plan, the City ooff Portland’s
Bureau had also developed the Johnson Creek District Plan, a plan that, unlike the
Resources Management Plan, did have regulatory teeth. The District Plan, based on
detailed resource inventory data analysis, created new overlay zones of
o f protection (the
P zone) that restricted development near streams and conservation zones (the C zone)
that provided a buffer to protect the P zones.
Interestingly, during the course of
o f developing the Resources Management
o f Engineers once more decided to get involved, and proposed their
Plan, the Corps of

own plan to correct problems in the watershed. While focused on hard engineering
solutions to flooding, the plan did include soft engineering components. Nonetheless,
the JCCC voted to refuse acceptance of
o f $1
$ 1 million in federal funding offered by the
Corps of
o f Engineers because it did not incorporate ecosystem management principles.
One of
o f the critical outcomes of
o f the Resources Management Planning Process
was the recommendation that a permanent group be formed to provide citizen-based
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leadership in creating a stewardship ethic in the watershed. The Johnson Creek

Watershed Council (JCWC) grew out of
o f the JCCC. The JCWC received an initial
grant from the State of
o f Oregon Governor's Watershed Enhancement Board, as well as
contributions from the different jurisdictions in the watershed. Today, the council has
about 100 dues-paying members and an annual operating budget ooff approximately
$75,000. Its mission is to "inspire
“inspire and facilitate community investment in the Johnson
Creek Watershed for the protection and enhancement of
resources." To
o f its natural resources.”
achieve this mission, the council participates in public policy process, local natural
resources technical advisory committees, watershed education and restoration projects,
and raises funds for special projects.
There were three coincidental events in the story of
o f Johnson Creek that
dramatically influenced its unfolding. A rail line that had facilitated settlement in the
watershed's early history was underused for years. It was first constructed to facilitate
o f electrical generating dams on the Clackamas River. Later, it was used
the building of

as a transit line known as the Springwater Line. In the early 1990s, a group of
o f citizens,
some of
o f whom were also working on watershed issues, created the Friends ooff
Springwater Corridor to advocate for transforming the line into a pedestrian/bike trail.
The Friends collaborated with the 40 Mile Loop Land Trust, a trails advocacy group,
and the City of
o f Portland's
Portland’s Parks Bureau. Together, they succeeded in securing federal
transportation financing with local matching funds to purchase the railway line.
Today, the 25-mile trail is one of
o f the region's
region’s most widely used pedestrian and bike
trails, estimated at more than a million users annually. Because the trail parallels the
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creek's more intact natural areas, it has
creek and provides access to some of
o f the creek’s
served both to educate citizens throughout the region about the watershed and create a
broad constituency who support stewardship and restoration efforts along the creek.
The second event was the emergence in 1997 of
o f an urban renewal district in
o f Lents, the neighborhood most affected by flooding. The Lents Town
the heart of

Center Urban Renewal District had its roots in an earlier initiative begun in 1995 and
sponsored by the City's Bureau of
o f Housing and Community Development that
designated it as a target area for reinvestment to address the social and economic
decline. Though the creek was a primary impediment to redevelopment in Lents
o f periodic flooding, planners more versed in inner city and downtown
because of

development projects were reluctant to enter into the watershed planning process
during the early stages of
o f planning for its redevelopment. However, members ooff the
watershed council, along with a growing number of
o f staff at BES whose work focused
on the Johnson Creek Watershed, brought the issue forward. They forced the Urban
Renewal Committee and the Portland Development Commission (PDC), the City of
Portland's bureau for economic development, to consider ecosystem management
among its goals. It also became apparent to PDC and businesses in the area that the
Bureau of
o f Environmental Services had become a major property owner in Lents. BES
had been using its willing seller program to purchase flood-prone properties, financed
with federal and local funds. BES had purchased over 40 acres near the heart of
o f the
proposed urban renewal district.
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While relations have remained tense between watershed advocates,

redevelopers, and business interests, consideration of
o f watershed issues has been
incorporated into the planning process. One primary reason for this somewhat forced
"marriage"
“marriage” between redevelopment and watershed interests, comprising the third
pivotal event, was the impact of
o f the Endangered Species Act (ESA). In successive
years-1998
years— 1998 and 1999-the
1999— the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) listed winter
Steelhead trout and Chinook salmon, respectively, as "threatened"
“threatened” species that travel
through the lower Columbia River. This listing included Johnson Creek’s
Creek's populations
o f winter Steelhead and fall Chinook. The ESA listings have elevated the restoration
of

plans for Johnson Creek to a new tier. Irregardless of
o f the seemingly insurmountable
odds of
o f assuring species survival in a steam as beleaguered as Johnson Creek, the
public agencies in the region are required to come up with a balanced plan to allow
orderly growth in the region while not forcing the federal government to take more
drastic measures in regards to ESA. The listings forced planning efforts in Johnson
Creek to focus on stream conditions that enhance fish survival. While flooding is the
issue that drove the process for so long, more and more it is now the Endangered
Species Act.
o f the Johnson Creek story to date involves the intervention by
The last chapter of

one of
o f Oregon's
Oregon’s U.S. Congressional Representatives, Earl Blumenauer, in response to
a flood that brought Johnson Creek to the foreground along with other streams in the
o f the worst flood events the region had ever
region. 1996 brought with it one of

experienced. Almost all the streams in the Willamette River basin experienced their
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highest flood stages since 1964. Until 1996, that was the flood that was used to gauge

a 100-year flood event. Once again, Johnson Creek was in the headlines as residents
drove their cars through flooded streets and experienced extensive damage to homes
and businesses. Because of
o f the extensive flood damage, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) was involved. FEMA provided immediate relief
assistance. It also facilitated local public efforts aimed at finding ways to avoid flood
damage in the future. FEMA, in discussions with Congressman Blumenauer,
suggested additional funds might be available to acquire properties in the Johnson
Creek floodplain or for education programs to help residents and businesses avoid
future flood repercussions.
FEMA wanted assurances of
o f local support for this type ooff effort. In order to
showcase the Johnson Creek Watershed
W atershed as a potential model for this type ooff
intervention, Blumenauer set out to organize a convocation ooff public agencies,
nonprofits and citizen activists, calling the event the Johnson Creek Watershed
Summit. The summits, first hosted in 1998, have become a vehicle, not only for local
agencies to demonstrate a unified front to FEMA, but also for facilitating the
completion of
o f the restoration plan for Johnson Creek. Comparing the festive and
engaged atmosphere of
o f the summits to those cantankerous meetings ooff the 1960s and
1970s speaks volumes about the change of
o f heart and mind in the community. Over
three years, more than 700 people attended the summits, representing 40 government
agencies, 33 nonprofit organizations, and 12 schools. Cantankerous citizens are now a
rare breed and no security force is on hand.
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The vision statement crafted by participants at the second summit reflects the

ecosystem management approach that has evolved over time :
The Johnson Creek basin will become a healthy, safe, and vibrant watershed by
effectively planning for and managing growth, promoting sustainable economic
of
development, and respecting and enhancing the natural functions and benefits of

the creek. This will be achieved by a well-organized, well-equipped, motivated
watershed-community (including a multi-jurisdictional coalition) ready and
willing to work cooperatively and take specific actions which will improve
Watershed
watershed health and livability in the region (Johnson Creek W
atershed Council,
1999)
One result of
o f the summits, with the Bureau of
o f Environmental Services serving
as lead agency, has been the completion of
o f the Johnson Creek Restoration Plan
(Bureau of
o f Environmental Services, 2001). The plan divides the creek into 58 sections,
or reaches, and lists the opportunities for restoration within each area depending on the
values, functions, and opportunities available. The plan uses eight consolidated "target
“target
functions"
functions” to characterize intended goals within selected stream reaches. These targets
establish a way to quantify expected benefits and measure improvement over time.
The eight functions include: in-stream complexity, priority outfalls, pipe crossings,
impervious surfaces, fish barriers, inundated properties, floodplains, and corridors and
habitat patches. The restoration plan has been developed with the full cooperation ooff
all jurisdictions and agencies involved. The structure includes an Inter-jurisdiction
Committee made up of
o f representatives of
o f agency technical staff and a Political
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Leaders Committee that allows elected officials from the watershed to discuss political

and funding issues. In short, the multi-functional approach is a far cry from the single
focus days of
o f the 1960s and 1970s, as is the price tag, estimated at $75 - $100 million.
Cortner and Mootes (1999) contend that ecosystem management requires both
flexibility and consistency, flexibility to adjust to a constantly changing world ooff
knowledge about ecosystems and political and economic realities, and the consistency
of holding to a rational decision-making process. These characteristics describe the
planning process in the Johnson Creek Watershed. As knowledge has been gained,
especially in the last 12 years, both citizens and government agencies have adjusted
their strategies for restoration. For example, the Resource Management Plan only
positioned acquisition of
o f floodplain properties as one ooff many restoration strategies.
Since that time, and especially after the flood of
o f 1996, the willing seller program has
emerged as a more prominent and acceptable strategy to restore the stream and prevent
future flood disasters.
Ecosystem management furthermore demands both inclusiveness and
accountability. The initial Resources Management Plan produced by the Johnson
Creek Corridor Committee was inclusive in nature. Unlike previous efforts that used a
narrow definition for the communities of
o f interest, i.e. those who were flooded, the
planning process redefined the communities of
o f interest over time to incorporate the
o f that planning process, the community has
entire watershed. Since the time of

expanded even further. While only one citizen group, the Up the Creek Committee,
presented an opposing view to the proposed plan in the 1960s and 1970s, over 17
1755
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organizations, nonprofit groups, schools and government agencies have participated in

the planning and restoration of
o f Johnson Creek during the 1990s.
Likewise, accountability has been a key to success. At the Johnson Creek
Summits, two of
o f the most highly regarded outcomes were an inter-jurisdictional
Memorandum of
o f Understanding signed by the participating jurisdictions and the
founding of
o f a Political Leaders Committee that meets regularly to assure
accountability on the part of
o f the respective agencies as to their roles and
responsibilities.
Another key element of
o f ecosystem management involves the tension between a
deductive process of
o f planning dominated by specialists, and an open decision-making
process that provides a voice for "non-professional"
“non-professional” citizens. This has not always been
an easy tension to resolve in planning the restoration ooff Johnson Creek. Many times
along the way, citizens have challenged the science of
o f experts and politicians. In the
1960s and 1970s, citizens challenged the governmental view that they all lived in one
watershed. Since there was little scientific knowledge ooff watersheds in those days,
public agencies stood on a weak foundation when planning and funding relied on
citizen understanding of
o f a watershed. In fact, there was little solid knowledge about
the boundaries of
o f the basin or its functions. Since then, watershed education has
become a primary theme for nonprofit environmental groups and government
agencies. Ironically, when the issue of
o f Johnson Creek was defined singularly as
flooding, acceptance was more difficult to achieve. Though complex and expensive,
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the current restoration plan is more holistic and multi-faceted. There is something in it

for everyone.
The planning process in the Johnson Creek Watershed has been a communi
cative planning process as well. Innes and Booher argue that in communicative
planning, information becomes gradually embedded in the understandings ooff the
actors in the community, through processes in which participants, including planners,
collectively create meanings. (Innes and Booher)
B ooher) Public agencies learned to
incorporate the experiential knowledge of
o f residents with the rigor of
o f science. Once, for
example, residents in flood prone areas disputed flood plain maps generated by local
and federal agencies. Rather than simply reject the citizens’
citizens' knowledge ooff where
flooding took place, local public agency staff designed a way for residents to indicate
high water marks on their property and then incorporated that knowledge into the
mapping process. Inhabitants of
o f the watershed are also continually reminded as they
travel on local streets and highways that they are entering the Johnson Creek
Watershed. Around 50 "Entering
Watershed"
“Entering the Johnson Creek W
atershed” signs are posted in
highly visible locations. These compliment the innumerable stenciled signs on storm
drains reminding citizens that whatever runs off the pavement or their yards and into
the storm drains ends up in Johnson Creek. These are some ooff the ways residents are
learning to identify themselves as living in a watershed.
An underlying principle of
o f the most recent stage in the planning and
restoration of
o f Johnson Creek is co-production, both of
o f the plan and the restoration.
While
W hile public agencies have continued to play a central role in funding the process and
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determining the type of
o f dialogue, it has been done in a unique give-and-take

collaboration with citizens. One of
o f the first visible signs ooff this emerging collaborative
spirit was the original working agreement hammered out by the JCCC. The working
agreement put both citizens and public agencies within the same framework. Similar
to the Good Neighbor Agreements forged to deal with thorny issues such as the
placement of
o f controversial care facilities in residential neighborhoods or the
community policing agreements used in some cities to deal with crime and safety
problems, the JCCC working agreements forced both citizens and government to
commit to the process, agree to the use of
o f deliberative rules ooff engagement, and carry
out their respective responsibilities. The JCCC working agreements were further
refined during the Johnson Creek Summits when jurisdictions signed a Memorandum
of
o f Understanding that spelled out the roles and responsibilities of
o f the participating
agencies.
As Boyte and Kari have aptly pointed out in discussing what they call public
works, citizens, nonprofits, and businesses working together on physical labor
oriented endeavors is a very good way to iron out political and cultural differences.
(Boyte and Kari, 1997) If the JCCC work had not included early hands-on
enhancement projects, as well as clean ups, trainings and workshops, political
agreements would have been much more difficult to reach. W
When
hen the largest flood
event hit Johnson Creek in 1996, City of
o f Portland employees, on their own time, went
to the front lines and filled sand bags to hold back the raging stream, winning the
hearts of
o f residents by demonstrating that they were not just bureaucrats, but true
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public servants. Such action also reflected the genuine relationships that had been

forged in the process of
o f working cooperatively.
Since 1990, there have been at least 75 site specific restoration projects in the
Johnson Creek Watershed. These projects range from the $1.2 million Brookside
Project, a constructed wetlands designed to remove some flood waters from the
troubled Lents area, to small riparian repair projects along short stretches ooff the creek.
Almost all the projects have involved voluntary citizen participation in the planning,
design, and implementation and, very importantly, in the long-term management and
care of
o f the sites.
The lesson of
o f co-production of
o f public works was learned early in the resource
o f the 1990s. A story from that period illustrates the point. Along
management stage of

one particular stretch of
o f the creek, several neighbors had vociferously complained
WPA
about deteriorating WP
A rock work that resulted in several houses losing their yards, a

loss that threatened the homes themselves. Rather than engineer a hard solution, i.e.
another wall, at a large expense, the city invested in the process of
relationship
o f relationshipbuilding through a series of
o f informal barbecues and hired environmental engineers to
work with the neighbors on designing softer bio-engineering techniques for rebuilding
the wall. The neighbors learned about the techniques, and helped in the design and
construction of
o f the bio-engineered "wall",
“wall”, which consisted mostly of
o f streamside
o f willow and other vegetation. A group of
o f planners from a local conference
planting of

of
o f the national American Planning Association just happened to tour the site soon after
a moderately large flood event in which the wall had performed well by holding the
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bank in place. One of
o f the neighbors, an individual who had been adamantly antianti

government as well as skeptical of
o f this new bio-engineering technique, greeted the
o f what she called "our"
“our” wall (meaning the
planners and took them on a tour of
neighbors’). The change in perceived ownership represented by the use ooff "our"
“our” was a
neighbors').

profound one, indeed, in the relationship between citizens and government here.
o f the changes that has come to the Johnson Creek Watershed is that there
One of

now are-to
are— to apply Jane Jacob's phrase to another situation-"eyes
situation— “eyes on the stream."
stream.”
There is a watchful stewardship ethic in the watershed that does not allow much to
pass unnoticed. For example, schools have adopted specific sites to restore and
maintain. Ownership takes on another meaning when children themselves have
planted trees, cleaned up litter, or released fish in the hopes they return. Adult and
student stream monitoring programs, including a well-developed stream data
collection program sponsored by a local university, add to the data collection and
monitoring performed under inter-jurisdictional agreements. Citizens trained to
conduct fish surveys regularly report sightings that more expensive and less frequent
technical survey projects cannot match. While these activities have multiple benefits, a
critical benefit is that citizens do become "monitors,"
“monitors,” watching out for infractions, as
well as tracking the progress of
o f creek restoration.
One additional anecdote illustrates the changed watershed consciousness. In
the fall of
o f 2000, an engineer, working to shore up a sewer trunk line that passes
through the creek in a natural area of
o f the stream, decided on his own to move heavy
equipment downstream to remove a beaver dam. When the nearby residents found out
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about the incident, they reported it the Bureau of
o f Environmental Services. The resident

beaver family and its dam were a source ooff pride in the neighborhood, and a site used
for environmental education programs. The story spread quickly and was covered by
two major newspapers, television, and radio. A gathering was convened at the site the
following week, attended by no less than 25 people and representing eight agencies.
o f BES publicly apologized for the incident and the
The city commissioner in charge of

"rogue"
“rogue” engineer was eventually let go. Since that time, the City ooff Portland has
developed a plan for removing the sewer line from the creek. Ten or 15 years ago, this
incident would have attracted little attention. In fact, residents were more likely to ask
o f a beaver dam, viewed as it was as a nuisance.
for removal of
In order to manage the Johnson Creek Watershed restoration, an unprecedented

level of
o f cooperation between public agencies has been essential. As compared to the
one agency present in the 1960s and 1970s, multiple agencies now offer their
expertise, bend their boundaries, dedicate resources, and forge enduring agreements
that will make it more difficult to backslide.
What
W hat is a reasonable estimate of
o f the costs to date to restore Johnson Creek?
Some direct costs are known. The City of
o f Portland spent $1.8 million on consultants to
o f Planning spent about
develop the Resources Management Plan. The Bureau of

$700,000 to develop the Johnson Creek District Plan. Since 1990, the Bureau of
of
Environmental Services has had a varied number ooff staff working on Johnson Creek
issues: approximately 1.5 FTE from 1990-1995, 3 FTE from 1996-1998, 5 FTE from
1999-2000, and currently 6 full-time staff dedicated to Johnson Creek. This totals
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about another $2 million over the decade. The Johnson Creek Watershed Council has

had an annual budget of
o f about $75,000 for six years, constituting an additional
$500,000. In the most recent iteration of
o f the restoration plan for Johnson Creek, the
o f Portland spent an additional $2.7 million. With the largest price tag come land
City of

acquisitions in the watershed. To date, the Cities ooff Portland and Gresham, plus
Metro, have spent about $21.8 million to acquire 450 acres ooff land in the floodplain or
uplands in the watershed. Other agencies have also contributed to the cause through
grants and contracts. For example, Metro manages funds from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service which are distributed throughout the region for watershed education
and restoration projects. There have been 21 projects funded in Johnson Creek with a
price tag of
o f $700,000, including both the Metro and local sponsor share. All told, the
minimum costs for restoring Johnson Creek is already over $30 million.
If one were only to measure the success of
o f the human and physical capital

investments in tiny urban watersheds such as Johnson Creek by the physical
outcomes, we would very likely miss key evaluative elements. When examining the
tangible benefits from these sizable investments, the results might be considered
laughable. After all this time, returning fish are still being counted one by one.
one.22 The
creek still floods. Sediment still roles down the stream, burying gravels essential for
returning salmon to lay their eggs. Yet I would argue that a major shift in orientation
toward stewardship of
o f the watershed has occurred, the measures being more the held
knowledge of
community
o f the watershed, the "eyes
“eyes on the stream,"
stream,” and the subtler communityo f the overall effort than the specific physical outcomes. It will take
building aspects of
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decades to see marked improvement in the actual health ooff the stream. However, the
o f public and nonprofit organizations have accomplished as much or more.
efforts of

Changing the cognitive map of
o f the residents, building a constituency of
o f stream
stewards, and changing the political climate and infrastructure are no small feats. The
role of
o f government in solving problems has changed from a technocratic and
o f process facilitation and community education. The
engineering role to one of

investment of
o f government agencies is soft, measured as much by shifts in attitudes,
gained through new knowledge and skills, as it is in the physical public works
outcomes. It requires putting faith in a stewardship ethic as much as it does trust in
scientifically valid data that inform residents of
o f progress achieved.
Although it is not a clear measure ooff progress, we can observe cognitive
changes in the watershed. A survey (see Figure 61) conducted by the Bureau ooff
Environmental Services illustrates how the investment in nurturing a stewardship ethic
has positive returns. Especially notable are the percentage ooff people (80%) who would
not dump anything down a storm drain and the percentage (55%) who would plant
native plants.
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Figure 61. Portland percentage who definitely would or already engage in activity

Portland percentage who definitely would or
already engage in
in activity
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Many citizens in the Johnson Creek Watershed have in effect been
matriculated in a multi-year ecosystem management certificate program. Through
helping to write resource management and restoration plans, by learning how to work
in groups to build consensus, through involvement in a wide variety of
o f trainings and
workshops, and through participation in hands-on restoration projects, citizens in the
Johnson Creek Watershed know their place in the watershed, as well as their role in its
management. Over time, active citizens have learned hydrology, mapping ooff
floodplains, native plant landscaping, agricultural practices, erosion control, zoning,
and group facilitation. They can talk about riparian zones, anadromous fish, bio
o f woody debris in streams.
engineering, and the importance of
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The shifting attitudes relative to the creek can be evidenced through the

media's
media’s coverage of
o f it. An analysis of
o f coverage ooff Johnson Creek issues by The
Oregonian (Portland's
(Portland’s primary daily newspaper) over the last 10 years also shows a

favorable trend toward more positive stories about Johnson Creek than negative ones.
“Good and Bad News about Johnson Creek”
In the "Good
Creek" chart (see Figure 62), with the

exception of
o f 1996 when flooding was the big story, there has been a growth ooff
positive stories about Johnson Creek. Instead of
o f the stream being considered a
1
nuisance to be eliminated, the creek is increasingly seen as an asset.
asset.1

Figure 62: Johnson Creek: Oregonian News Coverage: Positive and Negative
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So, in the end, while the price tag has been steep and the physical

improvements in the creek still minimal, the payback in the form of
o f civic
infrastructure has been immense. Since 1990, there have been over 1000
I 000 watershed
events: public meetings, regular JCCC and JCWC meetings, restoration projects,
tours, workshops, and cleanups. In total, there have been between 6,000 and 8,000
o f the stream. These citizens have invested at least
citizens involved in the restoration of

100,000 hours, which more than equals the 75,000 hours of
o f public agency staff time
and represents, at a conservative $10 per hour rate, an in-kind contribution of
o f $10
million in the watershed.

Conclusion
Sirianni and Friedland (1995) point out that the complexity ooff social, political,
and economic issues has led to new forms ooff civic responses and new types ooff civic
collaboration. Problems like water~hed
watershed restoration cannot be solved by regulatory
procedures, only by collaborations across sectors and between citizens and
government. They maintain that we cannot assume that pre-existing stocks ooff social
capital can serve as an adequate foundation for building capacities in new and more
complex problem arenas.
It is difficult to imagine the traditional civic infrastructure that existed in

Portland in the 1950s facilitating either the planning or the implementation processes
that tackled the restoration of
o f the Johnson Creek Watershed. On the governmental
side, agencies were separated by specialties and bureaucratic boundaries that
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compounded the problems. New civic infrastructure and public processes, such as the

technical and political advisory groups and the Johnson Creek Watershed Council,
were of
o f necessity developed in order to address the complex set ooff issues that would
result in a workable restoration plan. It was not pure science that drove the process,
but rather scientific and technical knowledge embedded in a social process. The
Johnson Creek Watershed planning process fits neatly within Innes’
Innes' communicative
planning theory. According to this theory, Innes argues that information becomes
gradually embedded in the understandings of
o f the actors in the community through
processes in which participants collectively create meanings. In the conventional
model of
o f planning, plans are developed by presumably neutral experts who work
outside and apart from the political and bureaucratic process through which policy
gets made, work that does not become embedded in the institutions’
institutions' or the player’s
player's
understandings. It becomes what is called "intellectual
capital" or shared knowledge
“intellectual capital”
only if there is thorough and repeated discussion about the meaning ooff the
information, its accuracy, and its implications (Gruber, 1994, Innes et al. 1994).
Information does not influence policy unless it corresponds to a socially constructed
and shared understanding within the community ooff policy actors. If, however, the
meaning does emerge through such a social process, the information changes the
actors and their actions.
A civic infrastructure for watershed restoration was built from the ground up,
through the collaborative efforts of
o f government agencies, civic organizations and
residents of
o f the watershed. In the process of
o f seeking solutions to an intractable
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problem, over 6,000 citizens became involved in this one aspect of
o f the civic life ooff

their community. In a small 54 square mile watershed ooff 175,000 people, this
translates to 1 out of
o f every 30 people involved in the process. Along the way, the
citizens learned a vast amount about how public policy is developed, the role ooff
scientific knowledge in resolving problems, the various civic skills involved in
managing meetings, mediating conflict, and building consensus, the ways in which
sustainable agreements are built, and the multi-disciplinary sciences ooff stream
management and restoration. The watershed restoration effort together a cross-section
o f the population as rich as any traditional civic associational effort. During the multi
of

year effort to restore Johnson Creek, there were many times citizens were planting
trees together one day and deliberating on public policy the next. Public works
projects like the Johnson Creek Watershed restoration effort are today’s
today's version ooff
Skocpol'
see chapter two). W
Work
Skocpol’ss classic civic life ((see
ork in the watershed combines social
of
activities with community service and mutual aid. It is where a broader group of

citizens, including those working through issue-interest groups, learn the essential
civic skills of
o f basic democratic process that are transferable to other civic ventures.
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NOTES
1. Analysis of
o f good and bad news about Johnson Creek was created by searching the
I.

online database of
o f the Oregonian Newspaper from 1990-2000. Positive news
consisted of
o f news that put Johnson Creek in a positive light, including public
involvement processes, restoration and clean up activities, and general profiles of
the creek. Negative news included items about flooding and pollution.
2. Data on public staff and voluntary contributions was compiled by the author by
creating a database of
o f all Johnson Creek events sponsored by public agencies, the
Johnson Creek Watershed Council, and other nonprofits. Three hours per event
was the average time used for compiling total hours.
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SECTION IV: CONCLUSION

Chapter 12
Summaries and Discussion

Introduction
In this study I examined how civic organizational structures and civic practices
in Portland, Oregon were changed between 1960 and 1999.
I postulated that this
1999.1postulated
transformation can be understood best in terms ooff four periods: traditional civic life,
civic reconstruction, populist pluralism, and the civic innovation. I focused my
research on four years, each representing one ooff these periods. For traditional civic life
I used 1960; for civic reconstruction, 1972; for populist pluralist, 1985, and civic
innovative, 1999.
These four periods provided a useful analytical framework for understanding
civic life in Portland. The radical transformation of
o f civic organizations and practices is
evident when several of
o f the key elements ooff this study are charted across the study
period. Figure 63 shows the decline of
o f traditional civic life and Figure 64 shows its
transformation with the rise of
o f new civic organizations and practices. Figure 63
reveals a steep drop in the population of
o f traditional civic organizations, news about
traditional civic organizations, and number of
o f traditional civic actions between 1960
and 1972.
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Figure 63: Overall decline of traditional civic life, 1960 to 1999

Decline of Traditional Civic Life
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-+-Traditional
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News of traditional civic
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news
Traditional civic actions as
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20%
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1960
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1985
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Traditional civic organizations declined continuously, while the civic news and
practices drooped most dramatically between 1962 and 1972. Figure 64 shows that
there were complementary rises in the percentages ooff nontraditional civic actions, new
nontraditional advocacy news and citizens serving on citizen advisory committees and
task forces. The trend lines once again reveal the dramatic shift in 1972, and continued
transformation through to 1999
.1
1999.1
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Figure 64: Overall rise of new forms
form s of civic organizations and civic practices, 1960 to 1999
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Summary of Periods of the Civic Transformation

Traditional Civic Life
In 1960, the civic world in Portland was dominated by traditional civic

associations ((41%).
41 % ). Advocacy, social service, and arts and culture made up only 20%
of
o f the total number of
o f civic organizations.
Almost half the civic news (48%) was about traditional civic organizations.
The repertoire of
o f civic actions of
o f these civic groups was limited to fundraising,
benefits, honors and awards, and election of
o f officers, accounting for 54% of
o f all civic
actions. There were few actions that could be classified as advocacy in 1960 (7%).
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The issues I classified as "outside
“outside the domain"
domain” of
o f traditional civic groups are:

environment, crime and safety, planning and urban design, minority issues,
neighborhood issues, and transportation issues. These issues accounted for only 12%
of
o f the news, but later in the study they took on greater importance.
In 1960, there were a handful of
o f citizen advisory committees and task forces

but, membership on these civic bodies was substantially less than membership on
boards and commissions. On the whole, boards and commissions were dominated by
White males, and appointments were made on the basis ooff professional or social status
in the community. I contend that this is in an indication that citizen participation in
o f citizens.
traditional civic life did not include a broad cross section of

Civic Reconstruction Period
In 1972, traditional civic organizations made up 30% of
o f the total population of
of

civic groups. While there were still many traditional civic organizations, 167 had died
since 1960, more than the total of
o f deaths in all the other sectors combined. Advocacy
o f the total in 1960, accounted for 16%
groups, in 1972, on the other hand, a mere 4% of
o f the total in 1972. The largest contributor to this growth was neighborhood
of

associations, accounting for 40% of
o f the new advocacy groups. Identity rights and
environmental organizations also began to show up, accounting for another 24% ooff
new advocacy groups. Another critical element of
o f the growth ooff advocacy
organizations was the emergence of
o f social service organizations with advocacy goals.
In 1960, there were only four organizations that could reasonably be described in this
fashion. By 1972, the number had risen to 43.
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In terms of
o f news coverage, while the number of
o f advocacy groups increased

four-fold, the news about them increased over twelve-fold. In 1972, news about
o f this coverage while traditional civic
advocacy groups accounted for 50% of

organizations accounted only for 7%.
o f civic actions also changed dramatically between 1960 and
The repertoire of
o f the actions were what I have called traditional, in
1972. Whereas in 1960, 54% of

1972, 19% were traditional and 60% were nontraditional. Public interest research,
neighborhood actions, issue campaigns, voter initiatives and petitions, demonstrations,
court actions, and activities of
o f civic boards all increased substantially. In 1960 only
eight ((out
out of
o f 167) nontraditional civic actions were carried out by civic organizations
that existed in 1960. By 1972 the issues defined as outside the domain ooff traditional
civic associations eclipsed all other issues, accounting for almost 45%.
o f Portland embarked on a path to incorporate a greater
In the 1970s, the City of

cross section of
o f citizens in public policy deliberations. While the number of
o f boards
o f citizen advisory committees
and commissions remained fairly constant, the number of

more than doubled, from 27 to 56, and the number ooff task forces jum
jumped
ped from 5 to 25.
In the 1970s, there were more citizens appointed to citizen advisory committees than

to any other form of
o f civic body. In fact, when taskforce appointments, which tend to
also attract a wider cross section of
o f citizens, are added to the citizen advisory
committee appointments, the combined is more than the combined appointments on
commissions and boards (972 compared to 810). The increase in the number and
breadth of
o f citizen advisory committees, the increase in the total number ooff citizens
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involved in these representative forms of
o f democracy, along with the advent ooff

Portland's
Portland’s experiment in direct democracy through the neighborhood involvement
system provided citizens with a richer environment for participation then had existed
in the 1960s. Ordinary citizens, not just the civic elite and high-level professionals,
were asked, not just to contribute their time to charitable causes, but to help in more of
of
o f the city.
the technical, professional, and political affairs of

Populist Pluralist Period
o f the civic
In 1985, traditional civic associations accounted only for 23% of

association world, compared with 30% in 1972, and 41%
41 % in 1960. The proportion ooff
advocacy groups and arts and cultural groups that survived from 1972 to 1985 points
to a large change in those sectors. In 1972, 80% or more of
o f these associations were
new, whereas in 1985 almost the reverse occurred. Both sectors exploded between
1960 and 1972 and then by 1985 had become more stable.
By 1985, the gap between civic associations and news coverage of
o f civic life
had expanded. While traditional civic associations still made up 23% ooff the population
of
o f all civic groups, the groups provided only 2% ooff the news. News about advocacy
o f the news, the same as 1972. The most
organizations accounted for one half of

important change in advocacy news between 1972 and 1985 was the increased
coverage of
o f the actions of
o f neighborhood organizations and civic bodies. From 1972 to
1985 there was more than a three-fold increase, from 31 to 108 items. It is interesting
to note that while the growth of
o f advocacy groups slowed, news coverage of
of
neighborhood organizations and civic bodies increased. Although there is no hard data
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in this study to support this, it seems likely that the increased activity in civic

engagement processes that were recognized by the City ooff Portland slowed down the
growth of
o f outside advocacy organizations, as activists become more involved in the
formal civic structures. This supposition is supported in the bicycle case study in
chapter ten. From the mid 1970s through the 1980s bicycle activists were involved in
government- sponsored civic bodies such as the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee.
Likewise, neighborhood activists who in the 1970s may have operated on their own
through informal networks by the 1980s had City-sanctioned associations operating
under the umbrella of
o f the City's
City’s Office of
o f Neighborhood Associations.
By 1985, nontraditional civic actions might as well be called the "new
“new
tradition,"
tradition,” making up 73% of
o f the reported civic actions. Traditional civic activities
(fundraising, election of
o f officers, and honors and awards) only constituted 15% of
o f the
news. While the total proportion of
o f nontraditional civic actions had increased 13%
since 1972 (from 60% to 73%), it did not increase as much as it had from 1960 to
1972 (from 13% to 54%). There was also a significant drop in contentious forms ooff
civic actions, in particular demonstrations and voter initiatives and petitions. In part
this is explained by the end of
o f the fervent demonstrations in the 1970s about
America's
America’s war in Southeast Asia. On the opposite side of
o f the equation, the sanctioned
forms of
o f civic engagement brought more citizens to the civic table. The activists and
activist groups had gained acceptance.
Civic bodies took on a wider array of
o f social issues in the 1980s than in any
other period. There were twice as many committees working on social issues in 1980
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as there were in the 1970s (75 compared with 33). Membership on all citizen advisory

committees increased. In the 1980s there were almost twice as many appointments to
citizen advisory committees and task forces as there were to city commissions and
boards.

Civic Innovation Period
By 1999, there were more advocacy organizations in Portland than any other
o f the total, less than
type. In 1999, traditional civic organizations only made up 10% of

half of
o f those in 1985.
News about advocacy organizations in 1999 accounted for 60% of
o f all the
news, up 10% since 1985. However, advocacy organizations also accounted for 30%
of
% more than in 1985. On the other hand, traditional civic
o f all civic associations, 11
11%
associations in 1999 accounted only for 11%
% ooff the news, while still representing 10%
of
o f all civic associations. From 1985 to 1999, news about advocacy organizations
changed dramatically in several ways. The most notable change was a 50% drop in
news about neighborhood groups and civic bodies. Comparing the type of
o f civic
actions in 1960 (traditional civic actions) to actions in 1999 is close to worthless for
explaining civic life in the civic innovation period. There are no reports of
o f elections ooff
officers, and reports about fundraising, benefits, and honors and awards that made up
over 50% of
o f the news in 1960 were almost nonexistent in 1999.
In 1999, nontraditional civic activities made up 80% ooff the civic news. In
legality--similar
1999, civic news reflected a new type of
o f civic action on the edge ooff legality—
similar to
the onslaught of
o f street demonstrations in 1972--such
1972—such as tree sitting in ancient forests,
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eco-terrorist activities in defense of
o f animal rights, and hotly contested anti-abortion

activities. Reports of
o f neighborhood actions were down from 1985 levels, and the news
City's formal civic planning
tended to be more negative than positive as some of
o f the City’s
processes turned contentious. Conservative groups showed up in the news more often
in 1999, utilizing the types of
o f nontraditional civic actions that had been developed by
more progressive organizations in previous decades.
o f civic bodies in Portland was stagnant between the 1980s
Overall the growth of

and 1990s. In fact, the total number of
o f bodies decreased slightly. The number of
of
citizen advisory committees and commissions stayed the same, while boards and task
forces decreased. There were 51 fewer citizen advisory committees working on social
issues in the 1990s than in the 1980s. Some committees were created in the 1980s to
focus on social issues, such as rising crime rates. However, it also seems reasonable to
deduce from the decrease in positive news about neighborhood actions and changes in
policy about involving citizens on bureau advisory committees, that the City of
of
Portland pulled back from its wholehearted endorsement ooff direct democratic
processes and the representative civic engagement through citizen advisory
committees.
Finally, in the 1990s, there was a trend ooff forming new organizations and
processes to accommodate multiple-interest communities and stakeholders. The Task
Force on Neighborhood Involvement was created to re-examine Portland’s
Portland's
neighborhood involvement system. The Futures Forum was created to bring together a
cross section ofleaders
o f leaders and citizens to create consensus about a vision for the
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community. Other communities in the suburbs, including Hillsboro, and Washington

and Clackamas Counties, likewise created vision groups to build common ground
between multiple governmental, private, and nonprofit stakeholders. The Coalition for
a Livable Future was created to bridge progressive interest groups concerned about
urban growth management under one umbrella. The Johnson Creek Watershed
Council, and others like it in the region, were created to bring together citizens,
organized groups, and government agencies to build consensus and work together to
solve difficult environmental issues.

Summary of Cases Studies
Albina: Civic Engagement in Urban Renewal

The civic infrastructure in the 1950s at the beginning ooff urban renewal efforts
in Albina was a far cry from the civic infrastructure ooff the Albina Plan or Interstate
Urban Renewal Area in the 1990s. Urban renewal efforts in the 1950s were dominated
by a narrowly defined set of
o f civic players, particularly downtown interests. In contrast,
during the 1990s Albina planning process and the still incomplete Interstate Urban
Renewal District planning, a total of
o f 221 different public, private and nonprofit
organizations have been involved: 98 nonprofit organizations, 43 government agencies
and schools, and 30 businesses and business associations. The difference is not just a
matter of
o f the number of
o f groups or the limited nature ooff the representation ooff interests
or perspectives in 1960. The members of
o f the first redevelopment advisory board
probably could not have imagined a civic life where 4000 citizens would be involved
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in a planning effort in one community (the Albina Plan), or a world where private

nonprofits would be contracted for redevelopment services, or a process where
regional groups like the Coalition for a Livable Future would leverage money from a
hile the focus of
of
private foundation to organize residents to resist displacement. W
While

many urban renewal efforts has been the physical restoration ooff declining
neighborhoods, probably the most lasting effect, as Charles Jordan (1977) reflected
about the Model Cities programs, has been the change in civic organizational
infrastructure and the institutionalization ooff civic practices that incorporate a broader
range of
o f citizens in civic life.
The Bicycle Movement: Institutionalization ooff Challenging Groups'
Agendas
Groups9Agendas

The transformation of
o f civic life in Portland since the 1950s was shaped by
wave after wave of
o f challenging groups, the mobilization ooff constituencies ooff people
who often coalesced as issue interest groups, or whose agendas were institutionalized
as formal.government programs. At any given time, the organizational form taken by
the mobilization depends on existing civic infrastructure, the repertoire ooff actions that
are available and effective, and the encouragement or flexibility ooff the established
political powers. The formation of
o f new groups to challenge the status quo or bring
innovative new ideas to the forefront is an essential civic democratic act.
Portland's
Portland’s bicycle program, now considered one ooff the best in the country, was
started by a ragtag bunch of
o f citizens who wanted bicyclists to have rights on city
streets, and to have the bicycle taken seriously as a legitimate commuter transportation
option. Since the movement's
movement’s humble beginnings in the early 1970s, thousands ooff
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citizens have been involved through ad hoc organizations, citizen interest groups, and

municipally appointed civic bodies in bringing about bicycle-friendly changes in
Portland’s transportation policy The story, as with other case studies in this research,
Portland's

belies the narrower view that single issue groups do not involve a cross section of
of
citizens. It supports the idea, contrary to the theorists who argue that civic life has
declined in America, that citizens are involved in civic life as much or more so than in
the past. Lastly, it provides an example of
o f how citizens working with government
structures gain the civic skills and knowledge to be effective contributors to
community life. Citizen interest groups can undermine representative civic
engagement, and empower only those with slack resources. However, if a community
builds and maintains a robust, flexible, and innovative democratic civic infrastructure
that facilitates free and open dialogue, then the extreme political views of
o f single-issue
groups are tempered, and innovative solutions to community problems can be
encouraged and brokered.

Johnson Creek Watershed: Building Civic Infrastructure to Solve Difficult Social
and Environmental Problems
It is difficult to imagine the traditional civic infrastructure in 1950s Portland
facilitating either the planning or implementation process ooff the restoration ooff the
Johnson Creek Watershed. At that time, government agencies were separated by
specialties and bureaucratic boundaries that had impeded progress is solving the
watershed's
watershed’s problems. In the 1990s, new civic infrastructure and processes such as the
technical and elected official's
official’s advisory groups, and the Johnson Creek Watershed
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Council were developed to create a workable restoration plan and carry out actions

that included roles for government and citizens. It was not pure science that drove the
process, but scientific and technical knowledge embedded in a social process. The
Johnson Creek Watershed Planning process fits Innes’s
Innes's (1998) communicative
planning theory to a tee. In that model, Innes argues that information becomes
gradually embedded in the understandings ooff the actors in the community through
processes in which participants collectively create meanings. In the conventional
o f planning, plans are developed by presumably neutral experts who work
model of

outside and apart from the political and bureaucratic process through which policy
gets made, and the policy does not become embedded in the institutions or the player’s
player's
ost valuable when it becomes
understandings. Innes argues that policy is the m
most

"intellectual
“intellectual capital,"
capital,” that is shared knowledge. This only happens when there is
plenty of
o f talk about the meaning of
o f the information, its accuracy, and its implications.
Information does not influence unless it represents a socially constructed and shared
understanding created in the community of
o f policy actors. The meaning does emerge
through such a social process, the information changes the actors and their actions.
In the case of
o f Johnson Creek, a civic infrastructure for watershed restoration
was built from the ground up, collaboratively among government agencies, civic
organizations, and residents of
o f the watershed. In the process of
o f trying to find a
solution to an difficult environmental and social problem, over 6,000 citizens became
involved in civic life. In a small watershed with 175,000 residents this means 1 out ooff
30 have been involved in the process. Along the way the citizens learned how public
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policy is developed; the role scientific knowledge plays in resolving problems; civic

skills including meeting management, building sustainable agreements, consensus and
mediation; and the multi disciplinary sciences of
o f stream management and restoration.
o f the population as rich
The watershed restoration effort brought forth a cross section of

as any traditional civic associational effort. Planting trees or pulling invasive plant
species are today's
today’s equivalent of
o f the bowling league. During the multi-year effort to
restore Johnson Creek, many times citizens were one day planting trees together and
the next deliberating on public policy. Public works projects like the Johnson Creek
Watershed restoration effort, are today's
today’s equivalent of
o f Skocpol's
Skocpol’s (1999) classic civic
life. Work
W ork in the watershed combines social activities with community service, and
mutual aid. Lastly, it is where citizens, including those working through issue interest
groups, hammer out basic democratic processes, learning essential civic skills that are
transferable to other civic ventures.

Research Discussion and Implications
Studying Civic Structure and Civic Practices
By examining both civic organizations and civic practices over time, this study
community’s civic
provides a comprehensive approach to understanding a community's

infrastructure. Following the population dynamics ooff civic associations over time isn’t
isn't
unique by itself. Gramm and Putnam (1999) used this method, and the same types of
data sources, to compare community civic infrastructure from 1840 to 1940. However,
this study provides an important complement to other studies ooff civic associations by
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simultaneously examining changes in civic structures and practices. W
hen only
When

associations are used to determine the civic infrastructure ooff a community, an
o f associations is the sole measure ooff civic health
assumption is made that the number of

or strength. This study provides a method for examining how civic associations
contributed to civic life at different points in time through analyzing their civic
actions, or what I have called the repertoires ooff civic actions. The method provides a
broad sweeping view of
o f civic associations and civic practices. It does not provide an
in-depth analysis of
o f the contributions of
o f civic associations or their influence on civic
life. Therefore, I incorporated the case studies described above to provide a richer
context for the changes in civic life.

Alternative to Civic Decline Theories
I have argued that the changes in civic life since the 1950s are better
understood in terms of
o f transformation than in terms ooff decline or collapse. This study
provides well documented proof of
o f the decline ooff traditional civic organizations.
Putnam (2000) and Skocpol (1999) argue that this decline is a cause of
o f the supposed
decline of
o f civic engagement and loss of
o f civic democracy. But, I would argue that the
civic life has changed for the better because it now involves a broader cross section ooff
citizens and incorporates more open and democratic processes. In my view, traditional
civic organizations declined because they could not provide the structure and practices
that could accommodate the more democratic and political nature ooff civic life today.
Also, instead of
o f focusing on individual civic attitudes and behaviors, which
lead Putnam to explain civic behavior in terms of
o f generational character, this study
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focuses on the civic infrastructure itself as a key variable. Notable differences in levels

of
o f civic action, or even changes in civic attitudes, may not be the cause ooff individual
o f structures, practices, and opportunities that
preferences as much as the availability of

facilitate civic engagement.

Alternative to Studying the Largest Nonprofit and Voluntary Associations to
o f Civic Life
Evaluate the Health of
Skocpol (1999) argues that a good method for studying the health of
o f civic life
in America over time is to focus on only the largest membership organizations, those
enrolling 11%
% or more of
o f the population in America. While this method may be well
suited to document changes at the national level, it has limited use for more detailed
local community studies. Examining only well established organizations does not
provide a way to understand the dynamics of
o f change and innovation. Many ooff the
innovations in civic practices and the emergence ooff new critical social and
environmental issues that shaped civic life during this study period did not come from
large, established groups. If I had examined only the dynamics ooflarge
f large and well
established civic organizations the civic practices that emerged in 1972 would only
have appeared later, as the established groups began to adopt the new civic practices.
Also, traditional civic groups had a minimal role in many ooff the significant civic
events in Portland. This is reflected in each ooff the case studies, where challenging
groups, not established ones, modified public behavior and government programs, and
created new organizational structures to solve community problems.
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Importance of
o f Civic Bodies in Studies of
o f Civic Organizations
This study extends Hall's
Hall’s comparable study of
o f New Haven, principally by
o f civic bodies in examining community civic
drawing attention to the importance of

infrastructure. The 500 civic commissions, boards, citizen advisory committees, and
task forces documented in Portland since 1960 are an integral part ooff civic life. As
shown in the case study of
o f the bicycle movement in Portland, challenging groups
sometimes disappear from the civic sector, not because they have failed to meet their
objective or gain acceptance, but because they have succeeded. Studies that focus
exclusively on nonprofit or nonproprietary organizations, will miss the
institutionalization process, and consider one less organization as a decline in the civic
o f an
infrastructure. But, the Bicycle Lobby that initiated the institutionalization of

alternative transportation policy in Portland disappeared when the bicycle advocates
were successful in creating the Bicycle Path Taskforce.
In the case of
o f the Johnson Creek Watershed
W atershed Council, a government agency
created it, so for several years it was regarded as a part ooff government, not civil
society. A primary struggle of
o f the Council in its first years was to balance its origins
as a quasi-government
quasi-govemment body with its outsider-challenging-group mission to monitor
and improve the health of
o f the watershed. At
A t times the Council was forced to challenge
the role or performance of
o f the government agencies that helped create it. For several
years it was an organization without a nonprofit status, made up of
o f representatives
o f paid staff
from 15 agencies and nonprofit organizations. Its board was made up of

from government bureaus, and other nonprofit environmental groups, as well as
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volunteer watershed residents. During this time it was a hybrid organization—
in effect,
organization--in

a voluntary membership organization created by government. This doesn't
doesn’t just reflect
the messiness of
o f determining boundaries between types ooff groups, but also illustrates a
typical institutionalization process, where free standing collective actions are
institutionalized as ways of
o f conducting civic business in a community.

Importance of
o f Acknowledging "Dark
“Dark Matter"
Matter”

The "dark
“dark matter"
matter” of
o f the civic world continually confounded my research
tactics. In 1960 by one estimate there were 600 women’s
women's clubs in Portland. The 1960
women's clubs’
clubs'
city directory listed only 20 identifiable women's
women’s groups. In that era, women’s
places of
o f business shifted with the residence ooff the presiding officer, and therefore
were not likely to show up in a directory that bases its inventory on permanent street
addresses. In 1999, over 150 self-help groups, likewise often without a permanent
address, showed up in a database that I used for the civic inventory. I removed them
from the inventory because I did not have comparable data for the previous years. If
If~I
had used them, the number of
o f social service organizations in 1999 would have
increased by 45%.
In the civic reconstruction period, there was probably even more dark matter. It

was a period of
o f experimentation; new organizational forms were created overnight and
sometimes died the next month. Finally, when I compared the organizations that
appeared in the civic organizational inventory with those that showed up in the
newspaper content analysis, I consistently found in that in each period, between 10%-10%—
o f the groups revealed in the newspaper analysis were not in the civic inventory,
15% of
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with a high of
o f 15% in 1972. That amounts to 500 groups over the study period. Also,

because the newspaper analysis was only a sample, the total number ooff dark matter
groups is certainly higher.

Examining Civic Life by Inventorying Civic Associations

Measuring the health of
o f civic life in a community by counting associations,
without regard for their size, has its limits. In several places in the history ooff civic life
in Portland, I point out that an observed leap in the number ooff associations is due to
the influence of
o f a social movement or the creation of
o f a new type of
o f organization. For
jump
example, in 1972 part of
o f the explanation for a jum
p in the total number of
o f advocacy
o f neighborhood associations; likewise in the 1990s
associations was the emergence of

the jump in environmental groups is in large part due to the formation ooff watershed
and friends-of-watershed groups. In both cases the size ooff these associations is
relatively small, as measured by the number ooff staff or members. In the case ooff
watershed groups, out of
o f the 64 groups in existence today, only 3 have paid staff and
most do not have a membership. The groups for the most part do not have official
members. The Johnson Creek Watershed
W atershed Council has 3 paid staff members and a
board that has ranged from 12 to 30 members. However, since its origins in the early
1990s, over 6,000 citizens have been involved in watershed activities, at least in part
due to the work of
o f this Watershed Council. So what is the appropriate number to use
to measure that group? The staff? The board? The mobilized citizens?
In this study I did not assume that a simple count ooff civic associations at any

point determined the health of
o f civic life in Portland. However, examining the total
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population of
o f sectors did provide a vantage point from which to observe the growth,

survival, and decline of
o f various types of
o f groups. The creation, choice, and
maintenance of
o f civic structures focuses attention on the civic structures and
critical elements for
opportunities for civic involvement at any one time—
time--critical

understanding the health of
o f a community civic infrastructure.

Determining which Associations to Include in Civic Association Studies
The determination of
o f which associations to include in a study of
o f civic
associations includes methodological considerations, access to data, and the focus of
of
the research. I made a reluctant decision to omit religious organizations from the
inventory, while not excluding them from the discussion ooff changes in civic life. This
decision was one of
o f expedience; because inclusion would have added 400 to 600
organizations to keep track of
o f over time, while exclusion would probably not alter the
basic premise of
o f my research. Other researchers have made similar decisions to
include some groups and exclude others. For example, Skocpol (1999) excludes
religious organizations from her study of
o f large membership organizations in America,
while both Hall (1999) and Gramm and Putnam (1999) include them in their studies of
of
civic associations in local communities.
Hall, in his study of
o f New Haven, differentiated nonprofit organizations,
congregations—all very useful
nonproprietary entities, voluntary associations, and congregations--all

distinctions for understanding civic life in a community. Hall included religious
organizations and my study did not. On the other hand, my study included civic
bodies, rightfully excluded from a study which is purely about non governmental
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groups. Even so, trying to measure the health ooff civic life without considering the

many civic bodies that daily involve citizens seems to be a significant omission. As
documented in the bicycle case study, organizations that started their work to change
transportation policy in Portland from the outside were assimilated into the
governmental structure. As groups disappear or are accepted in this way, does it
diminish civic health? Rather it seems a sign of
o f increased civic vitality even as the
groups themselves fall off the nonproprietary entities because they have succeeded in
their civic goal.

ofAssociations
Determining the Causes of
o f the Rise and Fall ofAssociations
In this study I did not delve deeply into social and political causes that might
explain the rise and fall of various kinds ooff civic associations. In some cases the data
on the birth, death, and survival rates of
o f different types ooff organizations revealed
patterns, which were central to the study, such as with advocacy groups, and therefore
were explained. In other instances, this cycle was not explained because it was not a
focus of
o f the study. For example, between 1985 and 1999 there was a sudden rise in the
number of
o f deaths among business associations. What explains it? A probable
explanation is the change in Oregon's
Oregon’s economy from extractive industries to services
and high technology. Associations formed during the resource extraction period may
have died out.
The ebbs and flows of
o f organization creation, survival, and death is studied by
organizational ecologists. They investigate how social conditions influence the rates ooff
creation of new organizational forms and new organizations, the rates ooff demise ooff
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organizational forms and organizations, and the rates of
o f change in organizational
o f processes that influence organizational
forms. The emphasis is on the dynamics of

diversity. The part of
o f this study that charts the dynamics of the population ooff civic
organizations between 1960 and 1999 could be viewed in these terms, and in passing,
explanations for some appearances and disappearances ooff types ooff organizations are
presented. To the degree that this is a study in the ecology ooff organizations, it does so
by focusing on the dynamics of
o f the changes in a community's
community’s civic infrastructure,
including the repertoires of
o f civic actions, and the social-political demands that drive
citizens to create new organizational forms for civic engagement (Singh and Lunsden).

Power and Influence in the Community
The analysis of
o f civic association populations and repertoires ooff civic actions in
this study does not lead automatically to an analysis of
o f power and influence in the
community. A high number of
o f advocacy organizations or increasing number ooff citizen
advisory committees or neighborhood associations does not by itself translate into
political power. Barry et. Al. (1993) employed a method for testing the political
effectiveness of
o f Portland's
Portland’s neighborhood involvement system, which involved looking
at the breadth and the depth of
o f effective civic engagement. In their work, the breadth is
a measurement of
o f opportunity to be involved, and depth is the influence or impact ooff
the civic involvement. In my research I thoroughly investigated the opportunities for
civic engagement, but not the depth. To include depth in a civic infrastructure study
such as this one would demand a more complex investigation ooff who sets the agenda,
what agenda gets to the civic table, and whose agenda is in the end accepted. My civic
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association and civic practices analysis does not provide this kind ooff framework.

However, I would assert that half or more of
o f the civic engagement battle is won when
opportunity is provided. I would argue that since 1960 there are many more ways for
citizens in Portland to be involved in civic life; therefore civic life is more vital than it
was in 1960.

Social Capital and Civic Engagement
Putnam contends that levels of
o f civic engagement are influenced by the social
o f a community. In particular he argues that traditional civic
capital treasury of

organizations facilitated relationships rich in social capital along with building civic
engagement opportunities. Furthermore, he contends that new forms ooff civic
organizations, such as citizen interest groups, do not produce the same results. Instead,
these groups, create contentious single issue politics devoid of
o f social network
activities. Undoubtedly, this study demonstrates how traditional civic groups have
either disappeared or lost their central role in civic life. However, my research
uncovered a lack of
o f relationship between traditional civic organizations and political
participation. While
W hile traditional civic organizations may have facilitated social capital
for their members, it does not appear that this social capital was channeled into
political participation. The traditional civic actions employed by traditional civic
organizations, such as fundraising for scholarships and sponsoring self-improvement
educational forums, did not lend themselves to improving political participation. Also,
my research revealed how traditional civic organizations, at least during this study
period, had relatively little impact on increasing civic engagement opportunities in the
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community. I would argue that today a broader cross section ooff citizens is engaged in

civic actions, at least in terms of
o f political participation, and that challenging groups,
social movement organizations, and issue and identity interest groups had much to do
with opening up the process to more citizens. I would also contend that while interest
groups working in isolation may create a hyper-pluralistic complication to civic life,
government
this condition can be counter-balanced by new civic structures, such as governmentsponsored citizen advisory committees, that create public dialogue among interest
communities.
The cases studies on the bicycle movement in Portland and the Johnson Creek
watershed both illustrate how advocacy groups do create social networks. The 6,000
citizens over 10 years involved in watershed restoration in the Johnson Creek
Watershed worked hand-in-hand planting trees, and at breaks or while wiping sweat
from their foreheads, discussed the politics ooff watershed management. These civic
works projects do provide the same types of
o f effective civic engagement and rich social
capital environments that Putnam determined were more effectively facilitated by
traditional civic organizations.

Importance of
o f Paying Attention to the Civic Edges
This study sheds light on the importance ooff the "civic
edges"--the
“civic edges”—
the
organizational structures, practices, and issues ooff challenging groups and social
movements--to
community's civic infrastructure. One can
movements—to the health and strength of
o f a community’s
speculate that the reconstruction of
o f civic life at the end ooff the 1960s and early 1970s
might have unfolded very differently if the established civic organizations had had the
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resiliency, openness, and flexibility to adopt new practices, or re-focus their attention

on critical community issues. Instead, citizen activists created new civic structures that
displaced the old ones. This may be more the case in times ooff insurgency such as the
1960s, but holds true at any time established civic institutions are challenged by
individuals and organizations that are "outside
“outside the system."
system.” The responsiveness ooff the
established groups to outside challenges is an important measure ooff their resiliency
and ability to adapt. It is fair to say that with each ooff the case studies in this research, it
was outside groups, often working with willing or susceptible governmental leaders,
that facilitated fundamental changes in critical social and environmental issues such
as, urban renewal, watershed management, and transportation policy.

Contribution to the History of
o f Portland
This study contributes to the history ooff Portland by documenting its civic life
over a 50-year period. The emphasis on the contribution of
o f citizens and a broad range
of
community's history on the
o f civic organizations balances the tendency to focus a community’s
o f its political leaders and civic elite. While not having the same purpose
contributions of

or scope, this research elaborates on Carl Abbott’s
Abbott's (1983) history ooff citizen politics in
the 1960s and 1970s, and provides an extension ooff some of
o f his themes into the 1980s
and 1990s.
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Future Study

Comparative Studies
I have developed a methodology for examining civic infrastructure in Portland
that can be applied in other communities. In the methodology section, I described the
ways in which Portland's
Portland’s social and political climate might be distinct in ways that
o f this research. My determination was that, while Portland
would alter the outcome of

may have some conditions that would increase civic participation, the special
conditions would not be sufficient to make this research ungeneralizable. This
assumption could be tested by conducting a similar research project in a another
medium-sized city, or more than one in different parts of
o f the country. Also, it would
be beneficial to conduct such comprehensive research on civic organizations and
practices (for this same time period or others) focusing on suburban or rural areas.
This type of
o f study might reveal a different pattern to the decline of
o f traditional civic
o f this research I detected a pattern ooff a continuation
organizations. During the course of

of
o f traditional civic news in zoned editions ooff the Oregonian that focused on suburban
and rural areas around Portland, possibly reflecting the migration of
o f traditional groups
and practices outside the central city.

Repertoires of
o f Civic Actions
The newspaper content analysis I applied to documenting the changes in civic
practices over time provided an overview of
o f changing practices. More detailed studies
of
o f the repertoire of
o f civic actions might include a larger sample ooff media, or a focus on
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specific types of
o f organizations or issue areas. In either case, supplementing the

newspaper content analysis with other research methods—including
methods-- including ethnographic
approaches--might
approaches—might contribute to an understanding of
o f how innovations take place and
how the practices are disseminated and adapted.

Civic Innovations fo
forr Bridging Interest Communities
I concluded the chapter on Civic Innovation (1999)
( 1999) with a brief documentation
o f civic innovations that have emerged to counteract the tendency ooff single-interest
of

groups to undermine equitable civic engagement, and to create consensus among
interest communities and stakeholders. Sirianni and Friedland’s
Friedland's work (1995) is
notable along these lines as they have focused attention on a wide variety ooff civic
innovations that point to civic renewal rather than decline. Documentation and
assessment of
o f these forms of
o f civic innovations is critical work to pursue. Models of
of
civic engagement that may borrow strengths from traditional civic organizations, but
are more realistically planted in the civic world of
o f today are probably more useful than
more wholly transferred structures from by-gone glorified civic periods.

Model Civic Organizations: What Makes a Long Lasting yet Flexible
Organizational Structure?
During the course of
organizations-- the
o f researching civic life in Portland two organizations—the
o f Women Voters and the City Club ooff Portland—
stood out as civic beacons,
League of
Portland--stood

because both groups remained constant and durable, yet flexible enough to remain
relevant. I would not hold up these two groups as models of civic organizations—
organizations-the
the
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sector is too large and varied to have just one or two models. However, understanding

how the organizations were both resilient and flexible, adapting to new civic
conditions, while holding to their primary mission and structure, even during the
turbulent 1960s and 1970s, could be a fruitful examination. In a nutshell, both
organizations are old civic organizations by Portland standards: The City Club was
founded in 1916, and the Portland chapter of
Women
o f the League ooff W
omen Voters in 1920.
The organizations have similar goals: to provide objective information about
nonpartisan politics and civic issues. Both organizations rely on two basic civic
actions: research and educational forums. Both organizations employ their
membership for guidance about what issues to pay attention to and for staffing their
research studies and forums. Both have a relatively low number ooff paid staff and a
small budget, and a minimal investment in office overhead. So, have these basic
character elements of
o f the organization helped them survive and remain relevant? Or,
perhaps it was just the coincidental alchemy of
o f leadership and chance. A more through
o f enduring civic organizations could be a useful contribution to civic
investigation of

studies.

Government as Provider of
o f Civic Skills and Knowledge
In this study I have argued that traditional civic organizations declined in

importance in civic life in part because their repertoire of
o f civic actions was limited. As
the rules for civic engagement changed, the groups did not provide a way for citizens
to carry out civic actions, and they no longer were the sources of
o f essential civic skills
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and knowledge. While
W hile some evidence of
o f this change is apparent in the analysis ooff
Repertoires of
o f civic actions, it is even more evident in the case studies.

Today, government agencies play a large role in providing citizens with skills
and knowledge they need to be effective citizens. In some cases this is an obvious and
table" or a secondary
"under the table”
overt investment, but in other cases the investment is “under
effect.
Take for example the Model Cities Program documented in the Albina case
study. On the one hand, the program was established to revitalize a deteriorating urban
neighborhood. On the other hand, one of
o f the most lasting outcomes was not the
physical revitalization of
o f the neighborhood, but the investment in civic infrastructure.

In reflecting on the Model City Programs, Charles Jordan (1977), at one time director
o f the Albina Model Cities program, pointed out what he thought was the most
of

enduring outcome.

The philosophy that citizens must participate in running the agencies which affect
o f the poor, as
their destinies was spread and firmly implanted in the communities of

well as in the community as a whole. This means that there are leaders now who
won't
will consistently speak for the poor, leaders who w
on’t be excluded from
participation in government decisions, or in other decisions which affect them.

These leaders have come, and will continue to come, from among the poor
War
ar on
themselves. This is the real and ultimate benefit which has come from the W
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Poverty. The war itself has obviously not been won. But citizen participation by

the poor is here to stay (p. 8).

I would extend Jordan's
Jordan’s assessment of
o f the outcomes of
o f Albina Model Cities to
other planning efforts documented in that case study. The stated objective of
o f the
Albina planning process in the late 1980s and early 1990s was a plan. However, just as
o f the civic infrastructure and citizens more
clearly the outcome was modification of
o f issues. Citizens who took the time to be involved in that
versed in a wide variety of

process came away with a "free"
“free” education in planning, zoning, historic preservation,
housing economics, and essential civic skills such as how to run a good meeting.
Likewise, in the Johnson Creek Watershed case study the intended investment
by government agencies was in a watershed management plan. At the same time, the
planning process subsidized learning for citizens. Citizens involved in watershed
planning for months and even years learned about water policy, stream hydrology, the
habits of
o f aquatic animals, reparian zones, and zoning regulations. As with the Albina
planning process, citizens also learned about managing work groups, organizing
volunteer work parties, and many other skills important to being an effective citizen.
The role government plays today in creating an informed and effective
citizenry is an important research subject. I conducted some preliminary research to
determine the extent of
o f the City of
o f Portland's
Portland’s investment in skill and knowledge
o f its citizens, but decided it was a subject suitable for another research
development of
o f Portland budgets from 1960 with those in
project. I did get as far as comparing City of
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1999 to uncover the city's
city’s investment in citizen participation. In 1960,
1960,1I could only

find one job role description related to citizen participation or outreach: A $6,000
budget item for the position of
o f "community
“community education and information,"
information,” with the
Portland Development Commission. In 1999, On the other hand, for one agency alone,
the Bureau of
o f Environmental Services, the budget for outreach and citizen
o f $5 million. The budget for the Office ooff
participation efforts was in excess of

Neighborhood Involvement with 10 staff members was another $4 million. This kind
of
o f budget analysis along with policy analysis and surveying citizens involved in civic
affairs might help determine the extent of
o f government investment in civic affairs.

The Role of
o f "Professional
“Professional Citizens"
Citizens ”
today’s activists, working through single-interest
Fiorina (1999) contends that today's

issue groups, are more ideological then activists in the past. The rewards of
o f their
activism are ideological, not material, which means that they are less likely to
compromise their principles in order to gain or maintain material benefits. He also
contends that these citizen activists and the single-issue interest groups they usually
“At one time,”
work for, are not as exposed to alternative points ooff view. "At
time," he says,

"groups
“groups were viewed as moderating influences in politics. Because people had
multiple memberships they were subject to cross-pressures that led them to moderate
stands.” (Fiorina, 1999, p. 410) I refer to these ideological activists as
their stands."
“professional citizens"
citizens” because they work (paid or unpaid) full time at being citizen
"professional

activists. They may work within political party politics, but their primary work take
place through civic participation venues. They may work for one or more advocacy
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organizations or move from one group to another. They are civic-smart, knowing how

to testify, whom to write to, how to critique public documents, and how to leverage
·their political capital. They most likely fit Barry’s
Barry's ((1999)
1999) profile of
o f a postmaterialist
activist, who sees government as having primary responsibility for enhancing equality,
protecting the environment, supporting the traditional nuclear family, and policing
corporations so that they are more socially responsible.
today's "professional
Both Fiorina's
Fiorina’s and my own critique ooff today’s
“professional citizens"
citizens” needs
further research. My own is based more on observation than hard evidence. Fiorina
does not present detailed documentation ooff his characterization ooff these new idealists.
Fiorina (1999), Putnam (2000), Skocpol (1999) and others who argue that today’s
today's
activists undermine consensus-building civic actions, depend on evidence of
o f the
political behavior of organizations more than on profiles of
o f the motives and behavior
of
o f individual activists. Do these idealistic professional citizens not belong to other
organizations? Do they only mingle with like-minded people? W
What
hat are their values?
How do they interpret their communal responsibilities? These are important questions,
since many of
o f these activists working through interest groups position themselves as
representing a block of
o f voters, constituency, or membership--often
membership—often the disenfranchised
or disengaged. While it is important to maintain or even enlarge the number ooff citizens
involved in civic life, there has always been a cast of
o f citizens who end up doing more
of
o f the civic "heavy
“heavy lifting"
lifting” and represent the rest oofus.
f us. The values and behavior ooff
these citizens is one of
o f the most vital areas to understand about civic engagement in
America today.
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NOTES

1. The trend of
jumped
o f advocacy news as a percent ooff all civic news jum
ped most
1985.1I argue that the jum
p in coverage reflects a
dramatically between 1972 and 1985.
jump
o f civic news. In 1972, the mainstream press still
lag time in mainstream coverage of

covered traditional civic life, even though the make-up ooff civic organizations and
civic actions had changed. By 1985, the mainstream press had in effect caught up
with changes in the civic world. The change in news coverage of
o f civic events is
even more dramatic when the source ooff the content analysis is also taken into
account. In 1972, the newspaper content analysis was partially based on an
alternative newspaper, the Portland Scribe, which was not available for the 1985
analysis, as it had gone out of
o f business.
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